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Abstract

The inherent advantages of the induction motor in variable speed drive applications 

can now be realised in a cost-effective manner as a result of recent advances in power 

electronics and microelectronics. This thesis is devoted to the advancement of the use 

of induction motors in variable speed applications, and describes the analysis, 

simulation and implementation of a variable speed induction motor drive.

The state-space method lends itself as an ideal approach both for digital computer 

modelling and design of modern controller and was therefore adopted for the analysis 

and simulation of the drive system. The simulation was developed by means of a low 

cost personal computer package called MATLAB that has been designed to facilitate 

matrix operations. The use of such a specialized software package provided a 

'user-friendly' operating environment with error messages identifying problem areas 

during program development. The resulted computer model of the drive system offers 

high flexibility and modularity and can be readily incorporated into further analysis 

and real-time controller design. Experimental results of the drive demonstrated good 

correlation with the model at both steady and transient states and the validity of the 

model is therefore confirmed.

The experimental drive system was developed by means of transputers and its 

associated programming language occam. It was a flexible and comprehensive drive 

system comprising: (i) an on-line user interactive environment facilitated by the 

Transputer Development System; (ii) a 3-phase inverter bridge as the power 

conditioning unit; and (iii) a signal processing unit by means of a multi-transputer 

network system. The adoption of the transputer and occam enabled parallel 

processing to be achieved cost effectively in the drive system. The specifications of 

the drive system developed included on-line speed change, dynamic braking and 

programmable soft-start. Vector-control was also incorporated for good dynamic 

response. Experimental results of the specified functions of the drive are provided to 

confirm the proposed specifications of the drive.
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Further research areas on the present system are proposed, so that a viable industrial 

implementation may be contemplated.
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Chapter 1: Introduction - Review of Variable Speed Drives

Some ten years after the invention of the induction motor by Nikola Tesla in 1886, Ward 

Leonard published his classic paper [Leonard, 1896], in which the now well-known Ward 

Leonard system was introduced. In the paper, he emphasized "the desirability of 

operating an electric motor under perfect and economical control at any desired speed 

from rest to full speed". The Ward Leonard system, essentially a voltage control for the 

armature of a DC machine, was the "implied" desirable variable speed drive (VSD) 

system.

Since then DC drives have dominated the field of adjustable speed electrical drives. 

Rotary converters driven by constant speed turbines, diesel engines or AC motors, have 

been used as the power conditioning unit for the DC drive in different types of 

applications. About half a century ago, these mechanical rotary converters were 

gradually replaced by static equipment, discharge tubes (thyratrons), mercury arc 

converters or magnetic amplifiers. Nevertheless, the DC motor, with its good dynamic 

response and simple requirements for a control system, remained the standard drive motor 

whenever a wide speed control range and four-quadrant operation of the torque-speed 

plane were required for an application.

The mechanical commutator of the DC motor, however, presented a serious problem for 

the otherwise ideal motor for variable speed drives. The sliding contact between the 

commutator and the carbon brushes, where the transfer of power from the stator to the 

rotor occurred, was the weakest power link in the system, limiting the power and speed of 

the drive, increasing the power-to-space ratio and requiring periodic maintenance. The 

qualification of the DC drives as being "perfect and economical" in Leonard's terms 

needed to be reassessed and Leonard's aspiration in the search of a "perfect and 

economical" drive had not diminished. Much work and research were made over the 

years to replace the machine commutation by means of static and electronic means 

external to the motor   the inverter. This consequently led to the development of high 

power electronic switches capable of rapidly opening and closing inductive circuits such 

as the induction motor.



Mercury-arc valves were then satisfactorily operated in line-commutated cycloconverters 

and load commutated synchronous drives. However, it was not until the invention of the 

thyristor by the Bell Laboratories in 1957 and its commercial introduction by the General 

Electric Company in the following year that sufficiently powerful, efficient and 

fast-switching components became available at an acceptable cost so that the design of an 

adjustable speed drive using an AC machine could be considered. The advantages of the 

AC machine   in particular robustness, low maintenance, high power-to-weight ratio and 

low cost of the induction motor, which had been capitalized in the field of constant speed 

applications, were then available for exploitation in variable speed applications. Because 

of the complex dynamic interactions that occurs within the control structure of an 

induction motor, considerable effort has been devoted to the development of control 

strategies to eliminate the undesirable interactions. These new strategies, however, could 

not be applied in real-time to the control system because of the inadequacies of the 

microelectronics technique then.

The introduction of 'field-coordinate control', also known as 'field-oriented control' or 

more commonly 'vector control', by Hasse in 1969 [Hasse,1969], proved that 

AC-machines could have controlled characteristics similar to those of a DC motor. This 

was achieved by means of control schemes functioning in moving coordinates defined by 

the flux wave or rotor position. The concept of 'vector control' can be likened to the 

unified theory treatment of machines, where all machines can be analyzed in term of the 

'Kron' primitive machine. The subsequent development of different 'vector control' 

methods enabled the transformation of the complex structure of an AC machine to that of 

an equivalent DC machine. This enabled the design procedure to become a more 

straight-forward task. In the early 70's, however, when control circuits were mainly 

analogue, the requirements of 'vector control' demanded considerable signal processing 

that could not be engineered satisfactorily by analogue techniques. This was mainly due to 

the DC drift and thermal related problems associated with analogue circuits. Thus, such 

new schemes as 'vector control' were considered as academic exercises, rather than a 

viable industrial innovation.

The introduction of the first practical digital microprocessor ended the dormant period in 

the application of 'vector control' to industrial drives that lasted for nearly the whole of



the decade of the 70's. This was because the complex control functions could be 

implemented in software by the microprocessor, thus reducing the amount of hardware 

required. Further development in microelectronics would further reduce the amount of 

hardware, with further integration in microelectronics systems. The availability of more 

powerful microprocessors further increased the range of complex control techniques that 

can be applied to electrical drive systems.

Against the background of the historical development of the AC drive is the 

ever-increasing demand for high performance servo systems in robotics, machine tools 

and aerospace applications that have been previously dominated by DC servo systems. 

Besides, the conservation and economic issues have gained much public awareness over 

recent years and have led to some new developments in variable speed motor drives. For 

example, the electrical traction drives have become increasingly important due to the 

environmental impact of the conventional internal combustion engines' vehicle. With 

two-fifths of the carbon dioxide gas in the atmosphere in the UK coming from vehicles 

[Econews,1990], the advantages which electrical vehicles have to offer are obvious. The 

viability of the application of induction motors in vehicles is demonstrated by the system 

developed by Chan [Chan,1987]. The possibility of applying modern control theories to 

electrical vehicles by means of a multi-processor system is further manifested in the 

electrical propulsion system proposed by the same author [Chan,1988]. It should also be 

noted that electrical handling systems have already been widely used in British industry. It 

may be premature to judge whether the induction motor is environmentally more 

'friendly' than DC motors, as other areas such as their development and manufacturing 

should also be taken into consideration. It is, however, certain that a wider application 

area for variable speed drives has been opened for the induction motor. Apart from the 

influence of the environmental issues, the competitiveness of the induction motor in the 

future variable speed drives market can be best assessed in the following three important 

aspects.

Firstly, the rapid development in microelectronics and power electronics over recent years 

has made a great impact on many sectors of engineering. It is interesting to see from 

Fig. 1.1 that the computing power of processing devices has increased ten-fold over each



of the last three decades, and is predicted to increase by the similar amount over the next 

decade. The increase in computing power now offers the opportunity of implementing in 

real-time control strategies such as 'vector control', which have been theoretically 

available for many years. An equally important trend that is not revealed in Fig. 1.1 is that 

the cost of computing power has also fallen rapidly over previous decades and is predicted 

to fall in the future. It is also interesting to note from Fig. 1.2 that further demand for 

power integrated circuits (ICs) will outweigh the demand for discrete power and 

microelectronics devices in the near future. This means that further requirements of 

electrical drives can be satisfied by such customized chips as application specified 

integrated circuit (ASIC), for example.

Secondly, the ever increasing use of semiconductors in electrical machine technology not 

only changes the performance of such systems, but also changes the terminology used in 

the subject area. In the past, motors were exclusively fed directly from the mains, or via a 

metadyne transformer, or DC generator in the case of DC motors. The drive system then 

mainly consisted the motor itself, or a motor-generator set as in the Ward-Leonard system. 

Nowadays, however, the term 'drive' is used to identify the motor and the semiconductor 

converter that controls the motor. Thus, the 'drive equation' has changed from one that 

consisted of mainly copper and iron (the motor), to one that consists of copper and iron 

(motor), and silicon (power electronics and microelectronics). The recently introduced 

high voltage integrated circuit (HVIC), and the 'smart power' [Emerald, 1990] are 

examples of the latest efforts to combine control logic into power modules, and 

intelligence into the drive system. Integrated circuits and microprocessors 

[Signetics,1988] dedicated to waveform generation and close-loop controls are now 

naturally considered as part of the drive system. The drive system of the future will 

therefore be expected to have a silicon element that plays a very important role in the area 

of signal processing and a power element that determines the means by which the power 

is utilised. It is proposed [Bose,1989] that expert system-based control will play a major 

role in automating system modelling, control design, simulation study, real time control, 

test and diagnostics.

Thirdly, great progress has also been made in new types of motors intended in variable 

speed applications. For example, the switched reluctance motor presents an emerging and
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promising contender in the electrical drives' market. This type of drive system mainly 

consists of a custom designed switching package that is used to excite the stator field of 

the salient-pole rotor of a reluctance motor. The machine has salient poles on both the 

stator and the rotor. The rotor is made of laminated steel with no windings or magnets 

whereas the stator poles are wound with concentrated windings. Current switching in the 

stator windings takes place in a manner determined by the position of the rotor to produce 

reluctance torque. This developed torque is a nonlinear function of the rotor position and 

current. It offers the possibility of very precise control even in open loop applications. 

Although still in its infancy, the switched reluctance drive may well capture a large part of 

the market for variable speed drives, especially at the lower power area end. The 

development of magnet materials such as rare earth magnet and Neodymium Iron Boron 

[Miller,1989] over the recent years, as illustrated in Fig.1.3, has increased the power 

level of these machines and hence their applications. An example of the present 

proliferation of permanent magnet machines is the brushless DC motor (BLDCM), which 

has become one of the prime contenders for variable speed drives market. The increasing 

interest in the BLDCM over recent years is reflected by the large amount of literature 

available [Kusko,1987;Luk,1989]. The BLDCM can be seen as an inside-out construction 

of the conventional DC motor, that is to say, the armature (stator) is stationary and the 

field system (rotor) rotates. A typical 3-phase BLDCM has its stator being fitted with a 

balanced three-phase winding and the rotor poles consisting of permanent magnets. Its 

potential high power-to-weight and high torque-to-inertia ratios, together with low 

maintenance and spark-free features make it ideal for the aerospace, mining and chemical 

industries. Because there is no power dissipation in the rotor, the motor enjoys a higher 

efficiency and a better thermal rating. The disadvantages of BLDCM, however, mainly 

consist of extra drive and logic circuit requirement, the possibility of cogging torque when 

high flux density rare-earth magnets are used, and the requirement of accurate knowledge 

of the rotor position for switching purposes.

The application of AC induction motors to wide range variable speed industrial drives has 

been restricted by the extensive requirement of the power converter. For example, 

considerable difficulty has been experienced in producing a low cost variable voltage, 

variable frequency (VVVF) source with low harmonic distortion. This has resulted in the 

overall cost of the AC variable speed drive being comparable to that of an equivalent DC



motor drive. It should also be stressed that the complexity required of the control strategy 

for an AC drive is very much greater than that of required for an equivalent DC drive 

system. Indeed, the emphasis on AC variable speed drive system design has only recently 

shifted from the task of achieving efficient and reliable power conversion to improvement 

of its transient response. From a control point of view, an induction motor has a complex 

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) control structure. 'Vector control', as previously 

mentioned, is a method intended to improve the dynamic response of the induction motor. 

'Vector control' has been under constant development for many years by such people as 

Blaschke, Basse, and more recently, by Leonhard and others. The literature 

[Leonhard,1985] suggests that one of the major setbacks in the development of a digital or 

microprocessor-based 'vector control' system has been the inadequate computing speed of 

the microprocessors available. More recently, however, powerful signal processors and 

multi-processors' systems [Kenji,1985;Harashima,1985] have been proposed for the 

efficient implementation of 'vector control' strategy.

Since the AC machine has a non-linear multi-variable structure, and such variables as 

rotor currents are not accessible without modifications being made to the motor, an 

advanced and fully digitized control strategy would require very fast processors possibly 

working in a parallel fashion. Present-day sequential multi-processor systems, when using 

conventional bus system, present considerable hardware and software development 

complexity to the design engineer. The problem of 'bus contention' in a bus system, when 

more than one processor are outputting data to the data bus at the same time in a 

multi-processor network, is a well-known design problem. In addition, the software of 

such systems should be programmed in some concurrent languages, such as Ada and 

Modulus, which are much more difficult to use than the conventional sequential 

languages, such as Basic and Fortran [Howe, 1987]. The signal processor, though 

provides very high computing speed, may be considered as an inflexible design tool. It 

presents considerable difficulty in the design of a multi-processor system due to its 

intrinsic serial architecture. The use of single conventional microprocessors or 

microcontrollers, however, has been heavily exploited especially in variable drive systems 

requiring less stringent performance. Nevertheless, the application of parallel processing 

in high performance control of induction motors has remained a virtually uncharted area.
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The inmos transputer [inmos,1988], which became available in 1986, was originally 

conceived and designed as a processor primarily intended to be used in embedded control 

systems, with an architecture that facilitated parallel processing. Although the processing 

power of the transputer has in practice led to many other applications such as image 

processing, it remains an excellent tool for implementing real-time control systems. The 

main object of the research project described in this thesis was to develop and implement 

a transputer-based 'vector control' system for variable speed induction motor drives. The 

potential of identifying and applying control algorithms that could exploit parallel 

processing and greatly improve the dynamic response of such drive, offered a great 

challenge to the researcher. The recent fall in price of existing transputers and the 

introduction of very much more powerful next generation of transputers should have a 

great influence on the future of motor control systems thereby allowing the 

implementation of very sophisticated strategies at an acceptable cost.



Chapter 2 : Theory and Analysis of AC-Machine Drives

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter concentrates on the establishment of the electrical machine theory and its 
application to the analysis of the dynamics of AC machines. It is mainly the 3-phase 
squirrel-caged induction motor that is analysed, although much of the analysis can be 
equally applied to other AC machines, or, in some cases, even DC machines. In the 
analysis, a number of assumptions are made, for example, the power dissipated in acoustic 
noise and radio wave propagation radiation to the surroundings are neglected. It should 
also be noted that a number of basic electromagnetic principles governing the operation of 
electrical machines are assumed without reference. It was found necessary to make such 
assumptions in order to establish a basis upon which the analysis of induction machines 
could be based.

The review of the analytical methods that can be applied to three-phase induction motors 
is presented in order to compare and justify the method chosen for the analysis of the 
motor to which this thesis relates. The methods of analysis included in the review mainly 
consist of the Laplace transform, Fourier series, complex variable and state variable. The 
advantage of using the state variable method over other methods for modelling the drive 
system investigated becomes apparent, when consideration is given to the matrix-oriented 
computer software available.

The detailed mathematical analysis of an induction motor drive developed in the reference 
[Lipo,1975], in which a sound mathematical knowledge in matrix algebra is assumed, 
was found to be of great assistance when writing the simulation program in the 
VAX-based matrix-oriented computer software called 'Control-C'. It was, however, 
replaced by a much more cost effective PC-based compatible software called 
'PC-MATLAB', which became available at a later stage in the research, in developing 

motor drive models described in the following chapters.

The validity of the drive model simulated in 'Control-C' was justified by the good 

agreement of the simulation results with those given by Lipo. This agreement also justifies 

the use of state space method in the analysis of induction motor drives. The advantages of
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using a matrix oriented software approach in the simulation of a motor drive system in 

terms of state space analysis is further emphasized by the conciseness of the program 

code listing in the Appendix-B.

2.2 CONSTRUCTION AND BASIC THEORY OF INDUCTION MACHINES

2.2.1 Physical Structure of the Induction Motor

An idealized 3-phase 2-pole cylindrical induction motor is depicted in Fig.2.1. In the 

arrangement shown, there is an outer stationary member and an inner rotating member 

mounted in bearings fixed to the stationary member. The two elements carry cylindrical

Conductor

Air Gap 
(not in scale)

Fig.2.1 A simplified 2-pole 3-phase cylindrical induction machine

iron cores separated by an air-gap. Embedded in the respective iron cores are the stator 

and rotor windings. However, with all induction motors, it is the air gap that forms the 

critical part so far as machine performance and behaviour are concerned. It is to this 

region that most theory and analysis are concerned.

A rotating magnetic field is set up by the voltage applied to the stator windings and the 

speed of rotation is uniquely determined by the number of pole pairs and supply 

frequency such that

cos = 60 *f (2.1)
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where co^ is the synchronous speed in rev/min; f is frequency in Hz; and p is the 
number of pole pairs. The rotating field induces currents in the rotor windings which 

interact with the rotating field to produce the torque. This torque accelerates the rotor 
until finally the rotor revolves at some speed ov, which is less than the synchronous 

speed CD.J. As the rotor requires a torque to balance the load torque and this same torque 
is experienced by the rotating air gap field, a situation occurs in which two rotating 
members experience the same torque but have a different speed. Therefore, a power 
difference exists between the motor stator power input (C0j7) and the rotor power output 
(co/-7) where Tis the common torque and co^ and co/- are the angular speeds of the air gap 
field and the rotor respectively. This power difference is fundamental to all induction 
machines. The concept of 'slip' is introduced to define the rotor speed as:

CO/- = (1-S)* CDs (2.2)

where the slip, s, has a value between 0 and 1 in the motoring mode. The power 
difference, Pslip is called the 'slippage power', and can also be defined as follows:

Pslip = (cos - cor) * T = s * cos * T = s * Ps (2.3)

where PS is air gap power, which is the part of the stator power transmitted across the 
air gap. The power flow diagram for the induction motor is depicted in Fig.2.2.

Power
into

stator

Stator iron 
loss

Rotor 
iron loss

f
Power

transferred to 
rotor = cos T

Rotor
hystersis

loss

Total mechanical
power developed

by rotor = corT ^ Power 
output

Stator 
copper loss

Rotor 
copper loss

I 1
Friction Windage

loss loss

Fig.2.2 Power flow diagram of an induction motor
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A unique feature of the induction machine arises from the effect of the rotor motion. At 

standstill, or when the rotor is locked, there can be no motional EMF and this is similar 

to a transformer, in which pulsation of the stator (primary) field causes an 

electrical-to-electrical conversion. The energy will be dissipated as rotor copper loss. If 

the rotor is allowed to run, each rotor coil will experience the pulsation of the primary 

magnetic field at a rate reduced in proportion to the increase of rotor speed. This 

motional EMF that is proportional to ( 1-S), and the rotor current due to the transformer 

EMF that is proportional to S, gives electromechanical conversion at all speeds other 

than synchronous and standstill where the product of this motional EMF and rotor 

current is zero.

2.2.2 Fundamental Principles

The principle of electromagnetic induction is fundamental to the basic theory of 

machines and can be expressed as follows:

e = A/() (2.4)

where e is the generated electromagnetic force (EMF) in volts, N is the number of 

turns, and <I> is the mean flux per turn in webers. The concept of magnetic flux lines, <& 

webers, and their linkage with the N turns of a coil is introduced in equation (2.4) here 

and depicted in Fig.2.3. Since not all the flux lines link all of the turns, the term 'flux 

linkage' is introduced and is defined by the equation <I> = M«i. The flux linkage (k) is 

given by the sum of the product of the number of turns encircled by each flux line. A 

simple case is demonstrated in Fig.2.3. Since the total flux linkage of an inductor of L 

henrys carrying a current / amperes is Li, the induced EMF e, from equation (2.4), is 

given by:

<2 - 5'
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The principles of 'interaction' and 'alignment' are also commonly used [Say,1985] to 

analyze and explain the performance of electrical machines. The principle of 

'interaction' is best expressed by the vector equation^ = B x j_, where the force_/ on 

a conductor is the cross product of the current i_ it carries and the a magnetic field B it 

is in. The 'alignment' principle states that when high-permeability materials such as 

iron, are placed in low-permeability material medium such as air medium, where a 

magnetic field is established, a developed mechanical force will cause the iron to align 

itself with the field direction in such a way as to minimize the reluctance of the system. 

It is this principle that is responsible for and can be used for predicting the 'reluctance 

torque' in electrical machines.

current in

Flux linkage, 
to =2x1

Flux linkage, 
*,i=4x3

x x Mean flux per turn
~~~— — __--- ' =14/3'

Fig.2.3 Magnetic flux establised by a 3-turn coil

2.2.3 Development of Machine Equations

2.2.3.1 The 6-coil Machine Model

For the purpose of the present analysis, core losses, magnetic saturation effects and 

magnetromagnetive force (MMF) space harmonics have been neglected and the 

resistances of stator and rotor are assumed constant. A 3-phase induction motor can 

then be envisaged as two sets of coils spatially displaced as shown in Fig.2.4. There are 

6 coupled windings, on A-B-C stator and on a-b-c rotor. The voltage equation of each 

winding has a term for the voltage drop across its resistance, self inductance and 5 

mutual inductances. The voltage equation for the phase-A winding of the stator is:
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VA = RAIA + P(LAAIA) + P(LABIB)

(2.6)

where RA is the resistance of phase A winding; 
LAA is the self inductance;
LAB, LAC are the mutual inductances between the respective stator windings; 
LAO, LAb, LAC are the mutual inductances between the stator and the respective 
rotor windings; and 
p is the d/dt operator.

Angular j-^—-~"~"~J 
displacement Q C

LA £ A

Fig.2.4 The 6-coil model of a 3-Phase induction motor 
(N.B. A solid bar is also used to denote an inductance in this thesis)

This expression includes resistance voltage drop, the transformer voltage, and the 

motional voltages that are torque related. Similarly, voltage equations for other phase 

windings of the machine may be written down in the same straight-forward manner. 

The equations for the six windings can be expressed concisely in matrix form as:

(2.7)

where R and L are 6x6' square matrices of the winding coefficients; v and _/ are 

6-element column vector.

The mutual inductances between the coils means that the current in each coil depends 

upon the current in the other coils in the machine. This interdependence makes 

analytical solution of the voltage equations of the 3-phase machine difficult, not least 

the number (six) of equations involved. Furthermore, the changes in rotor position
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affect spatial orientation of the rotor coils with respect to the stator coils and 

consequently affect their mutual inductances. Further complications arise if the rotor 

has saliency. Changes of rotor position may also affect the magnetic circuit of the 

machine due to, for example, leakage inductance, and change the self inductances of the 

coils on the same member. For a 3-phase squirrel cage induction motor with a uniform 

air gap, however, the self inductances and mutual inductances between stator phases 

and rotor phases will be independent of the rotor position. By expanding equation (2.7) 

as follows:

and writing C0r = -37 and G = —, then equation (2.7) can be written as : Of Ou

v = R± + GV Gl + L—— (2.9)

where G is a 6x6 square matrix of the winding mutual inductance, and cor is the rotor 

speed.

It is noteworthy that in solving directly the 6x6 matrix equations, computational failure 

results due to the redundant information of the equation. This redundant information 

comes about because ic = - (la + ib) in a 3-wire machine drive system, and because 

the three phase voltages can be replaced by two line voltages. Such a transformation, 

mainly motivated from a computational point of view and described in great detail in 

[Hindmarsh,1982], incidentally results in an equivalent machine that is easier to solve 

computationally. However, it still involves mutual inductance terms as a function of 

rotor position. A transformation of special interest is the one in which the machine 

windings are transformed into a d-axis and #-axis array of stator and 'pseudo-stationary' 

rotor coils, which results in considerable simplification of the analysis of the squirrel 

cage induction motor.
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2.2.3.2 The Two-axis Primitive Machine

The name primitive machine is given to the d-q array of coils for which connection 

coils are absent and each coil is supplied with a separate externally applied voltage. 

This machine is commonly known as the 'Kron' primitive machine. The transformation 

of variables is equivalent to the physical action of the commutator. This enables AC 

and DC machines to be expressed in identical form, and a routine process permits these 

equations to be set up by inspection [Adkins,1975].

The transformation can be referred to a d-q axis system fixed either on the stator or the 

rotor or rotating in synchronism with the applied voltages. It should be noted that other 

frames of reference, such as that referred to the rotor, are also possible. The following 

sections describe the two most common transformations.

(a) Transformation Referred to Stator

The transformation referred to the stator can be realised in two steps as illustrated in 

Fig.2.5. The first step involves the three-phase to two-phase transformation with no 

change of space-frame, as shown in Fig.2.5(b). The current transformations from frame 

{A,B,C} to {D,Q,T} for the stator, and [a,b,c] to {a,p,x} for rotor, can be expressed in 

matrix forms as follows:

IDQT = DJABC (2.10)

= Diabc (2-11)

0 -3/2 3/2
VV2" 1//2~ 1//2~

where

Similar relationships can be obtained for thfe voltages. The second step involves the 

change of space-frame for the rotor, as shown in Fig.2.5(c). The transformation of 

current from frame {a,p,%} to frame {d,q,%}, can be expressed in matrix forms as 

follows:
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Q

A,D

B
(for stator)

a,a

a,

d,D

(for rotor) (for rotor only)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig.2.5 A-B-C to d-q transformation of induction motor
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(2.12)

where E =
coscorf sinco/f 0
- sinoorf cosco/f 0

0 0 1

Combining equations (2.11) and (2.12) gives:

or

jdqx, = 

where

(2.13)

fi
3

coscoyf cos(co/-f+120°) cos(cQrM20°)
-sincorf -sin(corfKl20°) -sin(co/f-120°)

1//2 1//2" VV2"

Similar relationships can be obtained for the voltages. The 6x6 matrix equation (2.7) of 

the motor, when transformed to d-q axis and referred to the stator can therefore be 

expanded as:

Vqs" 

vds"

Vdr

Rs + Ls p 0 L/77 p 0 
0 Rs+Lsp 0 Lm 

Lmp -corLm Rr +Lr p -cor/-r 
cor/-m Lm p corLr Rr+Lr p

ids (2.14)

where the superscript S denotes the quantities being referred to the stator. The order of 

the matrices in (2.14) is reduced by 2 as a result of the d-q transformations.

The electromagnetic torque Te is given by:

Te = n i G i• T (2.15)

r-where n is the number of pole-pairs and^ is the transpose of_/. Equations (2.14) and 

(2.15) may be combined to form the following fifth-order equation, which describes the 

electrical and mechanical dynamics of the complete drive system.
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sVqs
VdsS

VqrS

VdrS

TL

=

rs +Ls p 0 Lm p 0 
0 Rs+Lsp 0 Lm 

Lmp -o>r/-m Rr +Lr p -cor /-r 
torLm Lm p co/-Lr Rr+Lr p 
/'c/r/-m

0
0
0
0

Jp+ RF

V
c/dss

iqr5

idr5

cor

(2.16)

where J is the moment of inertia of the rotating mass, and RF is a mechanical 

coefficient representing dissipation due to friction and windage.

(b) Transformation Referred to Rotating Frame of Applied Stator Voltage 

The transformation referred to the rotating frame in synchronous with the applied 

voltage has been popular among a number of authors [Harashima,1985; Chan,1988] in 

the analysis and investigation of vector control in induction motors. In this 

transformation, rotor fluxes are used instead of rotor currents in formulating the motor 

equations. The relationship between the rotor currents OVoc,z'rp) and fluxes (\j/rcc, Yrp) in 

the frame of reference {a,(3,%}, are given by equation (2.17) as follows:

V|/ar = Lr*ira + Lm *isa (2.17a)

= /-r*//p (2.17D)

When the rotor flux equations (2.17) are substituted into the motor equation (2.14), the 
following equations for the induction motor in a-(3 frame may be obtained:

^sa 
v^sp 
VM 
v/p

=

1-1 i i Lm Lm Rs + La p -LcCOe ~r p — T~ coe 
Lr Lr

i n i Lm Lm Loco© RS + La p -p-coe -7- p 
Lr Lr

-^-Rr 0 y^ + p -(coe -cor) 
Lr Lr

1 R
0 —p-Rr coe-cor T^ + P 

Lr Lr

~isa 
/sp
X-rtx 
X/p

(2.18)
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Te

Note: indicates a coupling term

Fig.2.6 Block diagram of induction motor in a-(3 Frame
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where La = Ls - Lnf 
Lr

The electromagnetic torque Te is given by:

Te = 3 (X/py/tt - W/p) (2.19)

The block diagram of the induction motor referred to the oc~P frame is depicted in 

Fig.2.6. It may be seen from the figure that the interconnections of blocks are 

responsible for the non-linearity of the characteristic of the induction motor. Such 

interconnections, if not decoupled, give rise to the sluggish dynamic response that is 

characteristic of induction motors.

It will be seen how the model of motor referred to this frame of reference is applied to 

the simulation of vector control of the drive system being investigated in the next two 

chapters.

Yin

Fig.2.7 Block diagram of power converter model

2.4 REVIEW OF ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

2.4.1 Power Converter Model

The general block diagram of a power converter system is shown in Fig.2.7. The 

purpose of the circuit is to efficiently convert an input voltage Yin of a particular 

waveform to the output voltage Yout of a different waveform. The conversion is 

achieved by a set of power semiconductor switches which are opened and closed in a 

particular sequence defined by the input, sL However, the nature of the switches and
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the load may be such that the conduction intervals of some types of switches such as the 

thyristor, and hence the output voltage Vout, also depend upon the load current. This 

complication is indicated in Fig.2.7 by the feedback current signal ifb. A major 

difficulty arises from the discontinuous nature of the binary control signal, £f, which in 

the case of a PWM drive, may be a set of pulse trains with the mark-to-space ratio 

governed by a certain strategy. This problem is compounded by the effect of the load 

current, as mentioned above, on the conduction intervals of the power semiconductor 

switches and consequently the load voltage. Further difficulty arises when the load, 

such as an induction motor drive, is non-linear. The analysis of a power converter 

circuit is therefore often very involved because of such complexity and the non-linearity 

of the equations describing these operations. It is rarely possible to determine all the 

variables in the converter circuit as a function of time without some appropriate 

simplifications. The approximate solutions obtained from such simplifications, 

however, may provide only limited information on the current waveforms or stability 

under some operating conditions.

2.4.2 Laplace Transform-Unit Step Function

Many power semiconductor circuits can be analyzed by a straightforward application of 

Laplace transforms, although the algebra usually becomes quite involved. A thorough 

treatment of this approach is given in the reference [Takeuchi,1968]. The method is 

most often applied to phase-controlled circuits, where the load voltage consists of a 

number of segments of sinusoidal waveform. The analysis entails the representation of 

the voltage to the load as an infinite series in which each term is the product of a sine 

wave and a switching function consisting of the difference of unit step functions, such 

that each term represents one period, or quasi-period, during transient states, of the 

voltage.

Once the Yout is determined, its Laplace transform is obtained by using the well known 

transform formulas and the time-domain shifting theorem. Then the equation for the 

load current lout as a function of Yoi/Kt) is written and transformed to the s-domain.
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Using substitution the load .current is found as a function of s and possibly other 
unknowns such as the thyristor extinction angle in line commutated circuits. Applying 
the inverse Laplace transformation yields an explicit function for iout(i) as an infinite 
series. The main advantage of this expression is its compactness while retaining 
exactness even during the starting transient. Thus the approach is a more direct 
procedure for obtaining the current than a repeated solution of the circuit differential 
equation over each period.

The approach is illustrated in its application to 3-phase induction motor, which is based 
on the reference [Bedford, 1972]. Based on the assumptions of balanced three-wire, 
steady-state operation and completely known stator phase voltages:

= KO u(f) 

'2(0 = Kf-(f-) (2.20)

The analysis begins by writing the Laplace transform, V(s), of one of the phase 
voltages. These voltages are balanced and periodic, so the Laplace transforms of the 
other two phase voltages can be expressed in terms of V(s) using the shifting theorem. 
Taking the transformation, the stator voltages can be expressed in terms of the single 

quantity V(s).

= V(S)

= V(s)e~as (2.21)

Vfc(s) = V(s) e~2as

where a = 2^(30))

Taking the d-q transformation for equation (2.21) as described in section 2.2.3.2, results 

in:
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VSd(s) = V%" (1 - 1/£e~2as) 

~as
V(s) (2 + e~as) (1 - e~as) (2.22)

e~2as) = - ~as - e~as)

Similarly, the stator and rotor currents can be expressed in terms of ls(s) and lr(s), 

which are the transforms of the unknown stator and rotor currents in one phase. 

Expressions can be written for the unknown currents:

lsd(s) 

Isq (s) 

Ird (s) 

/rq (s)

VVfe" /s(s) (2 + e~as) (1 - e~as) 
-VVfe" /s(s) e~as (1 - e-as) (2.23)

~as "as(2 + e~) (1 - e") 
e~as (1 - e~as)

Assuming a short-circuited rotor, thus the rotor voltages become zero, the motor 

equation (2.14) becomes as follows:

Rs+sLs 0 sLm 0
0 Rs+sLs 0 sLm 

Sim -WrL-m Rr+sLr -cofLr 
sLm C0r/-r Rr +sLr

lsd(s)
lsq(S)
lrd(s)
lrq(S)

~Vsd(s)
Vsq(S)

0
0

(2.24)

Combining equations (2.22) and (2.23) with (2.24), and through simplfying, the 

following equation may be obtained:

Rs+sLs Sim 

2 + e~as
sLm Rr

2 +

0 (2.25)

Eliminating //•($) results in a transfer function in the following form:

-^—sH(s)

where
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2(s + —) + e"as(s + —

(2.26)

The values of ir , T! , 12 are given by:

2 2 
Lr _ LsLr- Lm _LsLr-Lm

From a star-connected motor, the transfer function can be expressed in terms of line 

quantities as follows:

Vi(s) = Vi(s) - V2(s) = V(s) (1 - e~as) (2.27)

2 + e-*S) (1 _ e as} ^^^

VL(s)
(2 ' 29)

Equation (2.29), depicted in the block diagram of Fig.2.8, is the transfer function in its 

final form. If the applied voltage is simple enough, an analytical solution may be 

carried out, but in most cases a numerical solution using fast Fourier transforms or 

numerical Laplace transform inversion is more practical.

2.4.3 Fourier Series Techniques

Fourier series may be used to determine the load currents by means of superposition if 

the load of the switching circuit can be considered linear, and the voltages being applied 

to the load by the converter are known. The analysis begins by finding the Fourier 

series representation of the load voltages and the equivalent circuit of the load at each
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VL(S)

Fig.2.8 Transfer function of induction motor by Laplace Transform Method

(a) Approximate equivalent circuit for fundamental frequency

O-

(b) Approximate equivalent circuit for the nth harmonic 
Frequencies for n = 5,7,11,13, ...

Fig.2.9 Analysis of induction motor by the Fourier Series Method
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significant frequency in the series. The corresponding current for each harmonic 

voltage is found by solving the circuit that results from applying the harmonic voltage 

to the respective harmonic equivalent load circuit. These currents are summed to obtain 

the approximate load current waveform. If the load is truly linear, the load voltage is 

known accurately, and enough terms are retained in the series, the current waveform 

will be accurate. The technique may be applied to circuits in which there remains a 

degree of uncertainty in the voltage waveform. For example, if the thyristor extinction 

angle is unknown, it may be left as a variable in the Fourier series of the voltage. With 

Fourier series technique, the extinction angle is found by solving for the zero crossing 

of the resulting current waveform.

The application of Fourier series to a 3-phase, three-wire induction motor fed from a 

six-step bridge inverter with 180° device conduction is illustrated. The motor line 

voltages can be considered as square waves with only odd harmonics, of which only 

non-triplen harmonics need to be considered. The well known fundamental frequency 

per phase equivalent circuit of the motor is shown in Fig.2.9(a). To develop the 

harmonic equivalent circuit of the motor, R£/S is neglected as slip s is high at harmonic 

frequencies, and the magnetizing reactance coL/n is neglected as it is shunted by the 

much smaller secondary leakage reactance nco/-2, and the stator resistance RI is 

neglected in comparison with the leakage reactances at harmonic frequencies. This 

leads to the harmonic equivalent circuit shown in Fig.2.9(b).

Assuming that the applied stator voltage is an odd function and that Cn is the signed 

magnitude of the nl harmonic voltage calculated in the Fourier series,

vs ^ \ Cnsinnwf (2.30)*•* ^^^

n=1,5,7,11,... 

Defining /« and cos q>n to be the n harmonic current amplitude and power factor,
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cos 91 = ?&- (2.32)

where

C02L2(L2 + M] 
2

/n =
12) '

It is shown that [Jacovides,1973a] the assumption of a square wave for the applied 

voltage in this analysis is adequate for predicting motor performance. It is, however, 

necessary to consider the device turn-off and dead-time effects if accurate waveforms 

are to be predicted.

2.4.4 Complex Variable Analysis

It can be shown that complex variables may be applied to simplify the analysis of an 

inverter-fed 3-phase induction motor because of the symmetry present in the system. 

Complex variables reduce the steady-state voltage source inverter system problem to a 

second order linear system, and the current source inverter problem to a first order 

linear system, and closed-form solutions are amenable to either hand or simple 

computer calculations. In the d-q frame where the motor quantities are expressed in 

direct and quadrature axes, it is possible to use £to represent voltage, current or flux in 

the following complex variable form:

I = fd + jfg (2-35)
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where fa and fg are quantities in direct and quadrature axes respectively. Applying 

equation (2.35) to the machine equation will reduce the order of the machine matrix 

from (4x4) to (2x2). A detailed illustration is shown in reference [Bowes, 1983]. The 

method, however, has not been widely applied due to the apparent complexity of 

mathematics that could be involved in the transformation. Furthermore, there may be 

little gain in terms of programming and computing times when a software that can solve 

complex matrices efficiently is not available.

2.4.5 State Variable Analysis

2.4.5.1 Introduction

It is widely known that computers are efficient to perform repetitive task such as matrix 

addition and multiplication, but much less efficient for equation manipulation, Laplace 

transform, Fourier and the like. A major advantage of representing system equations in 

state variable form lies in the fact that it is systematic and thus easy to adapt for 

computer simulation. Moreover, whereas the classical control theory is only best suited 

for design of single-input single-output (SISO) linear time-invariant systems, 

multivariable systems having multiple input and multiple output (MIMO), which are 

either linear, non-linear, or time varying can best be analysed by modern control theory 

based on the state variable concept.

The generality of the state variable method of system representation makes it applicable 

to a wide range of power converter circuits. The basic principle of the state variable 

approach is that, given the differential equations describing a system and all the inputs U. 

to the system, there is a minimum set of ^-numbers, called the state vector x, which 

completely determines the behaviour of the system at all times. As an illustration, if the 

effects of gravity and friction on a projectile are known and its position and velocity 

(the state variables) are known at some instant during its flight, its path can be 

completely determined. In general, the choice of variables for the state vector is not 

unique. In electrical systems, however, it is common to choose inductor currents and 

capacitor voltages as the state variables.
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The state representation of an nl order system expresses the system equations in vector 

form as n first-order differential equations in the following standard form:

-£=x = Ax+ Bu (2.36)
Ql — — — \ '

where A and B are matrices characteristic of the system. If the desired output y. of the 

system is different from the state vector, a second equation is used:

y_ = Cx+Du (2.37) 

where C and D are the appropriate matrices.

In switching circuits such as power inverters the state variable approach is complicated 

by the different conduction modes caused by the switching of the devices. A single 

circuit may therefore consist of many different systems depending on which devices 

conduct. Moreover, the length of conduction intervals is not always known. The usual 

approach is to choose a single state vector for all conduction modes and determine its 

solution for each mode. Continuity conditions at the switching instants are then used to 

piece together the solution. If the conduction intervals are unknown, iteration is 

normally used to solve the resulting transcendental equations. It is also suggested that 

[Nayak,1976] the solution time can be reduced by using the same system matrices in 

different modes and redefining the state and input vectors.

2.4.5.2 Application of State Space Method to an Inverter Drive System

The application of the state space method is best illustrated by an example from the 

reference [Lipo,1975], which uses the state space approach in the analysis of a 120° 

conduction interval three-phase inverter, supplying an induction motor in the 

steady-state. As shown in Fig.2.10, the system studied consists of an ideal dc source, an 

LC filter, an ideal inverter and an induction machine. Due to the half-wave and 

three-phase symmetry of the current waveform, the steady-state analysis only needs to 

extend over one-sixth of a cycle, as will be shown. However, current is discontinuous
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when the gating period is 120°. This means that two modes are present during the 

interval studied.

Some of the variables are defined in Fig.2.10 and Fig. 2.11. Fig. 2.12 shows the 

equivalent circuits of the system during the two modes: mode 1, the beginning of 

positive conduction in phase A; and mode 2, the zero current interval for phase A. The 

d-q equations (2.14) of the motor, where Vqrand vyrare set to zero, may be rewritten as 

follows:

vds 
0 
0

0
Ls *p

rs + Ls* p
0 Rs 

Lm*p - 
cor* Lm Lm *p

Lm *p
0

Rr+ Lr *p
co/-* Lr

0
Lm

- cor * Lr
Rr + Lr *p

*

-

iqs
idss
''</

;, S'dr

(2.38)

The superscript s of equation (2.38) denotes the quantity being referred to be stator. 

The <?-axis is assumed coincident with the phase A-axis for the stator and therefore 

based on the absence of zero-sequence quantities, relations between phase and d-q 

variables are as given in the following two equations:

VqsS = vas , VdsS = j^* (Vcs- Vbs)

iqss = ''as , ids5 = * (ics- ibs)

(3.39a) 

(3.39b)

The current and voltage equations for the filter illustrated in Fig.2.12 are as follows:

il+p*C*vc - in = 0

VR = ( r\_ + p*L)*ip +vc + /c*(/fl- //

(2.40a) 

(2.40b)

During model 1, when current flows in all three phases of the induction motor, the 

system equivalent circuit is as shown in Fig.2.12(b), from which the voltage and current 

equations can be obtained:

- Vbs = vi, Vbs = Vcs, U = /as (2.41 a)
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(2.41 b)

Combining equations (2.38), (2.40), and (2.41) gives the following:
"o"

0
0
0
0
VR

fs + %*/c + Ls*p 0 Lm*p - 2/s -%*/c
0 rs + Ls*p o 0 0

Lm*p - co/*Lm />+ Lr*p 0 0
tor*Lm Lm*p co/*/./- 0 0

1 0 0 p*C -1
-rc 0 01 /I+/C+P*/-

*

i j s ids%s
y S

VC

in

When equation (2.41) is written in standard state form, it becomes as follows:

(2.42)

- = >4i x + -i u (2.43)

where the qualities x, U, 81 and AI are given as:

x =

'; S~iqs
idss

j .S

sidf
Vc
iR

. ^

-61

"o"
0
0
0
0
VR

, D1

"Ls 0 Lm 0 0 0"
0 /-s 0 Lm 0 0

Lm Q LI' 0 0 0
0 U, 0 L/- 0 0
0 0 0 0 C 0
0 0 0 0 0 L

TS + %AC 0 o 0 - % - 2/3rc
0 rs 0 0 0 0
0 co/i/n ff -tori? 0 0

tOr/-/r? 0 WiLf ff 0 0
1 0000-1

-rc 0 0 0 1 ri_+rc

During mode 2, when /as = 0, as shown in Fig.2.11, and the equivalent circuit for the 

motor drive system given in Fig 2.12(a), the voltage and current equations are as 

follows:

Vcs - Vbs = VI 

il = ics = - ibs

(2.44a) 

(2.44b)
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Combining equations (2.44) and (2.39) gives the following equations for Vl and // in the 

d-q axis terms:

VdsS = ^3* vl> VQSS = Lrri*p*iqrs

iqss = 0

1 ; s

(2.45a)

(2.45b) 

(2.45C)

Combining equations (2.39), (2.41), and (2.45) and eliminating the terms Vl and // 

results into the matrix equation:

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
VR

0 0 
rs+r</2+Lsp 0 

Lmp -corL/n 
corLm Lmp eo/ 
- 1/2 ^ 0 
1/2 rc - C^2)rc 0

0
LmP
arLi1

f+Lff.
0
0

0
- VV5"

0
» 0

pC
1

0
- WT

0
0

-1
rL+rc*-pL

iqs
;_i s ids
iqf5
id,5

vc
IR

(2.46)

Equation (2.46) may be represented in standard state space form as:

dx . . D — = x = A2X+ &2U
at - - —

(2.47)

where the quantities 82 and A£ are given as follows:
1-1

Ls 0 0 000 
0 Ls 0 Lm 0 0

Lm 0 Lf 0 0 0 
0 Lm 0 Lf 0 0 
0 0 0 0 C 0 
0 0 0 0 0 L

A2 = -B 2

0
rs +'</2

0

and

0
0

0 0 0
0 -VV3 -

-corLm />• -corL/' 0 
0 corLr1 r^ 
^00

0
0 0 
0-1
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The solution to the state variable equation (2.47) during the period of

< t < ——~ is as follows: 
coe (3coe)

x(0 = e 2 (f-<P/<oe) x (<P/o,e) + X2 (f,<P/coe) S2U (2.48) 

where

Similarly, the solution of state space equation (2.43) during the period
K (D 7C . . ,— — ~ < t<-J- + — — - is given by: 

(3coe) coe (3coe) & J

) Bi u (2.49) 

where

, 3o>e

The substitution with t = -— into equation (2.48), and with t = -*- + -— into (2.49)
3coe coe 3coe

establishes a relationship, which, after simplification, provides a further relationship
, , cp. , ,3(p + JC. . , , between x (-*-) and x (—±——), as given below:~ ~

^1 (Vcoe + %coe , %coe) Bl] U (2.50)

Due to three-phase and half-wave symmetry of the waveforms in steady state, as 

illustrated in Fig.2.11, only one-sixth of a complete cycle needs to be solved in detail, 

and a solution over this interval completely defines all variables over an entire cycle. If 

Sis the connection matrix responsible for the symmetry, it follows that [Luk,1991a]:
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(2.51)

The unknown initial condition vector x (<P/coe) is now found by combining (2.50) and 

(2.51) as follows:

x(<P/coe) = [S-e 1e e 2e-r W (2.52) 

where W = [e^ 7^ X2 (%coe , <P/o>e) 82 + ^1 (<Moa + %coe , %coe) 81] u

The only unknown quantity on the right side of equation (2.52) at a given steady-state 

rotor speed is (p, the extinction angle shown in Fig.2.11, which is known to lie in the 

range 0< (p <rc/3 for 120° inverter gating. The fact that iqss(%>e) must be zero on the 

left side of equation (2.52) provides a criterion for iterating to the proper value of (p. 

Once x(VAoe) is known, equations (2.48) and (2.49) may be used to form the complete 

waveforms during any period.

2.4.5.3 Simulation of Inverter Drive System Using State Variable Method

The state space expressions derived in the previous section for the waveforms of the 

3-phase induction motor drive were translated into program codes. The VAX-based 

simulation software package used, called 'Control-C', was conveniently available and 

was adopted in the simulation. 'Control-C' was initially intended for the analysis of 

control systems but proved particularly adaptable to the investigation described in this 

thesis. The distinct facility of the software package in handling data exclusively in 

matrix forms greatly reduced both the programming time and debugging time because 

machine equations in state space form could be entered directly, and wrongly entered 

data could easily be identified.

To test the digital model written in 'Control-C', the same machine data from 

[Lipo,1975] was used, so that the simulation result could be compared with the verified 

results from Lipo's work. Typical simulated results for current, line voltage, phase 

voltage, and the torque over one electrical cycle are shown in Fig.2.13 to Fig.2.16. 

These results compare favourably with those obtained by Lipo. It is, however, not
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possible to compare the present model in 'Control-C' with that of Lipo's in terms of 
processing power required for the solution, since adequate information regarding 

computational time is not available from the latter. It is strongly believed that the 
elimination of complex algebraic equations in formulating the present system drive 
model has resulted in a major reduction in computational power required for the 

solution. Another important result in such a simplification in modelling a drive system 

is that it enables motor drive design engineers to develop the machine model with a 
minimum of mathematics involved.

2.4.6 Other Methods

There are some other analysis methods which are not as common as those discussed in 
the previous sections but prove particular useful in some applications. The switching 
function analysis, for example, is based on the repetition in which the switching devices 
in a power converter are switched between conducting and blocking states. Such an 
example is clearly presented in reference [Novotny,1975], where 36 equations 
describing the voltage and current transfer relationships of a six-step inverter are 
reduced to 2 or 3 equations by taking advantage of the symmetry of the waveform and 
redundancy that is present in the 36 equations. The method, however, has not been fully 
explored according to the literature available. A further alternative method 
[Dewan,1970] makes use of 'Boolean Algebra' to model the switching device as a 

binary device, where a binary T represents a conduction state, and a binary '0' 
represents a blocking state. A number of other methods have also been presented in the 

literature [Jardan,1969;Jacovides,1973b] but have not proved useful for wider 

applications.

2.5 INTERIM CONCLUSION

This chapter has served to provide the fundamental basis for the analysis, simulation 

and experimental techniques used in the investigation. These simulation and 

experimental techniques will be further elaborated upon during later chapters of this
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thesis. The simulation technique adopted was applied to an electrical drive system 

initially presented by Lipo and the results obtained were found to be in good agreement 

with the results presented in the reference [Lipo, 1975]. The good agreement between 

these results suggested that the system to be investigated and reported upon in the thesis 

could also be simulated by the technique described.
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Chapter 3 : Principles of Variable Speed Induction Motor Control System

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The three-phase squirrel cage induction machine is the most common form of AC electric 

motor used in industry because of its low cost and high reliability. The recent advances in 

microelectronics and power electronics technology have enabled this traditionally constant 

speed machine to be converted, cost-effectively, into a variable speed actuator or drive. 

The ever-increasing demand for high performance electrical drives has resulted in the 

application of sophisticated control strategies such as vector control, adaptive control and 

sliding mode control techniques. The scope of the study of variable speed induction motor 

drive, as a result, has now extended from such traditional methods as 'inserted rotor 

resistance', 'voltage and frequency control' by means of static converters, to more 

complex methods including flux acquisition, transformation of reference frame and other 

functions.

The range of electrical variable speed drives available is quite extensive and cannot be 

commented upon in this thesis. A thorough review, however, was carried out by Jones and 

Brown [Jones,1984]. This chapter focuses on the requirements of variable speed drive 

systems. It is shown that these requirements can be partly, and sometimes wholly, 

satisfied by such control technique as pulse-width modulation (PWM) employing natural 

sampling and regular asymmetric sampling. Where dynamic response of the electrical 

drive has become a significant requirement, it is shown that 'vector control' can be 

usefully applied. The high computing speed requirement that can be imposed by the 

method of real-time PWM generation considered is greatly enlarged upon, and is shown 

that the transputer can satisfy such imposition. The derivation of the vector control 

strategy by the end of this chapter, which is mainly based on the work of Harashima 

[Harashima,1985], forms the theoretical basis of the practical implementation of the 

strategy described later in chapter 7.
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3.2. PRINCIPLES OF VARIABLE SPEED INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVES 

3.2.1 Torque-speed Characteristic of an Induction Motor

The equivalent circuit of an induction motor offers a good starting point for establishing 

the theory of a variable speed drive, and it is illustrated in Fig.3.1 (a). A modified 

equivalent circuit [Steven,1983], shown in Fig.3.1(b), proves to be useful in the analysis 

by further simplification of the circuit, in which Rm is removed and grouped with the 

motor friction and windage losses, and the magnetising reactance is being included in the

Rt X,

Ra/s ]Xm V

(a) (b)

Fig.3.1 Equivalent circuit of an inductance motor 
(a) Normal (b) Transformed

X2

I 2

R2/s

Thevenin impedance denoted by subscript f. The equivalent circuit may be used to 
develop the following torque equation for the motor:

7 =

(co0 - cor) (flf +

(3.1)

where m is the number of phases, co0 is the synchronous speed, Oh- is the rotor speed, and 

Et is the Thevenin's equivalent source voltage shown in Fig.3.1(b).

Since the operation of a variable speed induction motor drive may be considered in terms 

of controlling the motor so that it delivers a given torque at a particular speed, equation 

(3.1) may be rearranged such that it becomes a quadratic equation of 0)r when other 

quantities are assumed constant. The speed(s) at a given torque is found by solving this 

quadratic equation as follows:
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o>r = co0 - ' (mEt2 -

(3.2)

From equation (3.2), it is apparent that the following methods of altering the speed of the 

motor may be applied.

(a) Altering the supply voltage. This results in a change in Et and therefore a change in 
speed.

(b) Connecting impedance in series with the supply and the stator winding. Such an
impedance is therefore in series with the stator winding RI and Xi and the resulting 
Rt and Xt is the transformed equivalent circuit. Consequently, from Fig.3.1(b), 
altering this series impedance will affect Et, and the motor speed will be altered 
according to equation (3.2).

(c) Altering the rotor resistance. Such a method results in a change in speed according to 
equation (3.2) but only available to wound-rotor machines.

(d) Altering the synchronous speed of the motor. This may be done by changing the 
number of pole pairs, np, or by changing the supply frequency 0)o.

The insertion of impedance of method (b) is, in effect, similar to reducing voltage supply. 

However, the resulting reduction in supply voltage is current dependent and therefore 

load-dependent This complicates the control of the drive and introduces ohmic power 

loss in the inserted resistance. Method (c) is not applicable to squirrel-cage rotor induction 

motor and is therefore not further discussed. Although the method of changing the number 

of pole pairs results in good efficiency and power factor, it can only produce several 

discrete changes in speed. Thus, it is only the methods of altering the magnitude and 

frequency of the applied stator voltage that will be considered further in this thesis.

3.2.2 Variable Voltage, Variable Frequency (V WF) Power Source

It is important to note that reducing the amplitude of supply voltage without a 

proportional reduction in supply frequency can lead to magnetic saturation. Allowing for
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the voltage drop across the stator winding, the relationship between the flux O, the applied 

voltage Vand frequency co is given approximately by the relationship:

V$ = constant * — co

This relationship shows that the motor flux O increases as the motor speed co decreases 

and in such circumstances the supply voltage is reduced to avoid magnetic saturation. 

Consequently most schemes which control induction motor speed by altering the supply 

frequency also control the amplitude of the supply voltage to avoid magnetic saturation. 

The supply to the induction motor is therefore a variable voltage, variable frequency 

(VVVF) supply. The different types of VVVF supply that have been used are:

(a) Motor-Generators (M-G) set
(b) Cycloconverters
(c) DC link inverters

In the early years, variable speed motors were used to drive AC generators to produce a 

VVVF supply suitable for induction motor speed control, as shown in Fig.3.2. Such 

motor-generator sets tended to be noisy, bulky, and required frequent maintenance. As a 

result of the introduction of the thyristor and other switching devices, the M-G set became 

redundant so far as producing VVVF supplies is concerned.

The cycloconverter can achieve a direct AC to AC conversion without the necessity of an 

intermediate DC link. In practice, a three-phase to six-phase transformer is required in 

order that the ripple amplitude on the output waveforms is reduced to a reasonable level. 

This requires the use of thirty-six power semiconductor devices, as compared to twelve in 

other bridge units, in the power conversion circuit. Due to the harmonic distortion at 

higher output frequencies, the cycloconverter is limited to producing frequency in the 

range of 1 Hz to one third of the supply frequency. The commutation, however, can be 

achieved naturally by the polarity reversal of the input AC waveform. A fully regenerative 

operation is also possible. Due to the high initial cost and low frequency limitations, the 

main applications of the cycloconverter are found in controlling very large motors or in 

controlling multi-motor stations as required in steel works.
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The DC link inverter may be divided into two types by way of the voltage waveforms 

produced. The most simple type is known as six- step or quasi-square wave, and is shown 

in Fig.3.3. The top and bottom devices of each leg are switched on alternatively for 180 or 

120 degrees of the cycle, and the three legs are switched with 120 degree displacement 

between them. The DC link voltage is usually controlled by a phase-controlled thyristor 

converter with an LC filter on the output. The filter introduces a time lag that degrades the 

transient response of the system. Alternatively, the DC voltage can be regulated by means 

of a DC chopper circuit.

The other type is the pulse width modulation (PWM) inverters, and is shown in Fig.3.4. 

The devices in a leg switch on alternatively at a frequency usually much higher than the 

frequency of the motor. The on and off periods of the devices for a leg are varied in a 

pattern determined by the PWM strategy adopted. This modulation is repeated in the other 

two legs with a 120 degree displacement. Due to a wide variety of PWM strategies 

available for the inverter and their application in the majority of present day DC link 

inverters, the PWM strategies are discussed in more detail in the following section.

3.3 PWM SWITCHING STRATEGIES

3.3.1 Overview of the Development of Switching Strategies

With the increasing availability of high speed power devices since the last two decades, 

different switching strategies were considered for implementation of a VVVF power 

source. One of the strategies that has since proved successful is the pulse width 

modulation (PWM). The main advantage of PWM over other techniques, such as pulse 

amplitude modulation (PAM), is the output voltage and frequency of the power converted 

can be realized in one modulation process. PWM also offers the advantage of controlling 

the harmonic spectrum of the output voltage waveform. This additional advantage can be 

realized by using two or three-level PWM, pulse number, and in certain cases, the 

sampling technique. Additional techniques, although not considered pure PWM, have also 

proved attractive for harmonic spectrum control. For example, a technique known as
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'notch control' has gained much favour over the last two decades for controlling harmonic 

spectrum of the output waveform.

In the early 70 's, initially well established modulation techniques of natural sampling, 

suitable for analogue implementation, were used [Jayne,1976]. As the technology changed 

towards digital, look-up table methods [Dwyer,1979] in which pre-determined switching 

angles were stored in memory were then developed and used in digital systems. With the 

advances in microprocessor/microcontroller technology in the mid 70's PWM strategies 

such as regular sampling, suitable for digital implementation, were developed. The
^

inadequate processing speed of the microprocessors had precluded any contemplation of 

generating advanced PWM waveforms in real-time. On the other hand, as increasingly 

memory is needed to generate a wide range of speed by the memory-mapping method, the 

cost of the system increases dramatically. The rapid development in recent years in 

microelectronics has meant that the cost ratio of processor to memory devices is dropping 

steadily. Therefore, the applications of multi-microprocessors [Harashima,1985] and the 

more recently introduced signal processors [Buja,1985] to further improve the control of 

PWM inverters have been reported. As switching angles are computed on line in these 

systems, steady state as well as transient operating conditions are satisfactorily dealt with.

In the early 70's, the majority of PWM switching strategies that applied to DC link 

inverter systems were realized by analogue means. It was shown that PWM process 

employed in these techniques contained natural sampling, that is to say, the instantaneous 

intersection of the carrier wave and modulating wave were used as the switching instant 

for the power devices. An additional sampling technique known as regular sampling, was 

also applied in analogue PWM systems [Jayne,1976]. This additional technique, which 

consisted of taking regular samples of the modulating waveform, proved quite successful 

mainly because: (a) it reduced the harmonic distortion in the output for low value of 

frequency ratio or pulse number when compared with the natural sampling method, and 

(b) it was easier to implement in digital PWM control systems employing 

microprocessors. However, at that time the main limiting factor was the slow processing 

speed of the microprocessor chips. The real-time implementation of PWM strategy 

required much faster digital processing chips than was available at that time.
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One important result of the development of the power devices is the increase of switching 

speed. The usual timing-related limitations imposed by the power devices, such as the 

maximum and minimum pulse widths and modulation frequency, as a result, have been 

greatly relaxed. Ultrasonic PWM inverters using switching frequencies of 20 kHz or 

above have been reported in special cases [Grant, 1983]. At present, a variety of sampling 

methods supplemented by methods for selected harmonic elimination and a host of 

suboptimal methods are available. These methods, together with some emerging 

non-conventional approaches, will be discussed in the following subsections.

3.3.2 Natural sampled PWM

This method is a well-established modulation method used in communication engineering. 

Early developments in PWM power inverter technique centered on this method of 

sampling because it is intrinsically analogue and can be easily implemented by the use of 

analogue comparators. The generation of natural sampled PWM is illustrated in Fig.3.5. 
The switching edges of the width-modulated pulses, which correspond with the sampling 

instants, may be expressed by the transcendental equation:

t\ - fe = y [ 1 + j (sintofi + sincofe)] (3.3)

where TC is the carrier period, M is the modulating index, and co is the angular 
frequency of the modulating wave.

The solving of equation (3.3) by means of a digital computer is usually unsuitable because 

it involves a number of iterations and therefore makes this method of PWM sampling 

unrealistic to implement in real-time. Where this method is used, the switching angles of 

the PWM waveform for different fundamental output voltages are computed 'off-line' and 

stored in a look-up table by a computer. Alternatively, the carrier and modulating waves 

can be synthesed by a microprocessor by means of digital-to-analog (D-A) converters, and 

the comparison of the two generated waveforms is performed by means of an analogue 

comparator. A thorough description of the implementation of the scheme by means of 

microprocessor techniques is found in the reference [Bowes,1981]. More recently,
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however, it has been reported [Khanniche,1988] that the method can be implemented 'on 

line' by an algorithm that was based on piecewise linearisation of the switching strategy.

3.3.3 Regular Sampled Asymmetric PWM

This method of modulation has also been well-known in the communication industry 

before being applied to PWM inverters. The generation of the modulated pulses is again 

illustrated in Fig.3.5. Two types of regular sampling PWM strategies have emerged, the 

symmetric and asymmetric. The asymmetric sampled strategy is spectrally superior as the 

number of samples is twice that of the symmetric sampled strategies. Unlike natural 

sampling, regular sampling is inherently a digital method in which the magnitude of 

regularly spaced samples of the modulating wave determines the widths of the modulation 

pulses. The width of the n pulse of a regular sampled asymmetric PWM waveform is 

defined by the following analytical expression:

Tn= y [1 + (-I/*1 y (sin/In + sinAw-1)] (3.4)

where TC is the carrier period, An = ~^, and R is the frequency ratio of the carrier wave
n

to modulating wave. This analytical expression for the pulse-widths can be readily 

implemented in real-time using a digital control system.

3.3.4 Modified PWM Strategies

A number of modified schemes based on the conventional regular sampled asymmetric 

strategy have been developed. These schemes aim at extending the output frequency range 

and improving the linearity of output voltage with increase in modulation depth, whilst at 

the time maintaining lower order harmonics low without affecting the fundamental 

component. On the other hand, the endeavour of implementing natural sampled PWM 

waveform in real-time has also resulted in the development of modified PWM methods 

based on natural sampling strategy. Some of such schemes are selected for discussion as 

follows.
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A modified sampling technique, first introduced by Acharya et al [Acharya,1986], is 

again illustrated in Fig.3.5. In this method, the average of the samples at points 

corresponding to the two successive regularly sampled points at positive and negative 

apexes of the triangular carrier wave is used as the modified modulating signal. The 

implementation of this method entails the use of sample and hold (S/H) devices to store 

the amplitude of the sine (modulating) wave at the instants corresponding to the apexes of 

the triangular wave. The sine values of the two successive angles are averaged to give new 

S/H modulating signal as shown. Using this method resulted in an increase of two percent 

in the fundamental harmonic of the output voltage and a decrease of 20 to 30 percent of 

total harmonics content. The method was implemented by means of an 16-bit 

microprocessor and the PWM switching instants were calculated in real-time without 

incurring any additional memory requirement.

The injection of a third harmonic component into the sinusoidal modulating wave to 

reduce motor losses was proposed by several authors [Houldsworth,1984; Bowes,1985; 

Boys,1985]. The third harmonic component causes no current to flow in a three-wire 

system but shifts the harmonic energy to the less critical triple integer and higher order 

frequency components. A reduction of up to 30% harmonic rR loss as a result of 

injecting a 28% of third harmonic component to the modulating sinewave was claimed by 

Boys [Boys, 1985]. It is also noted that the output voltage range is also increased by this 

method.

In another modified scheme [Khanniche,1988], a linear approximation of the modulating 

sine wave was proposed. The sine wave is represented by a series of linear segments, 

which lengths are determined by the carrier frequency. The approximated sine wave is 

assumed to be varying linearly with time over the sampling period, and changing slope at 

every peak of carrier wave as shown in Fig.3.6. The slopes and vertices of these segments 

that make up the sine wave are determined by sampling the continuous sinewave at every 

peak of carrier waveform. Alternatively, the sine wave may be simply approximated by a 

trapezoidal waveform as shown in the same figure. This method, called piecewise linear 

approximation, was proposed in the reference [Varonvitsky,1983]. It is, however, 

apparent from Fig.3.6 that the linear approximation method results in a modulating
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synthesized sine wave that is closer to an ideal sinewave than other sampling method
i 

This method therefore provides a good approximated natural sampled PWM wavefori

and yet avoids the time penalty associated with the solution of the transcendental equatic 

of the pulse-widths of the natural sampled PWM.

m 

n

3.3.5 Optimised PWM Strategies
•s 

A number of optimised PWM schemes have been developed to optimise PWM parameter
is 

such as the total harmonic distortion factor (THD) [Bowes, 1985], efficiency and los
e 

[Boys,1985;Takahashi,1985], acoustic noise [Takahasm',1986], speed and torque rippl
;s 

[Zach,1985]. It is noted from these publications that each optimisation criterion require
g 

its own optimisation procedures. However, a generalised optimisation method consistin
a 

of minimization of a cost function of operation of an inverter drive was developed by Buj
e 

[Buja,1980]. It should be noted that [Enjeti,1990] all processes constitute th
e 

minimization of unwanted effect due to the harmonics present, and therefore converg

towards each other when significant numbers of low-order harmonics are eliminated.

d
Unlike the natural or regular sampled PWM processes that are based on well-define

e
modulation processes, such optimised PWM strategies do not have identifiabl

e
modulation processes. This precludes any contemplation of on-line generation of th

n
optimised PWM waveforms. Moreover, such optimisation procedures usually result i

c 
non-linear relationships between the switching angles and the fundamental harmoni

y
component of the PWM voltage. Therefore, a large number of look-up tables are usuall 

required, each corresponding to a discrete fundamental voltage level.

•e
In the harmonic elimination scheme, for example, any unwanted harmonics can b

ic
eliminated by equating the unwanted harmonics to zero and assigning a value to th•A
amplitude of the fundamental component. A generalized quarter-wave symmetric PWI

h*»

waveform is shown in Fig.3.7, where ai, 0,2, ... define the switching angles. The Fouri* 

coefficients of a quarter-wave waveform are given by equation (3.4):
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1+2 (3.4a)

Bn = 0 (3.4b)

As these equations are non-linear as well as being transcendental in nature, iterative 

techniques such as the Newton Raphson method may be employed. The solving of these 

equations is usually a very computational extensive process, which is usually done 

off-line on main-frame computers.

Recently, near optimised, or suboptimum PWM strategies [Bowes, 1985] have been 

developed, where the aim has been to realise these optimised PWM in real-time. These 

strategies are based on the need to maintain a well-defined modulation process that can be 

simply and efficiently implemented in software and therefore on-line, and yet still retain 

the desirable characteristics of the optimised PWM.

3.3.6 Space Vector Modulation

The space vector modulation is a new method of AC waveform generation, which has 

drawn much interest quite recently [Boys,1990; Moynihan,1991]. A space vector 

modulator switches between the available, spatially fixed, vectors to produce an average 

vector of the required angular velocity, and magnitude. The period over which the vectors 

are averaged defines the switching frequency and determines the ripple currents flowing 

in the motor. By selecting the correct order of switching the power devices, it is possible 

to minimize the switching rate of the devices and hence improve the efficiency of the 

drive. Space vector modulation offers the advantage of direct manipulation of flux vectors 

that allows the unwanted current and torque ripples to be tightly and effectively contained, 

and readily lends itself to implementation in a digital signal processor. In contrast, 

traditional modulation strategies such as the regular sampled PWM, allow only indirect 

control of the flux vector.
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3.3.7 Initial Implementation and Evaluation of the Natural Sampling and Regular 
Asymmetric Sampling Using the Transputer

3.3.7.1 The Transputer PWM Generator

A prototype transputer-based PWM generator was designed to generate single-phase 

natural and regular sampled asymmetric PWM waveforms. The transputer PWM 

generator mainly comprised of an INMOS B004 board (hosted by an IBM-AT 

compatible), a multi-channel 12-bit D-to-A converter and an 8-bit timer, as showed in 

Fig.3.8. A standard interface device of the transputer, called 'link adaptor', (see 

Appendix-A) was used as an interface for each link of the transputer to another external 

device. The handshaking of data communication was achieved by simple hardware TTL 

gates.

The upper shaded block of Fig.3.8 comprises the natural sampling method. To output the 

modulating signal, the D-to-A converter receives 2 bytes of data in succession from the 

transputer, first the least significant bit (LSB), then the most significant bit (MSB). The 

first 4 bits of the MSB are ignored. This is then followed by a byte word that selects the 

channel on which the previous 12-bit data is output. The procedure is repeated for 

outputting the carrier signal. The signals are then compared by means of an analogue 

comparator. The modulating and carrier signals are not output to the comparator 

simultaneously, but are separated in time by the total time required for conversion and 

output of each signal, which is about 20 |is. For a 50 Hz modulating wave, the phase shift 

created is thus 0.1 %, and can therefore be neglected. The lower shaded block of Fig.3.8, 

which mainly consists of an 8-bit timer, is for the generation of the regular sampled 

asymmetric PWM. Two link adaptors are used for communication with the timer — one 

for data and the other for control signals. The timer outputs the PWM waveform by timing 

out its loaded value input from the transputer. The description of generation of regular 

sampled asymmetric PWM by the transputer is expounded in chapter 6.

3.3.7.2 Experimental Results

A series of experiments were carried out on the prototype transputer based PWM 

generator where PWM waveforms over a wide range (2 Hz - 100 Hz) of output frequency 

by both sampling methods were generated. A typical PWM waveform of modulation
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Fig.3.8 Block diagram of the prototype transputer PWM generator
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frequency of 33 Hz and a frequency ratio of 21 employing regular sampled asymmetric 

method is shown in Fig.3.9(a). The corresponding harmonic spectrum is shown in 

Fig.3.9(b). To compare the results of the two sampling methods, the harmonic spectra of 

both PWM waveforms using the same modulation parameters were studied. The harmonic 

spectra of the PWM waveforms when modulating frequency is 50 Hz, modulation index is 

1 and frequency ratio is 6, are shown in Fig.3.10. Since the output level of the analog 

comparator is different from that of the timer that has typical TTL logic outputs, the 

magnitudes of the fundamental output of the two PWM waveforms are quite different. 

However, if the relative magnitude of the harmonics to the respective fundamental 

component is compared, the regular asymmetric sampling method is found superior to 

the natural sampling method, when such low frequency ratio as 6 is used. This is 

consistent with verified results reported elsewhere [Jayne,1977].

3.3.7.3 Interim Remark

From the above experimental results, it is shown that real-time generation of the regular 

sampled asymmetric PWM in the interested range of frequency, can easily be handled by 

the T414 transputer. As with other microprocessor-based methods, the transputer-based 
implementation suited the regular sampling method rather than the natural sampling 

method. This result has led to the decision to use the regular asymmetric sampling method 

in the final drive system (chapter 6,7). This initial evaluation of the use of the transputer in 

the generation of PWM waveforms was a consequence of the preparation of a paper 

presented by the author in Belfast [Luk,1989b]. The B004 transputer board used in the 

prototype transputer PWM generator was later superseded by an upgraded BOOS board. 

This initial method of generating a single phase PWM was, however, replaced by a 

superior method capable of generating a 3- phase PWM waveform at a later stage, as will 

be described in Chapter 6.
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3.4 VECTOR CONTROL

3.4.1 Introduction

The concept of field-oriented control (FOC), or more commonly known as vector control, 

for AC machines, was commercially introduced by Siemens Company in the mid 70's, 

and was based on vector transformation of motor waveforms from a stationary to a 

rotating frame and vice versa. The aim of the scheme was to improve the dynamic 

response of the AC machines. The concept of transformation has been used extensively in 

the unified machine theory [Adkins,1975]. It is shown in the unified machine theory that 

AC or DC machines are generically similar, and that any machine can in fact be 

represented by a primitive machine by means of appropriate transformations. Because of 

the demand for low maintenance induction motor drive systems over the last decade, great 

attention has been given to the application of field orientation schemes to drive systems.

3.4.2 Review of Vector Control Strategy

Although research in the application of vector control strategies in induction motors has 

been carried out in many countries, there does not appear to be a comprehensive review of 

the relative advances made by researchers in different countries. It was therefore decided 

to make such a review, the result of which is presented in the following sections.

(a) Germany
The theory of vector control was first introduced by Blaschke and Hasse in Germany in

the early 70's. In the early 80's, attention was already given to the parameter adaptive 

scheme of the rotor resistance to improve the reliability of vector control under 

unfavourable conditions [Garces,1980]. However, the mainstream of research in vector 

control in the last decade was mainly led by Leonhard et al [Leonhard,1975; 

Gabriel, 1980], who are based at the same institute as Blaschke's — Technische 

Universitat Braunschweig. Leonhard and his researchers continue to make great progress 

in the application of vector field control, and his work is very well documented 

[Leonhard, 1985]. Other researchers such as Holtz of University of Wuppertal, for 

example, have also published several papers on different application areas of vector 

control [Holtz,1983;85;88]. More recently, Naunin et al of Technical University of Berlin
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[Naunin,1991], compared the use of microprocessors and transputers in the control of AC 

induction motors. Thus, the literature shows that the level of research activity in Germany 

has maintained its leading position in the application of vector control to variable speed 

AC drives.

(b) The United States
The application of vector control in the United States was first taken up by Bose and Lipo

at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Although Bose himself favours a fundamentally 

different scheme of control — the scalar control [Bose, 1984], he was amongst the first to 

introduce the vector control outside Germany [Bose, 1981]. The early research work by 

Lipo et al was involved in the establishment of a new rotor identification scheme and an 

on-line optimization procedure reported in the co-authored publications 

[Matsuo,1985;Kirschen,1985] respectively. More recently, Lorenz et al has published no 

less than five papers [Lorenz,1986;90] on both theoretical analysis and practical 

implementations of different vector control schemes on variable speed AC drives.

(c) Japan
In Japan, the application of vector control emerged on the industrial arena in the early the

80's. Akamatsu et al [Akamatsu,1982] of Fuji Electric Company, and Masachiro et al of 

Mitsubishi Electric Company [Masachiro, 1982], were amongst the earliest Japanese 

authors who published their work on the use of vector control to improve the performance 

of the current fed inverter (CSI) induction motor drives. The work by Masachiro mainly 

entailed the incorporation of vector control together with a specialized scheme to generate 

PWM waveforms from zero to rated frequency for a CSI motor drive. The transient 

performance of the resulting drive system was comparable to that of the DC drive. 

Similarly, the work by Masahiro et al was also associated with vector control of large 

motors fed by CSI. However, a rotor and flux variation compensation scheme was 

introduced to achieve high performance even during unfavourable conditions such as 

prolonged running of the drive. A further industrial commitment to the application of 

vector control on variable speed drives was demonstrated by Toshiba Corpoartion 

[Miyazaki,1984], where a standardized vector control hardware unit for different drive 

systems was developed. The use of vector control was applied to other operation
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conditions such as light load running at high speeds [Ito,1983]. It was suggested by Ito et 

al that field-weakening technique should be incorporated into vector control to stabilise 

the drive system at light load and high speed operations. In the mid 80's, many schemes 

were developed where the main aim was to identify [Matsuo,1985], and compensate the 

rotor parameters [Nagase,1984]. Due to the complexity of many of the schemes 

suggested, where real-time implementation was required, such schemes could only be 

realised with very powerful sequential processors or multi-processor systems. This led to 

the development of multi-processor vector control drive systems. Harashima et al, for 

example, developed a multi-processor control system which improved the response of 

induction motor drives [Harashima, 1985]. The result of the work suggested two types of 

control referred as I-type and V-type methods. Harashima also suggested the method for 

compensation of change in rotor resistance. However, Harashima failed to address the 

complexity of the hardware requirement to implement the scheme proposed. The 

implementation difficulty experienced when using a multi-processor system was shortly 

expanded upon by Kubo et al [Kubo,1985], who also used a multi-microprocessor system 

for vector control of induction motor drives. Although the method used by Kubo adopted 

a slightly different approach, the problems associated with the communication among the 

processors were addressed. It was interesting to note, however, that a vector control 

system with rotor time constant identification scheme using only a single high-speed 

sequential 16-bit microprocessor was developed by Koyama et al [Koyama,1986]. 

Another method of overcoming the variation of motor parameters such as rotor resistance 

was suggested by Ohnishi [Ohnishi,1986], which mainly consisted of model reference 

adaptive scheme (MRAS). In this method, the ideal motor model ran in parallel with the 

actual motor and the output of the model was compared with the real output of the motor. 

The difference of these outputs, the error, was then dependent upon the parameter 

variation of the actual motor. An appropriate adaptive mechanism was employed to offset 

the error. The application of MRAS was further developed by Sugimoto et al 

[Sugimoto,1987], who suggested an on-line identification method under any load and 

speed conditions of operation. Sugimoto's scheme mainly consisted of the injection of a 

sinusoidal signal into the flux axis primary current, which allowed the rotor resistance to 

be identified under the operating condition. More recently, another alternative scheme 

[Haneda,1989] proposed the use of a globally stable and parameter insensitive
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observer-linearizer, which was implemented by two processors in an optimal position 

servo application.

(d) The United Kingdom
Research work in the area of vector control to date in this country is relatively recent and

not widespread. In 1987, Acarnley et al presented the prospect of field-orientation in AC 

drives in an IEE meeting in London [Acarnley, 1987]. Acarnley et al, based at the Electric 

Drives and Machines Group of Newcastle University, are one of the few known research 

groups in the U.K. who are actively involved in research on vector control of induction 
motors. The development of the methods of parameter identification constitutes the main 

activity of this group [Acarnley, 1991], An initial implementation of the vector control by 

the use of the transputer was reported by Sumner and Asher of Nottingham University in 
1986 [Sumner, 1986]. This was followed by an extended implementation in 1990 

[Asher, 1990]. Recently investigation into the parameter sensitivity has been carried at 

Birmingham University [Du,1991].

(e) South Africa
For the last couple of years, research in vector control has been actively taken place in
several South African universities. In the University of Natal, for example, a team of no 

less than six researchers have engaged in a program on developing a very comprehensive 

motion control development system (MCDS) [Webster, 1991]. Although it is still in its 

development stage, the scope of this program is reflected by the number of papers (at least 

six) presented in conjunction with the work.

(f) Others
The remainder of the research in vector control is made up of a number of smaller groups

that are scattered in different countries. Notably the eastern European research groups 

[Kazmierkowski,1991] have concentrated on the theoretical aspects. Much of the work 

done by these researchers to date involves the simulation of new methods. In the Far East, 

such as Taiwan [Liu,1989] and Hong Kong [Chan,1990], implementations of vector 

control with varying degree of success are also reported by a small number of researchers.
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To summarize, vector control is now a well-established research area in the field of 

electrical drives, although initial investigations commenced some twenty years ago. In the 

first decade, the majority of the research were carried out in Germany by people such as 

Hasse and Blaschke. During this time, much of the investigation centred around the 

establishment of control theory and schemes. The implementation of these vector control 

schemes was limited by the lack of computer processor speed available at that time. The 

advent of high processing speed microprocessor chips during the last decade, however, 

resulted in a surge of research activities in the implementation of vector control schemes 

and other control techniques such as adaptive control. The application of vector control to 

industrial drive systems has been strongly supported by Japanese researchers, with the 

active participation and support from their industrial organisations. However, the German 

researchers have maintained a strong hold on development in vector control technology 

and have continued to publish the results of their work. So far as the U.S. is concerned, 

research in vector control technology still centres around the same University where 

vector control was first applied in the country. Similarly, Eastern European countries are 

still concentrating on the analysis and simulation of vector control but still do not appear 

to make much advancement on its practical application. The reviewing of the literature 

available on vector control on a worldwide basis shows that many of the terminologies 

used by different countries can be quite different. It should also be noted that a number of 

different frames of reference are also used, typical examples being rotor flux orientation, 

air-gap flux orientation, and stator flux orientation. Some interesting research work by 

Profumo [Profumo, 1991] analyzed the effect of the different frames of orientation on 

vector control schemes and concluded that there was no overall advantage by one frame of 

orientation over the other.

3.4.3 Classifications of Field Orientation Schemes

3.4.3.1 Direct Vector Control

The control of magnetising flux or field in induction motors is central to the basic 

philosophy of field orientation. It is therefore natural to measure the airgap flux directly 

by means of Hall's probe or search coils. This method, first developed by Blaschke
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[Blaschke,1972], is illustrated in the simplified block diagram of Fig.3.11. The controller, 

which may be an analog system or a computer, together with the power conditioning unit 

(inverter), determines the required flux and torque levels from the speed and torque input 

demands, and outputs the power to the motor. The flux of the motor is measured by two 

flux sensing devices placed orthogonally in the stator. The essential feature of the direct 

control scheme is the transformation of rotating to stationary and vice versa co-ordinate 

representation of the drive system by means of the flux signal detected by the flux sensing 

devices. The resulting stationary frame signals are then converted to phase current 

commands and used to control the inverter. Similarly, the measured airgap flux signal 

from the flux sensor is fed back to the controller for flux compensating, where the torque 

producing component of stator current is separated from the flux producing component.

The advantage of the direct vector control scheme is its insensitivity to changes in motor 

parameters. However, one major problem with this method is that difficulty may arise in 

using the Hall effect device because the measurement of flux density at a single point does 

not give a reliable indication of flux linkages. The signal can also be very 'noisy' as a 

result of slot ripples. Although the installation of a filter may reduce noise level, it 

introduces frequency-sensitive phase shift and therefore worsens the decoupling effect 

between the torque producing component and magnetising component of the motor flux. 

Hall effect devices are also temperature sensitive and the signal derived from them can 

lead to error when a wide range of temperature change is experienced. Alternatively, 

although search coils are more robust and less temperature sensitive, they have the 

inherent problem of not detecting flux change when the field is stationary. The 

requirement of flux detection that is fundamental to direct vector control has been a main 

problem in applying vector control to existing in-service induction motor drives. 

Therefore, variable speed vector control electrical drives are generally produced as a 

complete package rather than being applied to existing drive systems.

3.4.3.2 Indirect Flux Sensing

The indirect flux sensing method, pioneered by Basse [Hasse,1969], is an attempt to avoid

the use of flux sensors. This is achieved by measuring the quantities such as stator
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voltages, stator currents and rotor speed and calculating the flux from these 

measurements.

The basic operation is illustrated in Fig.3.12. The sensor used is a speed measuring device 

such as a tachometer. Such a device can easily be fitted onto the non-drive end shaft of an 

'in-service' machine. However, the device is required to have high accuracy and good 

resolution such that the estimated value of the flux is close enough to its real value for a 

viable implementation. Moreover, this method is more sensitive to variation in motor 

parameters resulting from changes in operating temperature, current and frequency. 

Nevertheless, when being compared with the direct vector control, the indirect vector 

control is found to be much easier to implement and therefore becomes more acceptable 

for commercial exploitation in industrial products. The literature available suggests that 

the indirect flux method is preferred for industrial applications.

3.4.3.3 Vector Control Without Sensors

Although it is obvious that vector control without employing flux and speed sensors is 

preferable, it should be noted this method has been available only relatively recently 

[Kazmierkowski,1985]. In this method, a torque proportional quantity was calculated 

from stator voltage and current without the measurement or calculation of flux and the 

speed signal was replaced by the stator frequency signal. The disadvantage of this method 

is the decrease in dynamic response of the system due to the ripples in the frequency 

signal. In another method described by Davies [Davies,1991], the motor impedance and 

power flow are monitored by sensing the voltage at the machine terminals and by 

measuring DC busbar current or power. However, the method suffers from the same 

disadvantages as a DC motor controller in low speeds when the machine parameters 

cannot be measured with the same accuracy without introducing a compensation scheme.

3.4.4 Theory of Vector Control

3.4.4.1 Complex Vector Approach

The representation of vector quantities by complex algebra can be very advantageous 

when the motor is represented in its two- dimensional form, and end effects of the motor
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are neglected. This provides a much more concise analysis when using vector control 
theory. This method, which was first used by Blaschke and Hasse, has been since adopted 
widely by researchers in electrical drives, particularly in Germany. The method of 
complex vector, when applied to a direct- and quadrature-axis representation of an 
induction motor may be developed as follows [Leonhard,1985].

With the usual simplifications such as neglecting the slot effects and spatial harmonics, 
assuming infinite permeability of iron and disregarding iron losses and eddy currents, the 
complex time-dependent current vector for the stator is given by equation (3.7a):

/s(0 = 'sa(0 + isb(f) e + isdt) (3.7a)

where y = — and subscripts S3,sb and SCpertain to phase a,b and c of stator winding.

This equation defines the instantaneous magnitude and space position of the sinusoidal 
MMF wave. A similar expression exists for the rotor current vector:

>KO = /«KO + irtM < + irdf) (3.7b)

Although these current vectors can be mathematically defined as in equations (3.7), they 
cannot be measured in a real machine, whereas the MMF is a measurable and real 

quantity.

The voltage equations for the stator and rotor windings can be defined as:

vs = Rsis + = Flsis + L- + Unir eft (3.8a)

vr = Rrir+ = Rrir+ L + Lm(/s e~ (3 .8b)

The stator current, is, leads the rotor current, ir, at an angle of e as depicted in Fig.3.13. 
The stator and rotor inductances can be represented in terms of stator leakage factor, o$, 

mutual inductance Lm, and the rotor leakage factor, GA as follows.
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Ls = (1 + os) * Lm, Lr = (1 + or) * Lm (3.9)

The torque equation which describes the mechanical dynamic of the motor is given as:

J = Te - TL = Lmlm[/s («)] - TL (3.10) 

where J is the moment of inertia and TL is the load torque.

The four equations of (3.7) and (3.8), together with the torque equation of (3.10), 

constitute a dynamic mathematical model of symmetrical induction motors, and have 

proved adequate for representation of the motor when simulating and analysing the 

performance of such drive systems incorporating vector control. It should be noted, 

however, that the model is not adequate to represent such effects as slot ripples and tooth 

saturation, as would be required in machine design.

The further introduction of the field coordinates, which was originated by Blaschke 

[Blaschke,1972], transforms the last equations into a form that is similar to that used for 

DC machines. Blaschke used a modified magnetizing current vector, imr (t), given by 

equation (3. 1 1), to represent the new flux reference:

= is(f) + (1 + ar) /XO (3-11) 

The instantaneous angular velocity of this vector is the stator frequency, and is given by:

^ = coo(0 (3-12)

With the new reference vector imr(t) , as shown in Fig.3.13, the stator direct and 

quadrature components of current and voltage may be defined respectively, as follows:

(3-13a) 

(3 - 13b)
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Stator axis

Fig.3.13 Phasor diagram of quantities in vector control by Leonhard's method

Using the expression defined by equations (3.8), (3.9), (3.12) and (3.13), the following 

equations can be determined for the transformed variables [Leonhard,1985].

(3.14) r\r

= 
at

n p / _. 
Te = k imr isq; k = ~Z'Z ~*——, P = No. of pole pairs (3.16)

O £-- I \ Of

(3.17)

The dynamic response of the rotor current in the direct axis given is by equation (3.14), 

where the direct axis component of the stator current, isd, is taken as the input variable. 

The angular or space position of the flux vector, however, may be determined from 

equation (3.15) where the stator quadrature component, isq, is taken as input variable, 

assuming that the modified component of rotor current, imr, is maintained constant. 

Similarly, the torque provided by the motor can be determined from equation (3.16), 

where the stator quadrature component of current, isq, is the input variable. The torque is 

conveniently controlled by isq according to equation (3.16). These equations are 

analogous to those for a DC shunt excited motor, where the speed and torque of the 

machine are independently controlled by the field and armature currents.
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3.4.4.2 Bose's Approach

This approach, first presented in detail by Bose in his book [Bose, 1986], introduces and 

treats the field coordinates without the use of complex vector. This approach is widely 

used in the U.S, the U.K., and the Far East. Assuming the induction motor is singly fed, 

the voltage equations for the rotor in the rotating d-q frame are given as follows:

^ + Rr * iqr + ( Cflo - ov) * \\fdr = 0 (3.18a)

Y + Rr * idr + (co0 - cor) * \\tqr = 0 (3.18b)

where (Oo and (Or are the synchronous and rotor speeds repectively; whereas \\fdr, Vfqr are 

the direct and quadrature components of rotor flux respectively.

mechanical C S 
electrical axis 

axis

Fig.3.14 Phaser diagram of quantities in vector control in Bose' method

The quantities \\fdr and \fqr are given by the equation (3.19) as follows:

\\fqr = Lr *iqr + Lm *iqs 

\\fdr = Lr *idr + Lm *ids

(3.19a) 

(3.19b)

Solving for iqr and idr gives:
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m . ,0 n t 
iqr = -*Vqr~ -*'QS (3.20a)

idr = -r*Vdr- -j-*ids (3.20b)

The rotor currents may be eliminated by substituting equation (3.20) into equation (3.18), 

the result of which gives the following equations:

r R I
^+ -pni/qr- -^*Ri*iqs + CQS/*V|/cfr = 0 (3.21 a)

= 0 (3.21 b)

In order to decouple the torque producing component of the rotor current from the flux 

producing component of the stator current, the rotor flux that revolves at the synchronous 

speed, must be aligned with the d-axis. Then the #-axis component of the rotor flux 

vanishes and the d-axis component becomes the total rotor flux. Therefore,

• 0 (3.22)

Analogous to the control of DC motors, it is the best policy to maintain \\idr constant, 

usually at its maximum level, limited either by iron saturation, or, at above base speed, the 

DC link voltage of the inverter. Thus,

yr = constant (3.23)

Therefore,

= 0 (3.24)
U I

Substituting equations (3.22-24) into equations (3.21a) and (3.21b) gives the following 

relationships for, ow, the angular slip frequency:
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cos/ = co0 - co/- = -a- * -r- * /gs (3.25a)

Rr dt

A
Since \j/r = Lm * /c/s, and noting the condition given by equation (3.24), then when this 

relationship is substituted into equation (3.21b), the following relationship is obtained:

The torque equation as a function of stator currents and stator flux is given by:

3 P Te = ~2 ("^Wcfc - /ds\M (3.27)

To eliminate the stator fluxes, the following flux leakage relations can be used:

iqr = -j~*yqr~ ~,~~*iqs (3.28a)

idr = -j-*x|/dr- -r/ds (3.28b) 
Lr Lr

Thus, the torque equation, after substituting equations (3.28) into equation (3.27) and 

simplifying, becomes:

Te = () - (iwdr - idsVqr) (3.29)

Since \fqr = 0 and \\fdr = Vr, the torque expression is reduced to:

(3 - 30)
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Therefore, from equation (3.30), provided the inverter can deliver the required currents, 

ids and iqs, the developed torque Te will respond instantaneously with iqs and has a 

delayed response due to ids, which is analogous to the separately excited DC machine.

3.4.4.3 The V-type Vector Control Method

In the derivation of the conventional vector control methods as described in the previous 

sections, it is assumed that the induction motor is fed by a controlled current source that 

can provide the required impressed current instantaneously. In practice, however, a 

voltage source such as a voltage fed inverter is more commonly used especially in low 

and medium power drives. In many industrial applications, a voltage controlled PWM 

inverter with local current feedback is used for induction motor drive systems. To achieve 

the performance of a controlled current source, the voltage controlled PWM inverter 

usually includes a very high gain in the local current loop. The 'bang-bang' control used 

in a PWM inverter, for example, is essentially a voltage fed inverter with a high current 

gain. In this method, the current is forced to follow the referenced current by means of a 

voltage source.

It should be noted that the stator circuit in such cases is omitted. However, if a controlled 

voltage source is used, the 'electrical dynamics' due to stator circuit should be monitored 

in order to achieve an entirely decoupled model of the drive system. A control strategy 

based on the exact model of a voltage fed inverter induction motor drive was developed 

by Harashima [Harashima,1985]. In this scheme, the normal control laws to decouple the 

rotor circuit in the conventional, current-controlled vector control were performed. The 

coupling terms in the control model of an induction motor, which are responsible for the 

sluggish response of the motor, has been shown in Fig.2.6. However, it can be shown how 

these terms in a voltage fed inverter drive may be compensated for by means of control 

algorithms as follows.

Suppose the direct and quadrature components of the stator voltage, Vds and Vqs 

respectively, are controlled according to the following equations.

= Rs*ids~ v>o*La*iqs (3.31)
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„ . -- . 
Vqs = Fls *iqs + coo * dS

Since /'ds= constant, then

coo*/-s*/cfe (3.33)

It can be seen that if the above control laws are implemented, the interacting terms of the 

hatched block part in Fig.3.15, which includes the power conditioning and the controller 

to the motor model of Fig.2.6, can be compensated. The 'dynamics' of the stator current 

ids and iqs can be decoupled. Consequently, when the equations of the control laws are 

upheld, the system can be considered as a linearised model, as envisaged in Fig.3.16. 

Thus, the model demonstrates that a quick torque response to a stator voltage change can 

be achieved. This control strategy is referred to as ' V-type' control in the literature.

3.5 INTERIM CONCLUSION

From the discussion of the vector control strategies in this chapter, it is evident that the 

analysis of such vector control drive systems and their implementation are very involved, 

and also demanding in mathematics knowledge such as the complex vector analysis. 

However, it will be shown in the following chapters how vector control can be usefully 

and efficiently adapted to induction motor drives by means of the transputer.
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Fig.3.16 Linearised (decoupled) model for V-type vector control
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Chapter 4 : Digital Simulation of Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) Inverter Drives

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Whilst the use of semiconductor switching devices has widened the application of the 

induction motor in variable voltage, variable frequency drives, it may also add extra 

complexity to the simulation of such drive systems. For example, if an accurate model of 

an induction motor drive system consisting of a transistorised inverter bridge is required, 

it is virtually impossible to obtain a general analytical solution. The use of analogue 

computers in modelling and simulating complex systems has proved particularly popular 

because a faster and less expensive solution can be obtained when compared to a digital 

system. The modelling of induction motors with saturable leakage reactances illustrated in 

reference [Lipo,1984], for example, demonstrates how an analogue simulation method 

may be efficiently applied to a complex system. However, the analogue technique suffers 

the well-known problems associated with analogue systems such as DC drift, offset error 

and inflexibility. With the ever increasing processing power of present day digital 

computers, and their price falling steadily, digital modelling of induction motor drives is 

becoming commonplace [Lipo,1975; Bowes,1983; Ho, 1986]. Such digital models of the 

motor drive system are usually flexible enough to accommodate a change of system 

parameters with little change required for the software program describing the drive 

model. The simulation time on the digital model is also being reduced considerably by the 

powerful digital computer and by such specialised simulation software packages as 

'Control-C'. Indeed, the aspiration of simulating induction motor drives in real-time by 

means of a multi-processor system is demonstrated in the reference [Tait,1984]. The 

advantages of using simulation methods that combine digital and analogue (hybrid) 

techniques have also been described by some authors [Kassakian,1979]. These simulation 

techniques provide a fast way of developing a model for complex drive systems and allow 

the control system under development to be debugged without subjecting to a real 

environment.

It should be noted, however, that digital simulation will become more widely accepted 

due to the future advancement in the computing power of digital computers and 

availability of specialised simulation software packages. It has also been suggested
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[Bose,1989] that computer-aided design (CAD) would be used in the development of 
'integrated drives' in the future. In developing such 'integrated drives', the design 

parameters of the motor and the power converter will be optimised to achieve better 
utilization of power and performance of the drive system. A preliminary example of using 
CAD to develop a comprehensive PWM drive system is found in the reference 
[Bowes,1988]. It is shown by Bowes how digital models of the PWM inverter and the 
motor, which are developed on a dedicated mini-computer, can be combined and used in 
the analysis of the drive system. Such a modular approach used in the development of the 
drive system allows individual modules such as the waveform generator and motor to be 
developed, tested and used independently. These individual modules can then be used as 
building blocks for further development of a complete drive system.

The development of the digital model of the drive system reported upon in this thesis also 
adopted a modular approach that is different from the approach used by Bowes. In the 
design of a digital model for the drive system, four main modules could be identified, as 
depicted in Fig.4.1. Such modules would be developed into program codes under the 
software environment. The 'PWM' module embraces different sampling strategies for the 
generation of the PWM waveforms. This module inputs the values for different PWM 
parameters such as carrier frequency, modulation index and frequency ratio or pulse 
number. The output is the PWM signal waveform. The 'Power' module represents a set 
of logic checking rules for ON and OFF states of different types of power semiconductor 
switches which may be used. This module inputs the PWM waveform signals generated 
by the 'PWM' module. After the logic checking for the conduction of the power 
semiconductor switches has been completed, the 'Power' module then outputs the PWM 
power signals. The 'Motor' module comprises the motor equations in d-q or A-B-C 
frame representation. The module inputs the PWM power signals and outputs the machine 
flux, currents, voltages and generated torque. Within the 'Load' module is a set of 
equations representing different load characteristics that are usually constant and/or a 
function of motor speed. The 'Load' module inputs the generated torque from the motor 

and outputs the load speed and angular position.
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4.2 SOFTWARE SIMULATION TOOLS 

4.2.1 Review of Simulation Software Packages

A number of general circuit simulation programs such as ECAP, CSMP and SPICE are 

available, but do not lend themselves for motor drives simulation and analysis since they 

are intended for the application of a large and general class of circuits, requiring minimum 

programming effort from the user. More recently, commercial simulation software 

packages designed specifically for the converter power drives have been available, one 

example being the 'Computer Electronics Laboratory', marketed by Orange Enterprises. 

These packages, however, can only be used for steady-state simulation of such drive 

systems. Moreover, most of these packages, such as those from Orange Enterprises, are 

not intended to be modified by the user and are therefore rather inflexible.

A VAX-based programming language called 'SIMNON', developed by the Lund Institute 

of Technology of Sweden, has been developed solely for a complete dynamic model of a 

drive system including the controller. 'SIMNON' is considered to be a very user-friendly 

language [Bose,1985] and has a modular structure. It is intended to work with systems 

represented in state space (variable) form.

4.2.2 The MATLAB Software Package

4.2.2.1 Overview

MATLAB, which stands for "Matrix Laboratory", is an interactive, matrix-oriented 

software package that is ideally suited to analysis of linear circuits and systems, control 

theory, numerical analysis and other engineering applications. As the abbreviated name 

implies, the software handles data exclusively in matrix forms. It is an interactive system 

whose basic data element is a matrix that does not require dimensioning. The 

second-generation of MATLAB that runs on IBM compatible personal computers (PC) is 

called PC-MATLAB. Other versions of MATLAB that run on more powerful machines 

such as Sun Workstations are also available. The later versions of MATLAB have evolved 

beyond the matrix laboratory to become a versatile scientific "spreadsheet" for numerical 

calculation. These new versions of MATLAB are rapidly becoming a standard software
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MATLAB Environment

Fig.4.2 Operational environment of PC-MATLAB
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package for the simulation of control systems for academic institutions and engineering 
companies.

The operating environment of MATLAB, depicted in Fig.4.2, allows the user to integrate 
matrix computation, numerical analysis, signal processing, and graphics in an easy-to-use 
form where problems and solutions are expressed in a form virtually as they are written 
mathematically, without the need of traditional programming technique. Basically there 
are four types of files — M-files, MAT-files, MET-files and MEX-files. Since these files 
are used in MS-DOS operating system and therefore their name have the format of 
filename, ext, where filename is the name of the file and the extension specifier, 
ext, usually denotes the type of file. MATLAB uses the name of the type of the file as 
the extension specifier. For example, an M-file may be called text .m, and an MET-file 
may be called graph.met. The M-file, which is in ASCII format, is run in MATLAB 
environment, and constitutes the MATLAB program and function files. It is with the 
M-file that a user may create his own customized library of functions. The MAT-file is 
used for storing all or part of the values generated for the variables during the running of 
MATLAB programs. This is necessary when there is not enough memory and some data 
has to be cleared. The data can be retrieved for later use. The MET-file is for graphic 
output of data. This file can be called upon by a command called 'GPP' (graphics post 
processor) in the DOS environment for the generation of graphics files of different 
formats. The MEX-file is a compiled, executable file in C or Fortran, which like the 
M-file, runs in the MATLAB environment. Additionally, there are built-in functions, 
standard matrix and associated functions in the M-file format to support the fundamental 
operations of MATLAB. The 'User Interface' to DOS can be invoked within the 
MATLAB environment by the exclamation command (!). The graphic output facility 

contains standard output formats such as Hewlett Packard Graphic Language (HPGL) and 
Encapulated Postscript (EPS) so that output data can be transferred easily.

The following sub-sections of this chapter are mainly devoted to feature parts of the 
MATLAB software package that are particularly relevant to the programs developed (see 
Appendix-B) for the generation of the simulation results presented later in this chapter. A 

complete description of MATLAB is found in the MATLAB user guide 

[MATLAB,1990].
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4.2.2.2 Editing Environment

By design, MATLAB does not provide a built-in editor, the choice of editors being left to 

the user's personal preference. Depending on the size of memory available and the 

memory required to run the word-processor, it is found more convenient to run the editor 

without leaving the MATLAB environment by use of the exclamation command (!). 

Small processing editors work well with this method.

4.2.2.3 Matrix operations

Since MATLAB handles data exclusively in matrix form, an effective means is provided

to express the data in matrix form. A matrix consists of a number of rows, where each row

is expressed as a series of elements separated by a space, and each row by a semicolon (;)

symbol.

For example, a 3x3 matrix A =
1 2 3
456
789 

can be represented easily by the following expression:

A = [1 2 3; 4 5 6; 7 8 9]

The usual matrix operators bear the usual symbols found in the mathematical literature, 

and are tabulated in Table 4.1 as follows.

Matrix operator
+ addition

subtraction
multiplication

/ right division
\ left division
A power

conjugate transpose

Relational and logical operators
< less than
<= less than or egual to
> greater than
>= greater than or egual to

egual
not egual

& AND
1 OR

NOT

Table 4.1 Common Matrix operations of MATLAB
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The conventional control loops in common programming languages such as the 

'if-else-end', or 'for-end' are also found in MATLAB. However, these control 

loops are relatively inefficient when compared with the matrix operations [Schang,1991]. 

Although it may be easy to replace simple control loops with a matrix oriented expression, 

it may not be possible and/or efficient in terms of memory space required, when the 

control loop becomes more complex. The simulation programs written to generate the 

simulation results of the drive system investigated for the research reported in this thesis 

are evident examples of this, (see Appendix-B).

4.2.2.4 Modularity

One very important feature of MATLAB is the facility provided for the user to build 

functions and subroutines very efficiently by means of the M-files. As the future trend for 

the design of motor drives points towards integrating different parts of the drive system 

under a single development environment, it is strongly felt that the modularity of a 

development system will become a crucial feature.

4.2.2.5 Method of Spectral Analysis

Two Fourier transform commands are provided by MATLAB — the discrete Fourier 

Transform (df t) and the fast Fourier Transform (f f t). Quantities represented in the time 

domain that are stored in a row or column matrix, 7", can be transformed to the frequency 

domain and stored in another matrix, F. Thus,

F=fft(7) or F=dft(7)

The number of samples to be used in the 'fft' should be equal to 2"(where n is an 

integer value), otherwise zeros are added to the data in order to make the total number of 

data equal to the next nearest power of 2 before the transform is performed. In the latter 

case, inaccuracy caused by the added zeros that do not represent the actual data, can be 

expected. Therefore, care has to be taken to ensure the number of input data samples is 

equal to a 2" number. If the number chosen is restricted by the application, the 'df t' may
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be used at a penalty in terms of computation time (a factor of about 100 for IK data was 

recorded when run on an IBM 286- machine).

4.2.2.6 Toolbox Software

The Control System Toolbox, which is an additional software package to the main 

MATLAB package, uses MATLAB matrix functions, and builds upon the basic 

MATLAB environment to provide functions specialising in control engineering. The 

Toolbox is a collection of algorithms expressed in M-files, which implement common 

control system designs, analysis and modelling techniques. Only the model command 

function 'c2d' - continuous to discrete-time conversion, was used in the simulation 

programs, and the results of which are described later in this chapter.

The synopsis of the 'c2d' is: [Phi, Gamma] = c2d (a, b, dt). It converts the 

continuous- time state-space system, in its standard form:

x = Ax + Bu,

to its discrete-time form:

= ® x(ri) + T u(n),

where the matrices <I> and F are exponential functions of A and B. It is also assumed that 

the control inputs are piecewise constant over the sample time dt .

4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF PWM DRIVE MODEL 

4.3.1 Overview of Program Development

As the programs developed (full listings in Appendix-B) may be better understood by 

summarizing the main steps of the simulation, a generalized flowchart of the simulation 

programs is given in Fig.4.3. The program first inputs the initial data, such as the machine
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a=n+l

Read machine and system data
Specify time increment 'dt' & time limit 'tmax'

Transform supply voltage in discretised form 
in d-q frame : u(n)

Select appropriate impedance matrices by logic 
checking of conducting state in power converter 
circuit : formation of R, L and G matrices

Form di/dt =f(i)

Convert into standard space—state form: 
x - Ax + Bu

_L
Discretisation of standard form: 

= *x(n) + Tu(n)

Start from standstill

Find next state—variable by: 

= *x(n) + ru(n)
Find x(o) by means of -waveform symmetry 

x(n) = Sx(n+T/6) or x(n) = S x(n+T/3)

Fig.4.3 Generalized flowchart for simulation of motor drive 
by state-space method
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parameters and the simulation period. The supply source, which may be sinusoidal or 
PWM, is transformed to discrete form as the input matrix u(n), which may be represented 
in d-q or A-B-C frame. Logic checking on the conduction state of the semiconductor 
switching devices is then performed, which depends upon the type of the power device 
chosen and the power converter topology employed. The impedance matrices R,L and G 
are then determined. The motor equations, in matrix form involving R, L and G, are then
transformed into the form —7: = f(i), where the derivative of the motor currents is aor
function of the motor currents. The motor flux may also be used in place of motor 
currents, and in such case a corresponding motor flux equation is resulted. The motor 
equation, which may be in currents or fluxes, is then transformed into the standard 
space-state form. The discretization of the standard continuous space-state form can be 
done by the MATLAB command 'c2d'. Two forms of initial conditions may be possible 
— firstly, when the motor is at standstill, and secondly when the motor is running at 
steady state. For standstill, the state variable x(0), which represents the motor stator and 
rotor currents or fluxes, assumes zero values. When the motor is running at steady state, 
x(0) can usually be found from voltage and current waveforms symmetry existing in the 
system. Once the initial value x(0) is found, the next value can be determined from the 
discrete standard space-state equation. The process is repeated for the successive samples 
until tmax, the period over which simulation is to be made, is reached. The development 
of the digital model of the drive system has been greatly assisted by the modularity of 
MATLAB, which allows small modules to be created and tested independently. Larger 
systems can be built up by means of these small modules. The following sections describe 
the individual modules that make up the complete system of the model.

4.3.2 PWM Module

The PWM module consists of the switching algorithms employed to generate the signal 
PWM waveforms. To analyse the harmonic content of PWM waves by means of Fourier 
Transform and to solve the machine equations by the discrete space state method as 
described in the next section, it is necessary to obtain a digitized version of the continuous 
PWM waveform. The sampling process of the PWM waveform is depicted in Fig.4.4. The 
sampling period, 7s, of the sampling pulse chain should be small compared with the time
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Notional 
Carrier irave

PWM waveform

Sampling pulse 
S(n)

Discretized PWM

(n-l)Tc/2 nTc/2 (n+l)Tc/2

Ts

time
Fig.4.4 Discretizing process of PWM waveform

1.5

0.5

> 0

-0.5

-1.5
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Fig.4.5 A discrete PWM waveform represented by MATLAB 
(M=0.99, R=12, No. of sample/cycle=1000)



constants of the system, an order of 10 or higher is usually used. It can be seen from the 

Fig.4.4 that if the pulse-width is less than Ts then that particular pulse may not be 

sampled. For the regular sampled asymmetric modulated PWM waveform, and in fact 

for most of the PWM schemes, there is no switching at the instants corresponding to the 

apexes of the carrier waveform if the modulating index is less than unity. Thus, by 

synchronizing the sampling pulse chain with the apexes of the carrier wave, pulse-widths 

of less than Ts will be sampled. In MATLAB, switching times represented by a row 

vector, T, is of the form:

7= [7S 27S 37S ...]

Similarly, the switching levels at the sampling points are represented by a row vector, V, 

of the form:

V = [1 1-1 ...]

The plotting of matrix V against matrix T then generates the digitized PWM waveform 

shown in Fig.4.5, where a frequency ratio R of 15, a modulation index M of 0.99, and a 

sampling frequency of 1000 samples/cycle are used. It is noted that all pulses of duration 

widths less than Ts are sampled with this method.

4.3.3 Power Module

If the effect of power semiconductors are included in the simulation, then it will require a 

logic check, at each time increment, to find the conducting state of every circuit branch 

including such switching devices. The switching behaviour of the devices, as mentioned 

in chapter 2, introduces complexity in the drive. However, a general approach, 

summarized below, can be adopted [Hindmarsh,1982].

(i) A diode will conduct if the forward voltage drop across it is equal to or greater than 1 
V.

(ii) For a GTO or power transistor, a firing pulse must be present for conduction, and the 
forward voltage drop must be greater than 1 V.
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(iii) For a thyristor in a naturally-commutated system, conduction will continue if it was 
conducting in the previous conducting time increment, with a current greater than the 
holding value -100 mA; or it will conduct if the forward voltage drop is greater than 
1 V, and a firing pulse is present.

(iv) For a thyristor in a forced-commutated system, a GTO or a power transistor, its
switch-off time can be specified. A MOSFET turns fully ON when the gate voltage is 
about 10V, and turns OFF when it drops below the threshold voltage, typically 3V.

If no conduction is detected, it may be necessary to calculate the voltage across such an 

element arising from the rest of the circuit and applied to this element in the simulation, so 

that its current will calculate zero. It may be possible, with certain types of simulation to 

set this semiconductor's impedance to several thousand ohms, and solve the circuit 

without mathematical instabilities.

In some cases, if the switching devices behave close to an ideal switch, the logic checking 

stage may be omitted without causing appreciable errors. For example, if the MOSFET is 

driven by a gate driver with a high capability of sinking or sourcing the gate current, and 

is operating at a low frequency, then the PWM signal waveform will be very similar to the 

PWM power waveform. In such a case, it is justified and instructive to neglect the logic 

checking stage.

4.3.4 Motor Module

4.3.4.1 Motor Equation in State Variable Form

From the previous chapter the machine equation can be written in standard state-variable

form as follows:

x = Ax+Bu (4-1)

where x is the state variable of the transformed current vector and U is the PWM input 

vector to the d-q frame; and A, B are as defined in chapter 2. It should be noted that the 

values of the matrices A, B of the motor can be determined from the motor parameters. 

The manufacture's data of the motor under investigation is found in Appendix-F.
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The discrete form of equation (4.1) is given by,

x (n + 1 ) = Ox(n) + ru(n) (4.2)

where, O = e^ Ts = / + A Ts + jTf^Ts 2 + ... , I - Identity matrix

r = 'o

Since the PWM input u(nTs) over the period, nTs <x< (n+1)Ts , is constant, then,

T^ _ r i ^r \ / \ ^ *^H t , i i^

The transformation from equation (4.1) to (4.2) is achieved by the command 'c2d' (see 

section 4.2.2.6) provided by MATLAB. The sampling time TS is chosen to be the same as 

that used in the discretization of the PWM waveform.

4.3.4.2 Initial Condition

For a complete solution of equation (4.2), it is necessary to find the initial value of the 

state variable, x(0), which represents the motor currents or fluxes at n=0. Since the 

residual flux of the machine is usually small, and therefore, for the purpose of simulating 

the dynamics of the drive system, it can be neglected without causing observable effects. 

If the simulated drive system is started from a standstill condition, the initial state variable, 

x(0), is then simply equal to zero. If only the steady state operation of the drive system is 

simulated, x(0) is no longer equal to zero and must be determined. Assuming a three-wire 

balanced source supplying the motor drive, the value of x(0) can be found by the inherent 

symmetry of the resulted motor voltage and current waveforms. Depending on the 

symmetry of the waveform, one of the following relations may be used [Bowes,1983]:

For waveforms with no half-wave symmetry,

x(t+ %) = Six(f) (4.3a)
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And for waveforms with half-wave symmetry,

x(t + %) = S2*(0 (4.3b)

where T is the period of the waveform, and Si and 82 are as defined in the reference 

[Luk,1991a].

Thus, for a waveform with half-wave symmetry, if the pt sample is at T/6, then from 

equation (4.2), the following equations may be obtained:

= <Dx(0) + ru(0) (4.4a)

*(/) = <Dx(/ - 1 ) + ru(i - 1 ) (4.4b) 

x(p) = Ox(p - 1 ) + Tu(p - 1 ) (4.4c)

By multiplying equations (4.4a), ...(4.4b), ...(4.4c), with Of' ,... 3>l ,...,l respectively, and 

through the process of summation and elimination the following equation for X(0) 

can be obtained.

x(0) = [Sa-o rou(p-1-/) (4.5a)

A similar expression exists for a waveform with no half- wave symmetry:

P-1 
x(0) = [Si-^1 r<&'u(p-1-() (4.5b)

Once the initial vector x(0) is obtained, the complete solution for the state equation of the 

motor currents can then be found as a matter of routine by means of equation (4.2). A 

typical PWM voltage waveform that is assumed to have half-wave symmetry over 

one-sixth of its cycle is shown in Fig.4.6. The discrete sampled currents in the d-q frame 

are state variables whose values can be determined by the discrete state variable equation
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Fig.4.7 Torque-speed characteristic of prototype induction 
motor (2.2 kW, 4-pole, 3-phase caged-rotor type)
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(4.2). The discrete phase currents of the motor /(0)../(i)../(p) can be found by the inverse 

transformation of the discrete state variables x(0),..x(i),..x(p).

4.3.5 Load Module

The Load module consists of a set of mechanical load characteristic curves. The analysis 

of load torque can be rather involved because most loads comprise torques of different 

origins. The coupling devices, for example, are characterized by nonlinear elasticity and 

backlash, whereas the viscous torque in many applications is an approximately quadratic 

function of the speed. Most industrial loads, however, can be represented by the 

following expression with acceptable accuracy:

TL = ko + /cico + /C2co2 +... (4.11)

where TL is the load torque, co is the load speed, ko is the coefficient of static friction and 

ki, k2 ... are positive constants. The steady state operating point is determined by the 

intersection of the motor torque characteristic and the load curve, as given in Fig.4.7.

4.4 RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF DRIVE SYSTEM BY MATLAB

4.4.1 Direct On Line Start-up with Sinusoidal (mains) Supply by A-B-C Model

In the A-B-C model, the mutual inductance of the motor varied with the rotor position. 

Thus a new impedance matrix has be to computed at the next sampling point when the 

motor rotates to a new position. The program was developed from a model described in 

[Hindmarsh,1982]. The inspection of the program (see Appendix-B), shows that a number 

of 6x6 matrices have to be computed for every time increment. Each of these matrices 

consists of functions of sine and cosine. The results of simulation for direct-on-line (DOL) 

start-up of the motor used in the investigation on a 240 V mains supply are shown in 

Fig.4.8-10. Since the same simulation results were also obtained when the d-q model was
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used in place of the A-B-C model, these results are discussed together in the following 

section.

4.4.2 Direct On Line Start-up with Sinusoidal (mains) Supply by d-g Model

Since the inductance of the motor in d-q frame is constant irrespective of the rotor 

position, the impedance matrix of the machine equation is therefore constant. This reduces 

the computation time because the impedance matrix needs to be computed only once. 

Moreover, the algorithm is computationally more 'stable' and accurate because of the 

absence of the sine and cosine functions. The simulated results for the motor speed during 

DOL start-up when the motor model was supplied by a three-phase 240V mains at 

different loads (with a characteristic curve TL = &ico) are shown in Fig.4.8. The 

corresponding generated torque and the d-q currents at one of the specific loads are shown 

in Fig.4.9 and Fig.4.10 respectively.

To further investigate into the cause and effect of the torque transient and the associated 

speed oscillation during DOL start-ups, the drive model was 'loaded' with three loads (of 

type TL = k-\ co) but of different inertia. The values of the constants ki used were such 

that all three loads were subjected to the motor rated torque when steady state condition 

was attained. The simulated results of torque against speed during a DOL startup are 

shown in Fig.4.11(a)-(c) respectively. It should noted that such a setup of simulation test, 

which does not appear to be discussed in the literature, could in fact be used to 

demonstrate how the well- known steady state torque-speed characteristic of the induction 

motor, which is shown in the dotted lines in Fig.4.11, relates to its transient counterpart. 

The profile of the generated torque during start-up can be explained by the unique feature 

of the induction motor due to the effect of the rotor motion, as described in section 2.2.1. 

In Fig.4.1 l(a) where the load inertia is highest, the rotor can be assumed to be virtually at 

rest during the first few cycles after start-up. The motor then acts like a transformer with 

secondary terminals being short circuited. The resulting rotor currents, which are driven 

by the induced secondary voltage, interact with the stator flux to produce a pulsating 

torque. When the rotor speed increases, the effect of motional EMF becomes more 

apparent and the transformer effect diminishes. Due to the high load inertia, the motor can 

be described as at 'pseudo steady state' at some time after the startup, when the
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transformer effect becomes negligible. Thus, the dynamic characteristic coincides 

approximately with that of the steady-state over this range of speed. In Fig.4.1 l(b), where 

the inertia is medium, larger oscillations can be seen from the 'loops' of the curve. The 

motor required less time to reach the 'practical' steady state speed when compared with 

the previous case. It can be seen that the transient characteristic does not 'follow' the 

steady state curve, but they meet at the steady state operating point. In Fig.4.1 l(c), where 

the inertia is lowest, the motor accelerates rapidly and oscillates about the steady state 

point. Thus, despite the high acceleration, it may take a number of overshoots and hence 

longer time before steady state is reached. The above results can be extrapolated to 

suggest that when the inertia approaches zero, the transient characteristic approximates the 

load line, as depicted in Fig.4.7.

4.4.3 Comparison of the A-B-C and d-q Models

Historically, the choice between the A-B-C and d-q models was quite controversial. The 

recent availability of high processing power computers and specialised software packages 

further influence the debate. The computation times for the two methods for different 

sampling size are tabulated in Table-4.2. The intrinsic feature of the MATLAB to handle 

matrix manipulations and the built-in functions to solve the trigonometric functions have 

improved the computational time of the direct simulation in A-B-C frame. For example, it 

can be seen from Table 4-2 that, by using MATLAB, the A-B-C method only takes about 

26.8 % more time than the d-q method with a sample size of 200, whilst a much higher 

percentage (more than 100%) was recorded when a general purpose program was used 

instead. Furthermore, since MATLAB is much more efficient to run vector-oriented data 

than the for-end loops, as the number of for-end loops increases with the sample 

size, the effect of these loops on the overall computational time becomes dominant and 

the relative simulation time (p/q) converges to unity. However, since the accuracy of the 

d-q method is always higher than that of the A-B-C method for a given number of samples 

due to a lesser number of computations required, the d-q method was used for subsequent 

simulations.
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Sample size (N)

200
400
800
1600

Unit time for A-B-C 
model (D)

208
418
638
1326

Unit time for d-q model 
(a)
164
373
518
1142

Relative time (p/q)

1.268
1.255
1.232
1.161

Table 4.2 Comparsion of simulation times for the A-B-C and d-q models

4.4.4 Direct On Line Start-up with PWM Supply by d-q Model

The simulation results of DOL start-up when the motor model was supplied by a regular 

sampled asymmetric PWM source at different loads are shown in Fig.4.12. The 

fundamental frequency of the PWM waveform is 50 Hz and the modulation index is 0.99. 

For the purpose of illustration, a constant carrier frequency of 1000 Hz has been used. 

However, the technique of 'gear-changing', which is commonly used in practice, can be 

readily incorporated into the model by changing the carrier frequency at certain speed 

regions. The loads used were of the characteristic equation 71 = /oico. The corresponding 

generated torque and the line current at a certain load are shown in Fig.4.13(a)-(b) 

respectively.

The motor flux can be readily controlled by the voltage-to-frequency ratio in a PWM 

inverter. In Fig.4.14, it shows the torque and speed profile during a DOL startup when 

supplied by a PWM waveform with a modulating frequency of 20 Hz and a modulation 

index of 0.4. It is evident that the speed and torque profiles are similar to the tests in the 

previous section, where sinusoidal supply is used. Nevertheless, the magnitude is reduced 

because of reduced DC link voltage used and also the influence of the harmonic torques 

generated. The harmonic torques are also responsible for the torque ripples at steady state. 

The sampling rate for PWM simulation was found more crucial than in the case of 

sinusoidal supply. This was possibly due to the nature of the PWM waveforms, which 

only take discrete voltage levels. The results of some trial runs have suggested that a 

sampling rate of 10 samples/carrier cycle is optimal in terms of computation time, 

accuracy and memory requirement for display of results.
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transformer effect becomes negligible. Thus, the dynamic characteristic coincides 
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instead. Furthermore, since MATLAB is much more efficient to run vector-oriented data 

than the for-end loops, as the number of for-end loops increases with the sample 
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d-q method is always higher than that of the A-B-C method for a given number of samples 

due to a lesser number of computations required, the d-q method was used for subsequent 

simulations.
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4.4.5 Steady State with PWM Supply by d-q Model

If the start-up simulations described in section 4.4.4 were allowed to run longer than the 

transient period, and the other parameters remained unchanged, the steady state condition 

could be obtained. Alternatively, the steady state condition can be obtained from the 

symmetry existing in the motor waveforms, as described previously in section 4.3.5. The 

motor flux in d-q form, when driven by PWM voltage waveform with frequency at 50Hz, 

frequency ratio at 21, and modulation index at 0.99, is shown in Fig.4.15. The steady 

state simulation of the flux behaviour of the induction motor, when supplied with a PWM 

waveform modulating frequency of 50 Hz, frequency ratio of 21, and modulation index of 

0.99 is illustrated in Fig.4.15. It is noted that the waveform of the simulated flux is in 

close agreement with the actual flux obtained from the experimental motor. The 

experimental flux waveform was determined by means of a circuit technique which, 

together with other details of the experimental setup, is found in Appendix-H. Both of the 

simulated and experimental fluxes can also be illustrated by means of the locus of the flux 
vector. For example, when the flux is purely sinusoidal, then the locus of the flux vector is 

a perfect circle. Thus, by this method of representation, one can represent the motor flux 

when the motor is supplied with a PWM voltage waveform of frequency at 50Hz, 

frequency ratio at 12, and modulation index at 0.99, as shown in Fig.4.16, where it can 

again be seen that the simulated flux compares favourably with the experimental flux.

4.4.6 Harmonic Analysis

The results of the harmonic analyses presented in this thesis were all performed by means 
of the Fast Fourier Transform 'f f t' routine of MATLAB using a sample size of IK 
(1024). The Discrete Fourier Transform 'dft' of MATLAB was also performed for 

comparison purposes. It was found that if the number of samples was a power of 2, then 
both methods gave the same result. However, the 'fft' method brought about an 
improvement of the order of about 10 in computing time when compared with the 'df t' 

method.
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The harmonic spectra of two typical regular sampled asymmetric PWM waveforms are 

compared with the experimental results, in Fig.4.17 and Fig.4.18 respectively. The 

experimental PWM waveforms were generated by methods previously described in 

section 3.3.8. It can be seen that the simulation results closely agree with the experimental 

result.

4.4.7 Vector Control

The vector control strategy developed by Harashima which is illustrated in Fig.3.15 of 

chapter three, was incorporated in the drive model. The simulation tests of the resulting 

system were carried and examined at several conditions. In the first test, the supply 

voltage was supposed to be from a sinusoidal source with no limit imposed on the output 

voltage and current magnitudes. The gain of the proportional controller was set to 0.2 

Nm/rpm, and the step input of speed was 800 rpm. The dynamic response of the speed of 

the motor and the torque generated is shown in Fig.4.19. This is compared with the result 
of a normal direct-on-line startup, where the speed is indicated by the dotted line. The 

dynamic response is seen to be improved significantly as a result of the application of the 

vector control. The generated torque in the vector control system, in contrast to the 

oscillating torque as in the previous system, is unidirectional and has a higher average 

value during the acceleration period. This is consistent with the theory that vector control 

aims to decouple the torque component and field component of the motor currents, so that 

maximum torque is acheived at any time.

In the second investigation, it was assumed that the voltage and current values were finite 

and was therefore more representative of a real industrial situation. The simulated results 

from these conditions are illustrated in Fig.4.20, where it may be seen that the dynamic 

response of the system is inferior to that for the previous test. For example, the response 

time is approximately 0.2 s when previously it was 0.1 sec.

The third operating condition to be investigated was when the motor was supplied with a 

PWM source. A constant carrier frequency would help to simplify the model. Since the 

response time of the system is shorter, it is very important to use a short sampling period
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dt in the discretization of the model. Failure to adopt a suitable sampling time will lead to 

very misleading or wrong results. An exact modelling of the motor flux and the motor 

speed during the transient period is very involved and beyond the scope of the thesis. The 

effect of the harmonic content of the PWM waveform would result in degrading the 

dynamic response of the system. The result of the vector control with a PWM power 

source, which is more likely than a sinusoidal source in practice, is shown in Fig.4.21. 

Due to the complexity of setting up the necessary instrument and hence the time incurred 

to obtain a corresponding experimental result, the simulation result of Fig.4.21 has not 

been able to verified experimentally. It should also be noted that the assumption of a DC 

link supply with unlimited sourcing and sinking capability has been made. The simulation 

result should therefore be intrepreted with such allowance. However, it should be 

emphasized that the simulation result shows the improvement of dynamic response as a 

result the application of vector control.

4.5 INTERIM CONCLUSION

In the discrete state space equation, the value of the initial condition x(0) and also the 

subsequent values of x(1), x(2), ..., affects the outcome of the complete solution of the 

equation. Therefore, the steady state results of the motor model in section 4.4.4 can be 

extrapolated to establish the validity of the model in dynamic state as well. The model 

can be used in the design of the controller, and in the investigation of more advanced 

control strategies such as sliding mode control and adaptive control.
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Chapter 5 : Power Conditioning Stage of Induction Motor Drives

5.1 INTRODUCTION

It has been shown in chapter 3 that the adjustable speed AC drive system requires a power 

converter output stage that is capable of generating variable voltage, variable frequency 

(VWF) power waveforms. A number of methods available for the generation of different 

PWM waveforms are also discussed in chapter 3. The PWM waveforms are low power 

signals, usually at logic levels, and have to be translated to a power level to drive the 

motor. The power conversion process can be achieved by the power inverter. The 

frequency range and output power are two important specifications for an inverter. The 

frequency range defines the maximum speed attainable from a given machine. AC 

machines used in the aircraft, for example, operate at a frequency of up to 400 Hz. The 

output stage to drive such motors is required to deliver the power at this frequency. This 

requirement not only imposes a constraint on the switching strategy to be used, but also 

affects the choice of the switching power devices.

In this chapter, a review of the recent development in power semiconductor devices is 

given. Emphasis is directed to those devices that are technologically more mature and 

well-experienced. The second half of the chapter is devoted to the design procedure of a 

prototype three-phase, full-bridge inverter that used Power Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

Field Effect Transistors (MOSFET) as the power switching devices. This inverter served 

as the power conditioning stage of the induction motor drive system under investigation.

5.2 POWER DEVICES

5.2.1 Recent Development in Power Electronics

The development of power electronics in recent years has been so rapid that power 

electronics design engineers have been presented with the challenging task of choosing 

the most suitable device for a particular application. Although the power conditioning part 

of the drive system did not constitute the main theme of the project, a highlight of some of
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the important developments in power devices is desirable in order to provide a wider 
perspective of further improvement of the exsisting system at a later stage.

The present range of power semiconductor devices available for power conversion 
applications has grown from the original range of diodes and thynstors that were available 
into a large family including asymmetric thynstors, gate-turnoff thyristor (GTO), power 
field effect transistors (FET), field controlled thyristor, static induction transistor (SIT) 
and power bipolar junction transistors (B JT). The resulting decrease in switching times of 
the devices, particularly with MOSFETs, bipolar power transistors and asymmetric 
thyristors, has extended the frequency range of power electronics switching devices from 
the traditional power frequency of 50 Hz up to 1 MHz. In particular the fast switching 
times of the new devices available have reduced the thermal shock and heat dissipation 
problems which previously existed in switching devices with lower switching time. 
Further developments in the field of power switching devices may be expected to attempt 
to bring about improvements in the following characteristics:

(i) A decrease in the complexity of interface between signal electronics and power 
electronics

(ii) The lowering of switching transition times, which will result in a reduction of 
switching losses and an improvement in switching frequency

(iii) A reduction in the forward voltage drop of the device during conduction, which will 
improve in areas such as current rating, device cost, efficiency and cost of cooling 
requirements

(iv) A complete elimination or a reduction in the size of the forced commutation
components in thyristor converters by the improvement of turn-off characteristics of 
the device.

5.2.2 Review of Existing Semiconductor Power Devices

5.2.2.1 Bipolar Junction Transistor fBID

The BIT is the cheapest form of self-commutating device available and is widely used in 
the low and medium range of power market. The Darlington and Triple Darlington 

configurations in which BJT may be used, considerably increase the overall current gain 

at high power levels, although conduction losses are still high at the present technology. A
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further disadvantage is that the BJT requires relatively complex base drive circuits to turn 
the device off. However, the turn-off process of the BJT does not require additional 
commutating circuitry, and therefore does not incur the associated switching losses of the 
commutating circuit. This results in higher switching frequencies when compared with 
other devices such as thyristors.

5.2.2.2 Thyristor

The thyristor, when compared with the BJT, can have a much higher forward blocking 
voltage and current rating, which allows megawatts of power to be handled. The thyristor 
therefore dominates the highest power range market. The thyristor also has good dv/dt 
and di/dt performance, and therefore require smaller snubber circuits. Because of the low 
gate power requirement of the thyristor, the gate driver and the isolation circuit can easily 
be achieved by means of a low rating pulse transformer. The main disadvantages of the 
thyristor may be summarized as: (1) the low operating frequency, limited to typically a 
few kHz resulting from the high switching losses associated with its long turn-off time of 
tens of microseconds; (2) the extra commutation components required to turn off the 
device in inverter applications, which considerably increase the complexity and cost of the 
inverter, and decrease its operation reliability.

5.2.2.3 Crate Turn Off Thvristnr fGTOI

The GTO combines the high blocking voltage and forward current capability of the 
thyristor with the less complex, fast turn-off, high frequency performance of the BJT. 
Turn-off is achieved by the reversal of the gate-cathode voltage, which results in reversal 
of the gate current. The reversal of the current results in the interruption of the 
regenerative switching action, and causes the device to turn off. Although the turn-off 
circuits required can sometimes be complex and expensive, these advantages are more 
than offset by the absence of commutating circuitry. The turn-off energy requirement of a 
GTO, when compared with a thyristor, is very much less. Present-day's GTOs of ratings 

2500A-4500V are used in traction drive applications. Recently, MOS-gated thyristors 
that combine the low on-state losses of a thyristor and the high input impedance and ease 

of control of an MOS-gate become available [Nandakumar,1991]. Although the GTO has
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dominated the market at medium power and at low and medium frequencies, the GTO is 

expected to be replaced by the MOS-gated controlled thyristor (MCT) in the future.

5.2.2.4 Power MOSFRT

The power MOSFET represents the first application of LSI fabrication technology to 

discrete power devices. It has renowned excellent characteristics such as high switching 

speeds, low drive requirements, possibility of parallel connection and absence of 

secondary breakdown. An important consequence of these advantages is that they allow 

the PWM inverter techniques to be used cost-effectively in low power level applications. 

This is due to the low cost of interfacing the MOSFET power converter with digital 

systems such as microcomputers or gate arrays, which provide a versatile means of 

generating PWM waveforms of different sampling strategies. The main disadvantages of 

the MOSFET are the relative ease with which the gate can be damaged by static or by 

voltage transients, and the relative high on-state resistance. The maximum ratings of about 

IkV and 20A of MOSFETs mean that they can only be used in low and medium power 

applications. The MOSFET and its applications will be further enlarged upon later in this 

chapter.

5.2.2.5 Insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT^

Various methods have been developed to combine the advantages of the BIT and 

MOSFET, of which the IGBT is the most commercially advanced. The IGBT is a 

voltage-controlled device in which the current flowing through the MOS channel provides 

the base current of the inherent PNP bipolar transistor. Typically, the IGBT provides 

much faster switching speed than the BIT and attains significantly lower ON-resistance 

than the MOSFET. The development of the IGBT widens the spectrum of the 

voltage-controlled transistors drastically, so that a semiconductor switch with finely 

adjustable blocking voltage values of 50V to 1600V and the same gate drive circuit is now 

available. In terms of maximum rating ranges, short circuit strength, robustness and 

controllability, the IGBT is superior to BJTs and GTOs.
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5.2.3. New Devices and Technologies

A number of new semiconductor power switching devices have been developed with the 

aims of achieving higher switching speed, lower losses and higher reliability over a 

certain power range. This new range of new devices mainly consists of the static induction 

transistor (SIT) and the MOS-controlled thyristor in the higher power spectrum, and the 

bipolor-CMOS-DMOS (BCD) in the lower power spectrum. The highest power rating of 

these devices is the SITs, which has a forward blocking voltage of 4000V and forward 

current of 400A. There has also been rapid development in light-activated power devices,

Cost

Integrated
power
module

Discrete 
components

10 Ampere

Fig.5.1 Cost versus current ratings for discrete components 
and power module

the most notable being light-activated thyristors. Development has also been made in 

packaging of devices commonly referred to as 'power pack' or 'power modules', where 

power devices, gate drive circuits and sometimes snubber circuits are all parts of one 

assembly. These new power modules have many advantages to offer. For example, the 

component counts in a particular circuit is reduced, the assembly time is reduced, and 

there are less wiring and interconnections which result in shorter and less inductive paths 

between power devices and hence allow higher frequency of operation. The main 

disadvantage of the power module is the characteristic of its cost function, as depicted in 

Fig.5.1. It can be seen that whereas the cost function of discrete component follows an 

approximately linear relationship with the current rating of the device, the cost function of
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the power module follows an 'integrated function curve'. The state-of-the-art technology 

in power module suggests that 10A is the crossover point, as shown in Fig.5.1, beyond 

which power module is more difficult and expensive to build than its discrete counterpart. 

Future developments on power module technology are mainly aimed at advancing the 

crossover point by decreasing the 'integration constant' of the curve shown, as illustrated 

by the dotted curved in Fig.5.1. The further improvement of this 'integration constant' is 

expected to be depended very much on the future development in VLSI and packaging 

technology.

5.3 DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR A 3-PHASE INVERTER CIRCUIT 

5.3.1 Specification

The 3-phase inverter was initially designed to drive a 1 kW 3-phase induction motor. 

However, it was only possible at the time to obtain a motor rated 2.2 kW, which was fitted 

with a shaft encoder necessary for implementation of the vector control scheme chosen. 

Thus, the test rig developed was only capable of running at 50 percent of its full load 

rating. Nevertheless, the main object of this investigation, which was the application of 

vector control to induction motor drive, could be readily demonstrated when the motor 

was run at such derated conditions. The specifications of the inverter may be summarized 

as follows:

(i) Output frequency range: 1 to 50 Hz

(ii) Output voltage range: 0 to 100 V

(iii) Rated current: 10 A

(iv) Protection: Over Current protection and interlocking circuit to prevent 'shoot 
through'

The 3-phase full-bridge MOSFET inverter, the schematic of which is shown in Fig.5.2, 

was designed, constructed and tested to satisfy the given specification. The design 

procedure is discussed in the following subsections.
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Fig.5.2 A three-phase full-bridge MOSFET inverter

5.3.2 Consideration Given to the Choice of Power Semiconductor Devices

For the power rating of the inverter used, the most popular devices are BIT and MOSFET. 

For high switching speed operations, the MOSFET has been the preferred choice because 

it incurs less switching loss than the bipolar transistor. However, for PWM converter 

drives operating in the 1 to 2 kHz frequency band, the MOSFET must be carefully 

compared with the bipolar transistor regarding the conduction losses and costs. The 

conduction losses in a MOSFET can be reduced virtually to any level desired by enlarging 

the die at the silicon level, or by paralleling devices at the circuit level. This implies that 

the cost and the conduction losses of the MOSFET device in a converter circuit can be 

exchanged [Grant, 1987]. Thus, when comparing MOSFET and bipolar transistor for low 

switching frequency applications, it is therefore necessary to consider the total cost of the 

inverter circuit. An additional cost factor in developing a range of inverters is that a 

change in the power of a MOSFET inverter requires basically a change in the ratings of 

the MOSFETs, whereas it is always necessary to redesign the base drive and snubber 

circuits when a different type of bipolar transistor or GTO thyristor is used.

The simple design requirement of the gate driver and the ease of control of the MOSFET 

militated against the choice of the power switching devices for the inverter circuit used in 

this project. The design procedure is described in the following sections.
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5.3.3 Theoretical Background of MOSFET

The MOSFET is relatively simple to use and its switching mechanism is well documented 

in the literature [Siliconix,1984]. It is believed that a simple theoretical treatment suffices 

the estimation of the switching times and the requirement of the gate current at the 

design stage. Thus, so far as the switching mechanism is concerned, a simplistic approach 

may be adopted in order to determine the switching times and gate current requirement.

The definition of the terms and symbols used in this approach is summarized as follows:

Vs = Supply voltage

Vds = Drain-source voltage

Vgs = Gate-source voltage

Vg = Gate drive voltage

Vth = Gate threshold voltage

Cdg = Drain-gate capacitance

Cgs = Gate-source capacitance

A simplified circuit diagram used to illustrated the switching action of the MOSFET is 

shown in Fig.5.3(a). During the switching on process, the capacitances, Cdg and Cgs 
charge via Rg and results in the building up of the gate voltage, Vgs, according to the 

following equation:

(5.1)

where T = Rg*(Cdg + Cgs), and Vj is the magnitude of Vg.

This initial switching on process corresponds to region 1, as illustrated in Fig.5.3(b). The

time, td, also shown in Fig.5.3(b), is the time required for Vgs to rise to Vth, the threshold
Vj voltage. It may be seen from equation (5.1) that the time td is given by T*log( ).

During the switching process when Vgs is constant (equals Vth), the current, if, shown in
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Fig.5.3(b), flows through the capacitance Cdg as a result of the changing voltage between 

the drain and the gate. The value of the current is given by:

(5.2)

The rate of change of Vds is effectively controlled by the available gate drive current, 

thus,

if = idrive - —^—— = Cdg* "v ^"0/ l during switching
y

d(VdS) Vi-Vth 
dt Cdg*Rg

The gate voltage does not drop because if it did the device would turn off, ——— would

reduce, if would reduce and the gate voltage would rise. An equilibrium is thus formed, 

corresponding to region 2 in Fig.5.3(b). After Vcfchas reached Vds=Vds(on), gate voltage 

continues where it left off from equation (5.1). The corresponds to region 3 in Fig.5.3(b). 

An experimental gate voltage and the corresponding drain-to-source voltage of MOSFET 

(IRF630 type) is shown in Fig.5.4. The experimental setup was similar to Fig.5.3(a), 

where the supply voltage used was 60 V and the load was a 10 ohm tubular type wound 

resistance. The coupling effect of the drain-to-source voltage (Vds) on the gate-to-source 

voltage (Vg$) due to parasitic capacitances can easily be identified from the figure. The 

frequency, magnitude and damping of the oscillation of the voltage waveforms, however, 

is dependent on the relative resistive, inductive and capacitive values of the circuit path.
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5.3.4 Design Precautions When Using MOSFETs

5.3.4.1 Avoidance of High dv/dt Across Drain and Source

Although high switching speed is generally aimed at by MOSFET users, this can result in, 

as demonstrated by the experimental result shown in Fig.5.5., the feedback of the load 

voltage onto the gate because of the parasitic capacitance coupling. In a bridge 

arrangement, the turning on of one MOSFET in a totem-pole configuration can induce a 

voltage transient on the gate of the other MOSFET, as illustrated in Fig.5.6. In addition to 

the intrinsic gate-drain capacitance, Cdg, the MOSFET also possesses gate-source and 

drain-source capacitances, Cgs and Cds respectively. If the upper transistor in an inverter 

arm is turned on, a step function is applied to the lower transistor. If the impedance of the 

drive stage is high, then the step function voltage is divided down in the ratio of the 

gate-drain to the gate-source capacitance. The resulting step function appearing at the gate 

of the lower MOSFET may be of sufficient magnitude to trigger a turn on, leading to the 

fault condition of 'shoot-through'. Thus, it is necessary to drive the MOSFET from a low 

impedance drive stage. This allows the shorting of any coupled steps to gate-source 

common. Low output impedance drivers also ensure a fast switching transition as they are 

capable of providing large transient currents to charge the gate capacitance Cgs. From the 

voltage and current waveforms illustrated in Fig.5.6, which is related to the circuit of 

Fig.5.5, it can be seen that the turning ON of the upper device in a totem-pole 

arrangement causes the lower device to trigger in the active linear region. Therefore, the 

magnitude of the current during this transient partial 'shoot-through' period is seen largely 

independent of the source resistance of the supply. Nevertheless, the oscillations of the 

current waveform are influenced by the L-R-C values of the path of the circuit, whereas 

the damping effect decreases with the resistance value.

Since the coupling effect is a function of the speed at which the upper device is turned

ON, of the device, the resulting 'shoot through' problem may be resolved by lowering the
dVns turn ON speed of the upper device, .•; . This can be achieved by connecting a

capacitor across the gate and the source of the device or a snubber across the drain and 

source, the result of which, so far as the gate voltage and 'shoot-through' are concerned, is 

shown in Fig.5.7. It can be seen that as the induced gate voltage Vgs is kept below its 

threshold voltage (typically 3V), no 'shoot-through' current occurs.
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5.3.4.2 Suppression of the 'integral body-drain diode' of the MOSFET

The 'integral body-drain diode' of the MOSFET's is an intrinsic part of the device itself 

but is not often required in certain applications. The main disadvantage of this diode is 

that it exhibits minority carrier reverse recovery, which can sometimes prove problematic. 

For example, if a MOSFET switch is made to switch on rapidly, the peak reverse recovery 

current rating can be exceeded and results in the destruction of the device. The dv/dt 
capability of the MOSFET will also be greatly reduced (a 100 times reduction is possible) 

as a result of the conduction of the integral body-drain diode. However, in practical 

circuits, this unwanted diode can be prevented from conducting by connecting a diode in 
series with the MOSFET and a fast diode connected in parallel, as shown in Fig.5.8.

5.3.4.3 Protection of Gate-to-source. Drain-to-source Voltage From Exceeding Maximum 
Limit

When an MOSFET inverter is used to supply an inductive load, then it is possible for 

voltage spike to occur in the inverter circuit. These voltage spike, which may be of very 
high magnitude, can be coupled to the gate via the parasitic gate-drain capacitance. This 

undesirable effect can be reduced by careful design of the drive circuit, for example, 
reducing the output impedance of the gate drive circuit. A further will minimize potential 

hazards due to capacitive coupling. The gate may be protected by connecting a zener 

diode, rated at some value less than the oxide breakdown voltage, physically close to the 

gate source terminals of the power device. Built-up static charge and transient gate 

over-voltage may cause the gate-to-source voltage to exceed its maximum voltage, 

resulting in permanent damage. This can also be protected by a zener diode connected 

across the gate and source for the protection.

5.3.4.4 Circuit Layout

As the rate of change of currents in inverter circuits using MOSFET's may be high, the 

minimization of stray circuit inductance is very important. Common source inductance 

acts to slow switching transitions, as it tends to act against the applied gate-source voltage. 

Undamped stray drain inductance interacts with the gate-drain capacitance to produce the
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Miller effect, which also slows switching transitions. The gate-drain capacitance is a 

non-linear circuit element as it depends on the size of the depletion region, which depends 

on the gate bias. Stray circuit inductance may be minimized by properly designed circuit 

layout The length of leads should, wherever possible, be equalized. A symmetrical layout 

is always a simple and useful guide to achieve this. Indeed, a circular arrangement of 

power devices mounted on a circular heatsink may be contemplated. The power supply for 

the gate drive circuit should be well decoupled with electrolytic and disc ceramic 

capacitors. Capacitors are ideally mounted as physically near to the devices to be 

decoupled as possible. It may be necessary to use twisted pairs from the gate driver to the 

transistor itself. An addition of a small resistor (10 ohms) in series with the gate lead, 

however, may be necessary to damp the parasitic oscillations as a result of the twisted 

pair.

5.3.5 Choice of MOSFETs

A single arm of the three-phase inverter may be constructed using one n- and one 

p-channel device. This simplifies the drive circuit interface as the p-channel gate signal is 

referenced to the positive supply rail, and the H-channel gate signal is referenced to the 

negative supply rail. Thus for the three phases, only one floating power supply is needed 

for the three upper gate driver circuits; and another one for the lower three gate driver 

circuits. In addition, each device in an inverter arm is driven essentially by the same 

waveform, the polarity of each device automatically ensuring correct phasing. However, it 

is very difficult to match the n- type and p-type devices in a complementary totem pole 

due to the lower mobility of holes in the p-type compared with electrons in the rc-type. 

This results in p-channel devices exhibiting increased ON- resistance for a given rating. 

Nevertheless, ON-resistances between n- and p- channel devices may be matched by 

paralleling a number of p- channel devices. This, however, has the adverse effect of 

increasing input capacitances, thus degrading high frequency performance. The highest 

power MOSFETs are only available as n-channel types because the chip size and cost of 

high power p-channel devices become prohibitive. In practice, it is possible to achieve a 

good compromise by selecting complementary p- and n- type devices with rating up to
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about 200 V, 12 A. At present, only ^-channel type devices are available for higher 

ratings.

A factor of at least two is usually adopted for choosing the semiconductor device voltage 

rating with respect to the DC link voltage. For a DC link of 100V, a device of 200V or 

above will be sufficient. However, since in practice the price of a 500 V device was the 

same as that of the 250V device, a 500 V device was chosen. Thus, such an over design 

was entirely justifiable and made no additional demand on the design of the gate drive 

circuit.

Therefore, taking all of the above factors into consideration, the ratings of the device 

chosen for the power MOSFET inverter reported in this thesis are given in Table 5.1. The 

symbols used are those given in the data book [IR,1987]

Vds
500V

Rds(ON)
0.4Q

Id
14A

Rth
80K/W

tr
50ns

tf
40ns

Table 5.1 - Manufacturer data of IRFP450 (MOSFET)

Similarly, the manufacturer's data of the free-wheeling diodes, which has a maximum 

recovery time of 50 ns to ensure protection for the MOSFET during switching OFF, is as 

given in Table 5.2.

VHRM
200V

trr
50 ns (max)

Imean
3A

Table 5.2 - Manufacturer data of UF5402 (ultrafast diode)

5.3.6 Gate Drive Circuit

When all of the MOSFET devices used in a 3-phase inverter bridge are of the ^-channel, 

the voltage on the source terminal of an upper device in an inverter bridge is connected to 

the load and therefore changes voltage with the phase output. Thus a separate floating 

power supply is necessary for each phase of the bridge, so that the low voltage gate signal 

can be impressed onto the corresponding high voltage side. However, the three lower
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drivers of each phase may all have a common ground and a common supply because the 

source terminals of the three MOSFET's are fixed at the negative DC link voltage. Thus, 

the apparent advantages of using six n-channel MOSFET's, such as a low Rds(OK) value, 

compared to its p- channel counterparts, as seen in their specifications above, are offset 

by the complication of the necessary power supplies. This was overcome by using 

inexpensive power supply as will be explained later.

So far the devices used in inverters have only been considered from their relative ability to 

supply the necessary power to the motor. All of these devices, however, require to be 

interfaced to the signal logic. The required interfacing circuit may be produced by digital 

circuitry ranging from discrete devices to signal processors. Due to the difference in 

power levels between the logic signals and the power waveforms supplied by the inverter, 

the interfacing circuitry should also provide the necessary isolation and shielding required 

for interference, not least a reliable and accurate reproduction of the signal input. Several 

methods were feasible, of which the interfacing by pulse transformer and opto-coupler 

appeared to be the more common. These two methods of interfacing were considered at 

the design stage:

(i) Use of pulse transformer - The application of a pulse transformer to a gate drive is 

illustrated in Fig.5.9. This method has the the advantage of providing DC isolation, a 

step-up or step-down capability and impedance matching to the driver circuit. However, 

such circuits can become quite complex and in some applications an anti-saturation circuit 

is required. Thus, these undesirable features affect the requirements for simplicity and 

reliability that are normally aimed for when designing MOSFET driver circuits. The 

literature available [Al-hosini,1985], nevertheless, does suggest simple pulse transformer 

driver circuits can be designed. However, this novel technique has not been examined in 

the investigation reported in this thesis.

(ii) Use of solid state opto-coupler - The use of opto-coupler in a MOSFET power circuit 

is illustrated in Fig.5.10. Recent developments have make available very fast, monolithic, 

solid state opto-couplers that can overcome the design problems associated with the use of 

pulse transformer. The driver circuitry becomes relatively simple in its design and the 

complex pulse amplifying circuitry and anti-saturation components are not required. The
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solid state opto-coupler driver circuit also dissipates less power, which results in a 

decrease in size and weight.

On the basis of easy design, component availability and cost, an opto-isolator was chosen 

for the gate drive circuit. Other considerations at this stage included the amount of logic 

circuits required, and the time required to build the circuit. The interfacing and isolation 

stage was achieved by a newly introduced device called the 'High speed logic-logic 

opto-isolator' [RS,1990]. It is a truly logic compatible optically coupled interface gate. 

The low power Schottky TTL to CMOS (LSTTL to CMOS) interfacing enables a direct 

drive from a TTL source to a MOSFET to be realised. The device also offers very high 

speed, internal noise shielding and noise immunity similar to that of the LSTTL logic.

5.3.7 Floating Power Supply Units (PSU)

On the basis of power consumption and efficiency, the switch-mode power supply 

(SMPS) appeared to be the ideal option to provide the four separate floating power 

supplies for the gate drives required. Specialized ICs for SMPS are available on the 

market that improve reliability and component count. However, these advantages have to 

be weighed against the cost and power consumption of the gate drive circuit. Since the 

power consumption required to drive the MOSFET was very low at the frequency range 

considered, the use of simple and inexpensive linear regulators was justified. Despite the 

simplicity of the circuit, the final power supply unit (PSU) unit that consists of four 

separate and identical linear regulators of type 7812, each providing an isolated output 

voltage of 12V and a reference point, provided a very reliable and stable output. The 

circuit diagram for the PSUs is given in Appendix-G.

5.3.8 Voltage Protection for Gate-to-source and Drain-to-source Terminals

The gate-source voltage of the MOSFET was protected by a 12V zener diode. The 

integral body-drain diode of each MOSFET is prevented from conducting by connecting 

an anti-parallel high speed diode, directly across the source and drain of each MOSFET.
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These fast diodes clamp any spike voltage due to switching to the supply rail potential and 

provide a current path for the usual 'freewheeling' action during commutation of an 

inverter bridge.

5.3.9 Determination of Heatsink Rating

The calculation below is based for a DC link voltage of 100V and output current of 10A. 

The power dissipation, P(total), of a switching device may be expressed as:

P(totat) = P(switching) + P(conduction) + P(gate) + P(leakage) (5.5)

Since power dissipation due to leakage currents and gate currents of MOSFET can be 

neglected in comparison with conduction and switching losses in normal inverter drive 

circuits, the calculation was only performed with regard to conduction and switching 

power losses.

(a) Estimation of Conduction Losses

There are two distinct intervals of operation of the switching devices in the inverter — the 

conduction and commutation intervals. In the switching strategy employed, each device 

conducts for about 180° over one cycle, and there are always three devices in conduction 

at any time. The assumption that the DC link current flows through 3 transistors at any 

time dictates the worst case for disruption. For an ambient temperature of 50° C, and the 

MOSFET rated at ID = 10 A, then the total conduction loss of a device is:

P(conduction) = lo2*R ds(ON)= 102 * 0.4 =

It should be noted that the losses due to 'flywheeling' diodes are small during normal 

operating condition when power factor is maintained high, and therefore such loasses are 

neglected.
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(b) Estimation of Switching Losses

It can be seen that the losses can be reduced by minimizing the time required for a 

draining source transition, thereby reducing the time during which substantial voltages 

and currents are present simultaneously. Fig.5.11 shows the current and voltage 

waveforms, and the associated energy losses when a MOSFET is supplying a pure 

resistive load.

Using a triangular approximation for switching losses, the power lost due to switching is 

estimated by [Stevens, 1985] :

F\switching) = [] * [7K/d) + Wd) + 7K Vfc) + 7X Vfc)] * fc (5.6)

where Tr(Vd), Tf(Vd) = rise time and fall time of drain voltage, 

Tr(ld), Tf(ld) = rise time and fall time of drain current, and 

fc = Switching frequency

Thus, with Vd= 100 V, /rf=10A, 7)=1606ns, 7>=42ns, fc = 4kHz,

P(switching) = (100xlO/2)x(1606+42+1606+42)xlO'9x 4 xlO3 = 16.5W

c) Rating of Heatsink

In Fig.5.12, the symbols are defined by:

J = Junction, C = Case, A = Ambient and S = Sink (heatsink) 

The junction temperature, Tj, from Fig.5.12, is given by :

TJ-TA ~ P*(Qjc+®cs+®sA)

Or,

TJ=TA + QjA'P(totai) (5.7)
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For an operation condition of TA(max) = 50 °C and Tj(max) =150 °C, then from 

equation (5.5), the total power dissipation in the device is as follows:

P(total) = P(conduction) + P(switching) =40 + 16.5 = 56.5 w 

Using equation (5.7), QJA = (150-50)756.5 = 1.77 KW' 1

From manufacturer data for IRFP450, 0//i=0.7 KW" 1 , Qcs = 0.24 KW" 1 . Thus, QCA = 

1.77 - 0.7- 0.24 = 0.83 KW 1 per device.

For better dissipation and ease of installation, it is advantageous to mount the six devices 

on a single heatsink. Since there are three transistors conducting at any time, a heatsink of 

0.28KW" (0.83/3) or lower thermal resistance is required. The calculation above neglects 

power diode dissipation, and is justified by the fact that the ultrafast speed power diode 

used carried current for a much shorter time than that of the power MOSFET.

5.3.10 Inverter Interlocking Logic

The interlocking logic provides complementary switching signals for the two transistors 

of each branch with the necessary delay, to prevent 'shoot through' between the two 

devices. The circuit mainly consists of a monostable and two CR circuits as shown in 

Fig.5.13(a). The delay is controllable by the CR time constant of external resistor and 

capacitance. The condition for preventing the inverter from 'shoot through' is illustrated 

inFig.5.13(b).

For the MOSFET transistor, IRFP450, the maximum delay for turning off and minimum 

delay for turning on are:

td(off) = 100 ns, I td(on) I mjn = 0 ns respectively.
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tPHL max = 120ns, . = 0 ns respectively, mm r J

The interlocking delay, cf, is determined by :

d>

Thus, 
d> I

td(on) + tpHL max

max tPHLl max

mm

, tpLH min

or,

> 100 + 120-0 = 220 (ns)

Therefore, the interlocking delay, d, should be greater than 220 ns. For a 50% safety 

factor, then d was made equal to 330 ns, the delay pulse-width, tw, is determined by 

[Loveday,1982],

tw = 0. (5.8)

and if/? = 33 KQ is chosen, it follows from equation (5.8) that:

0.33 * 10~6 = 0.32 * 33 * 103 * C(1 + 700 
33000 J

which gives, C = 30.6pF.

The RC ckcuits in Fig.5.13(a) assume these (preferred) values for the resistance and 

capacitance.

5.3.11 Input and Output Filter Stages

Power devices which operate in unstable, unfiltered supplies, are subjected to overvoltage 

spikes, over-current and regenerative power. The effect of the interference generated on a
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power converter during operation is illustrated in Fig.5.14. The interference from the 

power stage, if not properly suppressed, will be fed back to the signal stage, which in turn 

will affect the power stage. This would result in lower efficiency and degraded 

performance, or premature breakdown and permanent damage to components. Thus, it is 

particularly important when designing and using power supplies that minimum loss 

occurred in the supply, cost is kept to a minimum, reliability is maintained as high as 

possible. Large electrolytic capacitors are one of the means to filter away the ripple 

voltage in power supplies and thus eliminate the effect of the ripples on the performance 

and behaviour of the motor. However, the inclusion of such capacitors must be considered 

against the additional cost incurred. Unwanted high frequency voltage spikes are normally 

reduced or eliminated by the inclusion of decoupling capacitors connected across the 

switching devices. It is important, when using such capacitors, that they are placed 

physically as near to the point where such voltage spikes occur as possible, to minimize 

stray inductance.

The harmonics in the output PWM voltage waveforms of the inverter used for induction 
motor control may be reduced or eliminated by the inclusion of LC filters. The required 

cutoff frequency and damping factor of such filters may then be determined accordingly 

for a given set of motor parameter values. In practice, however, such an inclusion of LC 
filters may only be optimised for a specific output frequency range of the inverter, and is 

therefore not suitable for applications where a wide range of speed operation is required. 

On the basis of cost and the fact that leakage inductance of the motor acts as a low pass 

filter, it was decided not to include filter on the output of the PWM inverter.

5.4 DESIGNED INVERTER CIRCUIT

The complete inverter circuit used in the investigation reported in this thesis, was 

designed taking full account of the factors described in the early sections of this chapter. 

A complete circuit diagram of the inverter is included in Appendix-G. The design of the 

inverter was designed such that it was considerably over-rated for the drive application
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investigated. This was done for a number of reasons, (a) it allows a good safety margin, 

(b) the price of the device used does not vary linearly with the ratings of the device, (c) 

the choice of a device is often more influenced by the price policy of the supplier rather 

than on technical bases.

Another important factor that had to be taken into consideration was the effect of the radio 

frequency interference produced by the inverter on the operation of the transputer. The 

interference was found to be higher when the motor was subjected to higher load. 

Therefore, to restrict this interference, a limit was introduced on the load the drive can be 

subjected to. It is strongly thought that greater consideration must be given to the methods 

of shielding the inverter and motor from the transputer network. A slide of the 3-phase, 

full- bridge MOSFET inverter is shown in Fig.5.15.
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Fig.5.15 A IkW 3-phase full-bridge MOSFET inverter
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Chapter 6 : Implementation of the Three-Transputer Interactive Pulse-Width
Modulated Control System

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The 'parallelism' existing within a typical induction motor control drive has not 

previously attracted the attention of designers of electrical drives, probably because the 

treatment of such 'parallelism' would have been very difficult to implement with 

sequential microprocessor systems, and not cost-effective to be realised commercially 

[Davies,1991]. The introduction of the transputer in 1986, however, has produced a 

microprocessor system that may be used to implement the necessary 'parallel processing' 

for the control of PWM induction motor drives. The waveform generations, control 

algorithms and other house-keeping functions of a complete drive system, which could 

once only be handled by a very powerful sequential processor, can now be 'divided' and 

'distributed' to different processors for implementation, with the promise of greater 

flexibility and much lower development cost.

In this chapter, the fast processing speed and the parallel processing support facility of the 

transputer are fully utilized in an 3-transputer network that forms the processing and 

monitoring (input and display) parts of a PWM drive system for a three-phase induction 

motor. The processing speed of the transputer allows the PWM waveforms to be 

generated in real-time. Its dedicated facilities for the support of parallel processing enable 

the multi-processor network system to be implemented with far less software and 

hardware design complexity when compared with conventional multi-processor systems. 

The simplified block diagram of the complete induction motor drive system is depicted in 

Fig.6.1. The transputer network consists of a host transputer mounted inside the host 

computer, and four transputers mounted on an external board, of which only 2 were used 

at the initial stage. The interface includes the PWM generator, the speed measurement 

circuit and the analog-to-digital converter. The power conditioning unit is the three-phase 

MOSFET full-bridge inverter, which has been described in the previous chapter. The 

speed measurement part and the A-to-D converter will be discussed in the next chapter.

This chapter describes the development of a user-interactive drive system for a 3-phase 

induction motor using a transputer network, under the transputer development system
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Transputer Network Interface Power Conditioning/ 
Motor

Fig.6.1 Block diagram of drive system
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(TDS) environment. The transputer and its 'natural' language Occam will first be 

introduced to an extent that necessary information and clarity are achieved. After the 

specifications of the drive system have been discussed, the development of the PWM 

waveform generating part, which constitutes the main part of this chapter, will be 

described in detail. This includes the discussion of the hardware PWM generator and the 

software program written in Occam, Critical parts of the program are described in detail, 

and the full program listing is given in Appendix-C.

6.2 THE TRANSPUTER AND Occam 

6.2.1 Overview

A comprehensive treatment of the transputer and its associated programming language 

Occam is beyond the scope of this thesis. Whereas a wealth of literature is available 

elsewhere [Inmos,1988], an abstract of the transputer architecture, the basics of the 

Occam programming language, and other technical aspects such as the 'configuration' 

procedures of transputers, which are relevant to this thesis, are found in Appendix-A. 

Therefore, this section of the thesis (6.2) is mainly intended to give a non-technical 

overview of the transputer and its language Occam.

6.2.2 Basic Transputer Philosophy

The emergence of the transputer can be seen as a combined result of the rapid 

development of the Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) devices and the increasing 

demand for processors that support parallel processing. The name 'Transputer', derived 

from the two words 'TRANSistor' and 'comPUTER', underlines its original design 

intention. As transistors have been the building blocks of computers for many years, so 

transputers will become the building blocks of a new range of machines from compact 

array processors to vast supercomputers. Developed along side with the transputer has 

been the language Occam, which is basically a simple programming language. Occam 

is based explicitly on a model of concurrency and communication well matched to the
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transputer. The close relationship of Occam with the transputer is analogous to that of 

Boolean algebra with logic gates, as illustrated in Fig.6.2.

6.2.3 The Transputer

The transputer is a generic term for describing a family of programmable VLSI devices 

including — disk controllers, floating point processors, graphics processors, signal 

processing devices and 32-bit and 16-bit general purpose processors. The first and second 

generation of transputers basically comprise a processor, a memory unit, communication 

circuitries and a floating point unit all fabricated on a single chip. The architecture of the 

T800 transputer is shown in Fig.6.3. Three salient features make the transputer an ideal 

component for the development of parallel processing in an electrical drive system. 

Firstly, the transputers can inter-communicate and function cooperatively with each other 

using its hardware links. This allows transputers to operate concurrently without the 

traditional management software overhead that in sequential system limits the amount of 

performance improvement attainable by using further sequential conventional processors. 

Secondly, the transputer is a powerful processor in its own right. Thirdly, the transputer 

can be programmed in high level languages with virtually no loss of efficiency.

6.2.4 The occam Programming Language

The name Occam was chosen in recognition of a 14l century philosopher, William of 

Occam, who was responsible for the adage, known as Occam's razor, that: "Entities 

are not to be multiplied beyond necessity". The occam language is relatively less 

complex than other concurrent programming languages such as Ada. In fact, the early 

version of occam (occaml) was much less complex, and in a sense, adhered more to 

the original design philosophy of "keeping things simple", than the later versions of 

occam (OCCaittZ), which are claimed by its developer to have wider data support 

facility.
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OCCam is the lowest conceptual level at which it is necessary to think and design for 

real-time use, everything else below this is taken care of by the compiler and transputer 

hardware automatically. It provides a framework for designing concurrent systems using 

transputers in the same way that Boolean algebra provides a framework for designing 

electronic systems using logic gates, as already illustrated in Fig.6.2. The system 

designer's task is made easy because of the architectural relationship between Occam 

and the transputer. A program running on a transputer is formally equivalent to an 

occam process, so that a network of transputers can be described directly as an Occam 

program.

The software building block of occamis the 'process'. A system is designed in terms of 

an interconnected set of processes. Each process can be regarded as an independent unit of 

design. It communicates with other processes by channels. The system design is therefore 

hierarchically structured. Thus, at any level of design, the designer is concerned only with 

a small and manageable set of processes. The processes can be used to build up larger and 

more complex processes called 'construct'.

6.2.5 occam Model

The design philosophies applied to the transputer and its language Occam have been 

closely related to each other during the development stage. Every transputer implements 

the Occam concepts of concurrency and communication. As a result, occam can be 

used to program an individual transputer or to program a network of transputers. When 

Occam is used to program an individual transputer, the transputer shares its time 

between the concurrent processes and channel communication is implemented by moving 

data within the memory. When occam is used to program a network of transputers, each 

transputer executes the process allocated to it. Communication between Occam 

processes on different transputers is implemented directly by transputer links. Thus the 

same Occam program can be implemented on a variety of transputer configurations, for 

example, with one configuration optimized for cost, another for performance, or another 

for an appropriate balance of cost and performance. All transputers include special 

instructions and hardware to provide maximum performance and optimal implementations
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of the Occam model of concurrency and communication. All transputer instruction sets 

are designed to enable simple, direct and efficient compilation of Occam. Programming 

of input/output, interrupts and timing is standard on all transputers and conforms to the 

occam model.

6.2.6 Interim Conclusion

The combination of Occam and the transputer presents a new concept in the 

implementation of parallel processing. The close association between Occam and the 

transputer hardware provides programmers with a design language for high-level 

descriptions of the behaviour of parallel systems. As far as the induction motor control 

area is concerned, as will be discussed in later chapters, it is important to understand the 

degree of parallelism within an induction motor drive in order to benefit from this new 

and challenging technology. 'Parallelism' within an induction motor drive has only been 

recently considered [Asher,1990]. Only a very limited understanding and knowledge of 

the effect of parallel processing on the control of induction motors has been reported so 

far (January 91). With the introduction of the transputer and its ever decreasing market 

cost, the 'search' (rather than research) for the application of the transputer to PWM 

induction motor drive systems will not only result in superior drive performance, but also 

at an acceptable cost.

6.3 SPECIFICATIONS OF A USER INTERACTIVE PWM DRIVE SYSTEM

The most important function in any PWM control scheme is undoubtedly the switching 

strategy used to generate the edges of the PWM pulses. In addition to the requirements for 

an efficient means of generating the edges of the PWM pulses, it is also necessary in a 

variable speed drive system to incorporate certain features that make the drive system 

practically viable. For example, the simulation results reported in chapter 3 show that the 

'direct-on-line' startup of an induction motor rated at about 2.2 kW or above could cause 

high current inrush and pulsating electromagnetic torque resulting in mechanical noise
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and stress, and voltage dip in the supply system. A soft-start method is therefore needed to 

control the magnitude of the current during the acceleration stage in the starting up of the 

motor. Since most variable speed drives are required to generate constant torque over a 

wide frequency range below rated speed, the flux in the machine in such operations must 

be kept constant by maintaining the induced EMF in the machine proportional to the 

applied frequency. Because of the voltage drop across the stator impedance, the terminal 

voltage is higher than the induced EMF. At high voltage and high frequency operations, 

the effect of the voltage drop across the stator impedance is negligible. At low voltage and 

low frequency operations, however, voltage boosting is required to compensate for the 

increased voltage drop across the stator. Other parameters and issues such as frequency 

ratio or pulse number control, PWM to quasi-square transition, and minimum pulse-width 

control are also of considerable importance to the performance of a standard PWM drive 

system.

Whilst most of the above mentioned features have been thoroughly researched, the drive 

system proposed in this thesis was designed to achieve a front-end flexibility by providing 

an on-line user interactive environment. The values of the PWM parameters such as the 

modulation index and pulse number can be changed by the system user when the motor is 

running. The advantages of the proposed system offer the possibility of optimizing the 

PWM strategy of a particular application. The more important features of the proposed 

system may be summarized as follows:

(a) On-line user inputs of PWM parameters and monitoring system to display motor 
speed, modulating frequency, carrier frequency and other relevant information.

(b) Generation of the PWM waveform in real-time to provide an output range frequency 
of 1 Hz to 50 Hz.

(c) Optional soft-start procedure

(d) Forward and reverse mode of operation

(e) Provision of dynamic braking

The implementations of specifications (a) and (b) are discussed in this chapter, whereas 

those of (c) to (e) will be described in the next chapter, which also includes the 

incorporation of vector control into the system.
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6.4 DEVELOPMENT OF ON-LINE USER INPUT AND MONITORING SYSTEM 
UNDER THE TRANSPUTER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

The transputer development system, or TDS, (see Appendix-A for detail) provides an 

excellent platform for the development of an on-line iterative monitoring system. The 

TDS uses a personal computer (PC) as a host system. The host provides the environmental 

support to the transputer module by providing mechanical support for the board, power 

supply, power on reset, file servers, keyboard and monitor. The host-server model is 

depicted in Fig.6.4. The 'server' program, which runs under the disk operating system 

(DOS), supports protocol down to the links, and provides access to the screen, keyboard, 

and the filing system of the host computer.

The PWM parameters, which values are available for the user to change on-line, are 

tabulated as follows:

Parameters
Modulating frequency

Frequency ratio
Modulation index

resolution /step
1Hz

1
0.05

keys for execution (increase.decrease)

t , 1
-> , <-

i , m

Table 6.1 On-line parameters

It should be noted that the resolution of the parameters can also be changed by the user.

6.4.1 Terminal Interfaces

The channels named keyboard and screen, can be accessed by a program of the type 

executable procedure (EXE). A description of the EXE program is given in Appendix-A. 

These channels allow the communication between the terminal and keyboard of the host 

computer and the TDS system. The channels are not connected directly to the devices of 

the host terminal, but to a terminal driver process called term.p. Various commands 

may be sent to the driver process, term.p, that implements a virtual screen and keyboard 

interface. The process term.p consists of two processes running in parallel, one driving 

the screen and the other the keyboard.
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Fig.6.4 Host-Server model of the transputer development system
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The main, or top level Occam program statements that are used to provide an interactive 

mode for system user to input data from the keyboard, are given in Program 6.1 below. 

The Boolean variable cycling, which can assume either the 'TRUE' or 'FALSE' 

Boolean constant, is first set to TRUE. The WHILE loop will be activated until cycling 

is set to FALSE. The PRI ALT (PRIority ALTernate) command serves the keyboard 

channel first or at a higher priority to another process input. This means that any 

input from the keyboard will be served first in favour of the another process 

input when both are demanding attention at the same time. This is necessary because 

keyboard input is relatively slow and asynchronous as compared to input from some other 

process, for example, a speed measurement process that inputs at a rate of 5 ms. Setting 

the keyboard input channel to low priority may prevent it from being served.

cycling:=TRUE 
WHILE cycling 

PRI ALT
keyboard ? code

... execute the command for the selected code 
another process input

The symbol '. . .' indicates a fold, which contains more program statements within. A 

general remark that follows the '. ..' symbol, such as those shown above, serves to 

improve the readability of the program. This unique feature of the folding editor within 

the TDS facilitates a top-down design approach and structured programming practice. 

The folding editor is described in more detail in Appendix-A.

The following Occam commands concerning with outputting to the screen were 

extensively used in formating the operation menu of the drive system and displaying the 

information concerned [INMOS,1988]:

(a) screen ! tt.goto; INT x; INT y

This command takes the cursor to the coordinate (x,y) of the screen, where (0,0)

corresponds to the top left corner and (24,80) corresponds to the bottom right corner.
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set PROTOCOL MOTOR

open occam user libraries

declare variable and constants

setup operating menu

user inputs:

reference modulating freq (f) 
DC link voltage(Vdc) 
No f steps for soft-start (N) 
voltage boost at start-up (mo) 
moduation index at steady state(m)

display operating instructions:

f : forword
r: reverse
d: dynamic braking
q: quit system

send control: data" to1 TO ! :

display message

wait (or tinier s^tup signal

scan keyboard input for on-line commands

i) Change in f
h) Change in m
iii) Dynamic braking
iv) Power off and quit system

low priority

speed form TO ? 
and display speed

Perform the selected procedure

START

m = m± 0.01

calculate new pwm 
parameters

calculate new pwm 
parameters

RETURN ^) (RETURN 

Change frea routine Change mod, ind. routine dynamic braking Quit TPUtme

|!8(1): A hatch box represents a communication (input 
or output T) with an external process

note (2): A box overlapping another one one is a priorised 
procedure, the one in the background is at low priority

|:A typical output I outside ,;;||;ii
high priority

Fig 6.5 Flowchart of interactive PWM control drive system
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(b) write.full.string('a certain message')

This command writes the message in quotation to the screen at the current cursor position, 

and is therefore usually used with the previous command.

(c) screen ! tt.beep

This command gives a beep sound, and is used to provide audio warnings and messages 

for situations such as an input of a too high reference speed, completion of a soft-start or a 

dynamic braking process.

The flowchart of the overall interactive system is shown in Fig.6.5, in which some 

features such as the PROTOCOL MOTOR, the speed measurement and the dynamic 

braking will be explained at a later stage. The system also assumes the processes have 

been mapped into the processors. The process of mapping, called 'configuration', was 

considered to be more conveniently to be described under the heading of implementation 

(section 6.7). At this stage, it is sufficient to know that the shaded box in the flowchart 

represents a communication, where a '!' denotes an output and a '?' an input, with the 

external processor TO. The processor TO is the 'root transputer' in the network which is 

connected to the host transputer, on which the TDS runs and Occam programs are 

developed.

6.5 DEVELOPMENT OF PWM GENERATOR

6.5.1 Development of the model of a PWM generator under the TDS

The logical development of an occam process can be done within a single transputer 

environment such as the TDS system. The process may contain several sub-processes 

running in parallel, or is just a single conventional sequential procedure. It is the former 

case of sub-processes running in parallel that is of particular interest to a multi-transputer 

application. The Occam process, after being tested and compiled, is then mapped (or 

configured) to the physical processor(s) for implementation.
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The development procedure adopted a top-down structure approach. The Occam model 

of a PWM generator, together with the monitoring process developed in the previous 

section, may be illustrated as in Fig.6.6. The 'monitor' process inputs PWM parameters 

from the keyboard channel, and supplies the values of the PWM parameters to the 

'PWM' process via an internal Occam channel. The 'monitor' process also outputs 

relevant information for display via the screen channel. The 'PWM' process basically 

performs the computation of pulse-width from the PWM parameters supplied, and sends 

the values to the external timer for real-time generation of PWM waveforms.

keyboard 

screen*

Fig.6.6 An occam model of the PWM drive system

6.5.2 Generation of The Three-phase PWM Waveform

6.5.2.1 The '4-timer Method' of Generation of a 3-Phase PWM Waveform 

The '4-timer method' has been used for the generation of a 3- phase PWM waveform by a 

microprocessor-based hardware system [Bowes,1981]. A possible configuration for the 

implementation of the '4-timer method' is shown in Fig.6.7. In the figure, in addition to 

the three timers corresponding to the three phases, an extra timer is required to generate an 

interrupt signal to the microprocessor, enabling the reloading of the three timers at a 

frequency corresponding to that of the carrier waveform. This configuration makes use of 

the common characteristic of the regular sampling processes, (indeed other sampling 

strategies such as natural sampling and the suboptimum strategies ) which is that they all 

possess a single switching instant per half carrier cycle, if no over-modulation occurs. The 

process of PWM waveform generation using the '4-timer method' is illustrated in Fig.6.8. 

From this figure, it may be seen that instead of calculating the total width, Aa, of a pulse
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Fig.6.7 A microprocessor system for '4-timer' method 
implementaion
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for phase A say, only the distance from a sampling point (apex of the triangular 

waveform) to the switching instants, 5a, is required. For three-phase PWM, the distances 

6a, 8b and 8C are thus required. At the sampling instant, ta1, the microprocessor is 

interrupted by the signal from the fourth timer, it then loads the timers of phase A, B and 

C with the values corresponding to 8a , 8b and 8c respectively. In addition, the 

microprocessor loads the fourth timer with a value corresponding to Tc/i, where the fourth 

timer is configured to generate a small pulse at an interval given by the value stored in the 

timer. When the timers corresponding to phases A, B and C stop counting, their 

corresponding outputs go 'high' (logic T), thus changing the PWM pattern without 

interrupting the microprocessor. Following these operations, the fourth timer finishes 

counting at time t', and then generates an interrupt signal to the microprocessor such that 

the microprocessor loads 8a', 8b', 8V and Tc/2 in the timers corresponding to phase A, 

phase B, phase C and the fourth timer respectively. The timer of each phase is also 

instructed to change its mode of timing out, so that its output goes 'low' (logic '0') when 

counting is terminated for the next operation. Thus, an additional instruction to change the 

mode of operation for the three timers is required at every interrupting point.

The main advantage of this method is that it increases the accuracy of the pulse-width. For 

example, in Fig.6.9. it is shown that the resolution of the pulse-widths is doubled when the 

'4-timer method' is used. For example, if 255 is the maximum number that could be 

stored in a memory location with an 8-bit system, then Aa will be stored with ( )

1 80 
degrees/bit resolution, whilst 8a will be stored with ( ) degrees/bit resolution, where

R is the frequency ratio.

6.5.2.2 A Novel Method For the Generation nf PWM Waveform hv the Transputer 

In the previous section, it is found that the generation of the pulses corresponding to 8a, 85 

and 8c in Fig.6.8 requires a 3-phase timer that outputs 'low' during its 'count-out' process, 

and 'high' when counting terminates. Also, the generation of the pulses corresponding to 

8a', 8b' and 8V requires the timer to output 'high' during its 'count-out' process, and 

'low' when counting terminates. These conditions require a timer that can be programmed 

to change its counting mode as described in the previous section.
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An alternative method, which is novel and found simpler to implement than the '4-timer 

method' described in reference [Bowes,1981], is to relegate the process of changing the 

counting mode to a logic gate by means of a simple software program. The novel method 

is illustrated in Fig.6.10, it may be seen that the triangular waveform (i) represents the 

fictitious carrier wave of a period of TC. The waveform (ii) depicted is the regular sampled 

asymmetric PWM waveform required. The value of the pulse-width, 7~n, corresponding to
ththe n apex of the carrier wave is computed and scaled in real time by the transputer from 

the following equation (6.1) [Williams, 1982].

Tn = C^)*[1 + (-1 f*M*(sin An)] (6.1)

where An=p*n/R, M is the modulation index and R is the frequency ratio of the carrier 

wave to modulating wave.

After Tn is determined, it is then loaded in the timer at the instant fo, by means of the 

timer reloading signal (iii), generated by the internal hardware timer of the transputer. The 

output of the timer is shown in waveform (iv). To convert waveform (iv) into the PWM 

waveform required, an inverting signal (v) in synchronism with the apexes of the carrier 

waveform is also generated by the transputer. The inverting signal and the output from the 

timer are used as input to an 2-input Exclusive-OR gate, which then outputs the final 

PWM waveform (vi).

6.5.3 PWM Generator Hardware

The schematic block diagram for the regular sampled asymmetric PWM generator is 

shown in Fig.6.11. It consists mainly of two standard inmos link adaptors (LA) - the 

IMSC011, an Intel 8254 programmable interval timer, transistor-transistor logic (TTL) 

buffer/logic gates, and a stabilized 5 MHz clock circuit. The link adaptors are both 

configured in 'Mode 1', which is a serial to parallel peripheral interface format with 

handshaking lines. In the figure, LA1 is used for the output of data to the 8254 timer data 

bus, whereas LA2 is used for the output of control and address signals. TTL buffers 

(74LS244) were inserted in the link-to-link connections to provide extra protection of the 

link at one end, should the link at the other end become faulty. The buffers, although
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Fig 6.10 Timing diagram of novel method for the generation 
of regular sampled asymmetric PWM (one phase shown)
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NC: Not Connected 
CE: Chip Enabled

Fig 6.11 Schematic block diagram of PWM generating circuit
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introducing typical TTL propagation delays, do not affect the speed of communication. 

The 'data valid' lines (QValid) of both link adaptors are connected to their respective 

'data acknowledged' lines (QAck) via two TTL inverter gates (74LS04) connected in 

series. The propagation delays (typically 20 ns per gate) introduced by the two gates 

automatically provide handshaking.

The time delay introduced by the TTL inverter gate and a maximum delay of one clock 

cycle (1 |4,s) which is the time for the output of the timer to take 'low' after the gate signal 

received create small unwanted glitches in the PWM as illustrated in Fig.6.12. However, 

it is believed that such glitches, with a pulse-width of about 1 |j,s, would not cause any 

noticeable effect on the operation of the motor.

6.5.4 Programming the Intel 8254 Timer [Intel,1987]

The Intel 8254 Timer, which consists of 3 independent 16-bit timers/counters, is perfectly 

suited to the generation of a 3- phase PWM waveform. The functional block diagram of 

the 8254 timer illustrated in Fig.6.13 shows the 3 independent 16-bit counters that can 

operate at a count rate of up to 10 MHz. The clock input frequency of 1 MHz to the three 

timers of 1.0 MHz, was derived from the 5 MHz clock used in the inmos link adaptors 

by means of a divided-by-five frequency divider circuit. The gate input of each counter 

was used for monitoring counting activities such as start counting and prohibit counting. 

The timer has six modes ('mode 0' to 'mode 5') of operations available. It is found that 

'mode 1', in which each counter behaves as a programmable, retriggerable one-shot, is 

most suitable for the generation of PWM. The combined 'extra hardware' and 'software 

overhead' requirements to generate a 3-phase PWM waveform by this mode was found to 

be minimal. For speed measurement, the event counting mode ('mode 0') was used. Only 

'mode 1' and 'mode 0' for the programming of the timer will therefore be described.

6.5.4.1 Operating 'Mode 1'

A typical timing diagram for a 'mode 1' operation is shown in Fig.6.14(a). The output of 

the counter will go 'low' on the count following the receipt of a rising edge of the gate 

input. However, the output will always go 'high' on the last count. If a new count value is
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loaded to the timer whilst the output is low it will not affect the duration of the one-shot 

pulse until receiving the next trigger signal. The count values stored in the timer can be 

read at any time without affecting the one-shot pulse. Therefore, the timer outputs the 

modulated wave directly by timing out the loaded value, which corresponds to the 

pulse-width in its counter register.

6.5.4.2 Operating 'Mode 0'

'Mode 0' is typically used for event counting and a typical timing diagram for this mode 

is shown in Fig.6.14(b). However, a modified method was used in the measurement of 

rotor speed. The output of the digital encoder of the motor served as the clock input to the 

8254 timer. The number of pulses during a sampling interval of the motor speed is found 

by loading the timer with a full count (255 for an 8- bit binary counter) whilst at the same 

time enabling the timer to count down by setting 'Gate = 1'. Provided the timer does not 

count down to zero before the next sampling point, the value stored in the register of the 

timer can be accurately read by setting 'Gate = 0'. Therefore, if N is the value stored in 

the timer, then (255-N) will be the number of pulses during the sampling period. This 

method of measuring the motor speed will be described in more detail in the next chapter.

6.5.4.3 'Control Word Register' Format of the Intel 8254 timer

Each counter of the 8254 is individually programmed by writing a data byte word into the 
Control Word Register. The Control Word itself specifies which Counter is being 
programmed. The Control Word is selected when A0=l, Al=l, CS = 0, RD=1, WR=0 ; 
and it has the following format as shown in Table 6.2(a). The two most significant bits 
D7, and D6 are designated with the SCO and SCI bits, which specify which of the three 
timers is selected, as shown in Table 6.2(b). The next two bits designate the RW1 and 
RWO, which specify the read/write mode according to Table 6.2(c). The next few bits are 
the M2, Ml and MO bits, which are used for selecting the mode of operation. There are 6 
possible modes of operation available, as tabulated in Table 6.2(d). The last bit, the BCD 

bit, specifies whether binary counter or coded decimal is used, as given in Table 6.2(e). 

Once the Counters have been programmed, they are ready for loading new count values. 

As with the Control Word, the counters are also selected by the address inputs AO, Al 

as shown in Table 6.2(f).
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Fig. 6.14 Timing diagrams of 8254 timer (a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 0
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MSB LSB
D7
SC1

D6
SCO

D5
RW1

D4
RWO

D3
M2

D2
M1

D1
MO

DO
BCD

(a)

SC1 SCO
0 0
0 1
1 0

operation
select counter 0
select counter 1
select counter 2

(b)

RW1 RWO
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

operation
counter latching operation
Read/load LSB byte only
Read/load MSB byte only
Read/load LSB, then MSB byte

(c)

M2 M1
0 0
0 0
x 1
x 1
1 0
1 0

MO
0
1
0
1
0
1

operation
mode 0
mode 1
mode 2
mode3
mode 4
modeS

(d)

BCD
0
1

operation
binary counter 16-bits
binary coded decimal counter(4-decade)

(e)

A1 AO
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

operation
select counter 0
select counter 1
select counter 2
select Control Word

(f)
Table 6.2 Control word formats of Intel 8254 timer
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6.5.4.4 Programming Timer Using Occam

Considering the connections of the 8254 timer with the two link adaptors (LA1 and LA2) 

in Fig.6.11 to be mapped with the Occam channels to.timer.data.chan and 

to.timer.control.chan respectively, the strobing of 8254 timer for data 

communication to/from the transputer is achieved by sending firstly the data word via the 

to .timer. data. chan channel, and then two control words (note: it is different from 

the Control Word for the 8254 timer) to to. timer .control, chan channel, the 

control, word. 1 and control, word. 2, as shown below:

SEQ
to.t imer.data.chan ! data.word
to.timer.control.chan ! control.word.1
to.timer.control.chan ! control.word.2

The Occam, command SEQ refers to a sequential procedure is to be followed. The first 

Occam output statement sends the byte, data.word, to the data bus. The data bus 

takes a few nanoseconds for settling. Since each channel output takes about 3 [is if a 

communication rate of 20 Mbit/s is used, the data bus is always valid before the next 

channel output. No introduction of delays is therefore needed. The next output statement

generates a 'going low' edge to the WR pin of the timer by means of the one byte word 

control. word. 1. The last statement completes the writing cycle by resetting the 

signal ready for the next cycle with the word control .word . 2.

Referring to the wiring diagram of the 8254 timer and the link adaptor LA2 of Fig.6.11, 

the format of the word (in one byte) to control the timer signal to strobe the timer is as 

follows:

MSB

1 - inv qate CS RD WR A1 AO |

Table 6.3 Word Format for strobing the 8254 timer

The MSB is uncommitted, and its value therefore does not affect the addressing process. 

Since the format of the BYTE in Occam takes only integer in decimal rather than binary,
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the corresponding decimal integers to strobe different timers are tabulated in Table 6.3 to 

facilitate the understanding of the following programs. These values are not unique, and 

other values are feasible.

Address /data (inbvte)
Address of Timer-0
Add re ss of Timer- 1
Address of Timer-2

Address of control word for timers
Date word for resetting timers

Data word for 'mode 1 ' of timer-0
Data word for 'mode 1 ' of timer-1
Data word for 'mode 1' of timer-2

byte in binary
11101000
11101001
11101010
11101011
11111111
00110010
01110010
10110010

byte in decimal
232
233
234
235
255
50
114
178

Table 6.4 Address /data of Timers in binary and decimal digits

Thus, to program Mode 1 for timer-0, timer-1 and timer-2 of the 8254 timer, the 

occam statements required are:

SEQ
to.timer, 
to.timer, 
to.timer, 
to.timer, 
to.timer 
to.timer, 
to.timer, 
to.timer, 
to.timer,

data.chan ! BYTE 50 -- timer-0 
control.chan ! BYTE 235 
control.chan ! BYTE 255 
data.chan! BYTE 114 -- timer-1 
control.chan ! BYTE 235 
control.chan I BYTE 255 
data.chan ! BYTE 178 -- timer-2 
control.chan ! BYTE 235 
control.chan ! BYTE 255

The symbol'--' denotes a remark. The text following '--' will therefore be ignored by the 

compiler.

Therefore, it can be seen that a loading time of 9 |0.s (3x3^is) is required to write a byte of 

data. This is relatively slow compared with a typical write cycle in a conventional 

microprocessor system.

6.5.4.5 Loading the Timer Using OCCam

The following program segment loads the timer-0 with a 16-bit data word, assuming the

low byte is held in 'ta. lo' and the high byte is held in 'ta .hi':
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SEQ
to.timer.data.chan ! BYTE ta.lo   load low byte data
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 224
to.timer.control.chan I BYTE 247
to.timer.data.chan ! BYTE ta.hi -- load high byte data
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 224
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 247

Therefore, it takes 18 (is (6x3^is) to load a 16-bit data to each timer, and 54 (is (3xl8jis) to 

load the timers of for a three-phase PWM waveform at every instant of change of 

switching pattern. The minimum pulse width for the PWM waveform is therefore 54 [is.

6.5.4.6 Occam Statements for The Generation of PWM Signals

As previously stated, the timer of the each phase requires a triggering pulse at the same 

time to initialize counting. The following Occam statements send a toggling pulse to 

each gate input pin of the timers (Table 6.3) to start the 3 timers simultaneously,

SEQ
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 255 -- 11111111 (binary) 
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 223 -- 11011111 (binary)

As described in section 6.4.2, an inverting signal is also required at every carrier period 

interval to produce the required PWM, this can easily be achieved by toggling the bits 

corresponding to 'inv' and 'gate' at the same time, such as the following statements,

SEQ
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 127 -- 01111111 (binary) 
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 31 -- 00011111 (binary)

The width of the triggering pulse is thus about 3 ^.s, which is the practical communication 

time for one byte when the channel is configured at a communication rate of 20 Mbit/s.

6.5.5 Flowchart of PWM process

The flowchart of the PWM process is shown in Fig.6.15. From the figure, it can be seen 

that the set up process which consists mainly of the setting of the PROTOCOL motor, 

opening of occam user libraries and declaring of constants, is similar to that described in 

the flowchart of the monitor process. However, the 'heart' of the program illustrated by
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("""""
start

I
set PROTOCOL MOTOR

open OCCAM user libraries

declare variable and constants

form sine table

set up 8254 timer (mode 1)

Calculate values of parameters 
from the recieved start-up data

Compute pulse-widths for phase a,b and c :

U := TcMfl-f-n'm'sinWi-ll/r)} 
U> = Tc/4{1-(-1)'m*sin(7i i-1T/r-1 
tc := Tc/4 1-(-1)'m*sin(ji i-1 /r-2

120° 
240°

Convert ta.tb.tc into 2-byts formats

load ta to register of timer 1 o1 8254 
tead tb ta register of timer 2 of 8254 
(aad ̂  to register of fimer 3<rf &2$4

ignal to start the

.rtovv PLUS Tc/2l

PWM process

Note: See Fig.6.7 (p.147) for keys of symbols

Fig.6.15 Flowchart of 'PWM' process
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the flowchart is the lower half indicated by the 'PWM process'. It is important to stress 
that the 'PWM process' is an entirely novel method of using the internal hardware timer 
of the transputer to generate a programmable triggering pulse and thus eliminates the need 
for an external timer. The shaded boxes indicated by represent internal inputs to the 
process from the internal transputer timer, which is given an Occam name, clock. The 
statement, clock ? time.now, represents an 'always ready' input, in which the 
variable, time.now, takes the current value of the clock of the internal timer. The 
process will then execute the following statements in the flowchart, which are concerned 
with the computing of pulse-widths and the sending of the pulse-width values to the 
external timers until it arrives at the point of the next internal input from the internal 
timer, corresponding to the statement — clock ? AFTER time.now PLUS Tc/2. 
Now, Tc/2 is the time unit equivalent of half of the carrier period. The action of this 
statement is such that the clock will give an input at exactly Tc/2 (unit time) after the 
first clock input statement. Since the clock runs at a frequency of 1 MHz, the theoretical 
carrier frequency of the PWM waveform generated by this method is 2 MHz.

6.6 THE TRANSPUTER NETWORK SYSTEM

Two common transputer boards were used in the multi-transputer system described in this 
thesis — the inmos IMS BOOS and IMS BOOS boards [Imnos,1988]. The T800 
transputer on the BOOS board, hosted by an Intel 386 IBM compatible personal computer, 
and the four T414 transputers of the B003 board, form the multi-transputer control 
system for the induction motor. The T800 transputer of the BOOS board, on which the 
Transputer Development System (TDS) runs, is called the 'host' transputer. As described 
in the previous chapter, the single T800 transputer provides the Occam model at the 
program development stage. After the programs were developed, compiled and tested, the 
program codes were then loaded to the four T414 transputers on the B003. Since these 
transputers are controlled by the 'host' transputer, they are sometimes called the 'slave' 

transputers.
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6.6.1 The IMS BOOS and IMS BOOS Transputer Boards

The IMS B003 board used is a double extended Eurocard containing four T414 

transputers, each with 256 Kbytes of dynamic RAM. The board is one of the family of 

compatible evaluation boards, and is the first in this family to include more than one 

transputer. The B003 board is normally used with one of the evaluation boards such as the 

BOOS board, from which programs are downloaded to the B003 board via a link. The 

transputers on the board are connected in a square configuration, which has a rotational 

symmetry, where Link2 of each transputer is connected to Link3 of the next transputer, a 

diagram of this interlink configuration is shown in Appendix-A.

The IMS BOOS is a TRAnsputer Module (TRAM) motherboard that plugs into one of the 

slots inside the IBM PC-AT or compatible machines. The BOOS board has slots for up to 

ten TRAMs. The TRAM is the inmos board level transputer and is provided with a 

simple and standard interface. The TRAMs integrate a processor, memory and peripheral 

functions, thus allow powerful and flexible transputer-based systems to be produced with 

a minimum of design effort by means of TRAM motherboards. A TRAM of type IMS 

B414, which consisted of a T800 transputer and 2 Mbytes of RAM memory, was used in 

the system described. The B414 TRAM occupied only two of the ten slots available on 

the BOOS board. These slots may therefore be used for additional TRAMs for further 

development. More technical detail of the BOOS and the B414 are also found in 

Appendix-A.

6.6.2 Inter-transputer Connection

The transputer link connections were achieved by using the inmos standard link cable. 

The standard link cable consists of one incoming and one outgoing signal wire, with each 

signal wire twisted together with its own ground. This design helps to reduce the noise 

that appears between the signal and ground (different mode noise) as well as maintain a 

constant characteristic impedance along the cable. As the transputer is designed to work in 

an 'electrically quiet' environment, it is important to avoid using long cable links. In 

addition, the link cables should be kept as far away from the inverter and the motor as
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possible, as they may generate radio frequency interference (RFI). Hence, in this project, 

the length of the cable links used was no more than 45 cm.

Whilst direct link connections may be used for transputers, provided they are not 

separated by more than 300 mm, it is always necessary to use the standard inmos link 

adapters for the connection of transputers with other non-transputer devices that use a 

parallel bus for communication. The link adapters were relatively expensive devices (£7 

each in 1989). A total of four were used in the PWM waveform generator circuit and the 

speed measurement circuit used in the investigation. However, it is expected that the cost 

of such devices would fall rapidly in the coming years.

6.7 IMPLEMENTATION OF ON-LINE INTERACTIVE DRIVE SYSTEM 

6.7.1 Allocation of Processes to Processors

After the 'logical model' of the interactive drive system was developed in the form of 

occam program within in the transputer development system, the occam programs were 

debugged, compiled and tested. The different processes in 'logical model' were then 

mapped to different processors. This mapping process would not affect the logical 

outcome of the program, but would affect the performance of the system. Since there are 

four transputers on the BOOS board, and two Occam processes, one of which the 

'monitor' runs on the 'host' transputer, then only one of the four transputers of the 

B003 board was needed. However, linkO of the 'root' transputer TO is designed by the 

manufacturer to be connected to the 'host' transputer. Moreover, Iink2 and Iink3 are 

connected internally (see Appendix-A), only linkl is available for addressing external 

timer. As described in earlier sections, two links are necessary for addressing the external 

timer. Thus, at this stage of the design of the system, the 'root' transputer TO was used as 

a dummy processor, and the next transputer Tl was used as the processor for PWM 

generation. The remaining two transputers were not used. The function of transputer TO 

was to pass data between the 'host' transputer Tl. This process which merely consists of 

passing data was given the name 'control'. Because of its trivial nature, its operation
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will not be described further. However, it will be seen in the next chapter that this 

'control' process was extended to incorporate the 'vector control' at a later stage.

6.7.1.1 The MOTOR PROTOCOL

Several types of data were required to be communicated between the transputers within 

the multi-transputer network for the control of the induction motor drive system. A simple 

'stop the motor' command from the host computer to the network, for example, is nothing 

more than a 'tag'. However, a measured value of rotor speed in order to transfer back to 

the 'host' transputer for processing, may require floating point number for the necessary 

accuracy. The operational parameters for the PWM generator that consists of such 

parameters as carrier frequency, frequency ratio and modulation index, are therefore best 

to be transmitted as a packet of data.

The MOTOR PROTOCOL is a variant protocol that specifies a number of data types 

including simple 'tags', INT (integer), REAL32 (32-bit real number) and a combination

Type of tags Name of tags/protocols, and type of data
On-line command 
tags

change.reference.speed.tag 
change.carrier.freq.tag 
change.pwm.parameter.tag 

forward.tag 

reverse.tag 
dynamic.brake.tag______

Operational tags full.speed.tag 

acknowledge.tag 

linish.tag______
Dn-line command 
Protocols

pwm.parameter;INT;INT;REAL32 

speed.ref;REAL32 

flux.ref:REAL32______________
reedback command 
Protocol

speed.measu re ;REAL32 

position ;REAL32 
labc:REAL32;REAL32:REAL32

Protocols machine;data;REAL32;REAL32;REAL32;REAL32;REAL32;REAL32 

Startup.data;REAL32;REAL32;REAL32;REAL32;INT 

carrier.treq;REAL32_________________________

Table 6.5 Types of Commands in the PROTOCOL MOTOR
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of INT and REALS2. There are several groups of message in the system design such as 

the on-line command tags, the operational tags, start up data, PWM parameters, reference 

speed, measured speed and measured currents. The PROTOCOL MOTOR was designed in 

order to allow for different types of data to flow along the links. The links connecting the 

transputers are all assigned with the PROTOCOL MOTOR. It is found that the character '.', 

which is allowed to use in naming of a variable in Occam, provides a very powerful 

means for documenting the program. Table 6.5 lists the types of commands and the name 

of the protocols and 'tags' in the PROTOCOL MOTOR.

6.7.1.2 Network Topology

Two types of Occam program were developed — the EXE that runs in the host 

transputer, and the PROGRAM that runs in the transputer network. The PROGRAM contains 

two Separately Compiled programs, abbreviated as SC, and the program statements for 

the configuration of the network. An SC contains the program codes to be run on a single 

processor. The topology of the network is shown in Fig.6.16. The process 'monitor' is 

to be run on the T800 'host' transputer. Transputer TO executes the 'control' process, 

whereas transputer Tl executes the 'pwm' process. Each hardware link consists of two 

wires, one for outgoing data, and one for incoming data. Each wire is mapped to an 

Occam channel. A channel connecting two processes on two different processors must 

be placed at the input link address on one processor and at the output link address on the 

other processor. A channel can be connected to an environment outside the scope of the 

configuration being described by means of the link adaptors to the outside world. The 

CHAN OF type (CHAN is abbreviation for CHANnel) command allows only a certain type 

of data to pass through the channel, where 'type' specifies the type of data that can be 

passed. Two types of data are used for the Occam channels in the method described 

here. One is the CHAN OF BYTE and the other is CHAN OF MOTOR. The channels 

assigned with the Occam instruction CHAN OF BYTE pass only data with the type 

BYTE. The CHAN OF MOTOR, when set up by the PROTOCOL command, allows the user 

to setup the type(s) of data that the channel can support

In Fig.6.16, LinkO and Linkl of Tl are used as data and control bus for the 3-phase 

PWM generator. Each serial link is transformed to parallel bus by means of an inmos
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to.timer.control

denotes Process P running on T1

Fig.6.16 Topology of B003 transputer network

Processor

0

1

2 and 3

Channel Name
control.to.host 
host.to. control 
control.to.pwm 
pwm.to. control
pwm.to. control 
control.to.pwm 
to.timer.data 
to.timer.control

Link Number
0 
0 
2 
2
3 
3 
0
1

Direction
out 
in 

out 
in

out 
in 

out 
out

Not configured

Table 6.6 Configuration map of BOOS
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link adaptor. Since the data and control signals are always output from Tl to the PWM 

generator, the outgoing wires of LinkO and Linkl are mapped with the occam 

channels to.timer.data and to.timer.control respectively, whereas the 

incoming wires of LinkO and Linkl are not used and therefore not mapped. The mapping 

of the channels is summarized in Table 6.6.

6.7.2 Program Flow Diagram for the Implementation of Interactive PWM Drive 
System

Whereas the conventional flowchart is ideal for the illustration of a sequential program, 

the implementation of programs running in parallel may best be described by a "program 

flow diagram" — a name coined by the author. In a program flow diagram, the flow of 

the programs running in parallel, characterized by the communications between the 

programs (processes), is shown. The program flow diagram of the three Occam 

processes running concurrently on three separate processors is shown in Fig.6.17. The 

process 'monitor' that is an EXE runs on the T800 'host' transputer within the TDS 

environment. The processes 'control' and 'pwm' are SC programs that run on the 

T414 transputers designated TO and Tl of the BOOS board respectively. These two SC 

programs, together with the configuration statements, are put under the PROGRAM fold. 

The process 'monitor' provides the user interface by means of the two keyboard and 

monitor occam channels, which provide the access to the actual keyboard and monitor of 

the host computer under the TDS environment. The values of the PWM parameters, which 

include modulating frequency (f), the modulation index (m) and the frequency ratios (R), 

are inputted to the process 'monitor'. The processes, 'control'and 'pwm', which are 

SCs, run on the processors TO and Tl of the network respectively. The process 

'control' manages the flow of data, whereas the process 'pwm' generates the PWM in 

real-time. After the initialization procedures, the process 'monitor' is ready to output 

the startup data. The process 'control' is also ready to input the startup data from the 

process 'monitor' whereas the process 'pwm' is ready to input data from the process 

'control'. As shown in the Fig.6.17, 'control'and 'monitor' communicate with 

each other via the channels at the instants corresponding to input (symbol'?') and output 

requests (symbol '!'). Communications take place when the processes at both ends of the 

channel are ready. Each process then runs a looping procedure to detect any input of
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command, such as a change in the value of the modulating frequency (f) or the frequency 

ratio (R), from the keyboard by the user. The process 'pwm' then computes the switching 

instants, 'on-line', and sends the values of switching instants to the timer. If the user 

command is to 'quit' the system, the process 'monitor' will send a 'finish' tag to 

the network. The network will then respond by sending back an 'acknowledge' tag. 

The processes will then be properly terminated.

In parallel processing, it is important to ensure that all the processes terminate properly. 

The termination procedure of the 3-transputer network used is shown in Fig.6.18. A 

'finish.tag' is sent from the host transputer to the two transputers in the network, 

which will send an acknowledgment tag, 'ack.tag', back to the host, to complete the 

termination process.

finish.tag

ack.tag

finish.tag

ack.tag

Fig.6.18 Termination procedure of multi-transputer system

6.8 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.8.1 Display Menu of Interactive PWM Drive System

The monitoring display menu of the drive system exploits the facilities supported by the 

host computer. The display menu of the drive system during a typical operation is shown 

in Fig.6.19. The program updates the screen every 0.5 second.
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6.8.2 PWM Waveform Generation in Real-time

The result of the generation of one phase of a typical three-phase regular sampled 

asymmetric PWM waveform by the transputer, in real-time, is shown in Fig.6.20. The 

design system provides the facility for modulating frequency, frequency ratio, and 

modulation index of the PWM waveform to be changed on-line via the keyboard. The 

soft-start process, which was also designed in the system at this stage, is described in 

greater detail in the next chapter. The corresponding values of the pulse-widths, which are 

calculated on-line by the transputer, are then calculated and sent to the timer for PWM 

signal output. A proper termination procedure for the processes running in the network 

was also provided.

6.9 INTERIM CONCLUSION

The software development time for the interactive system was remarkably short under the 

TDS. This was mainly due to the relative ease of programming the system using the high 

level occam programming language and the facility provided by the TDS, which allows 

the programmer to make use of the host computer's resources such as the filing system. It 

is also important to realise that the flexibility and the low cost of hardware development 

offered by the TDS and the transputer are found to be very eminent advantages over 

conventional multi-processor systems, such as that developed by Harashima 

[Harashima,1985].

The theoretical upper limit of the carrier frequency of the PWM waveform in the method 

reported in this chapter is in the order of 2 MHz, which could be realised by the high 

priority internal timer of the transputer. The practical value, in contrast to the theoretical 

value, is greatly reduced by such factors such as the time to address the external timer and 

the clock frequency of the external timer. For example, the time required to address and 

load data to one of the three timers of the 8254 timer chip through the transputer serial 

link requires is 6 |is for a link speed of 20 Mbit/s. Thus, the maximum carrier frequency 

for a single phase PWM is therefore limited by l/(6|is) or 167 kHz. Further reduction on
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the carrier frequency occurs when all the 3 timers of the 8254 chip are used. However, by 
using the conventional 'memory-mapping' for communications between processor and 
peripheral devices, significantly lower communication time can be achieved. 
Nevertheless, most of the commercial inmos boards are not designed with a 
'memory-mapping' facility. However, it is believed that the new generation of transputers 
— T9000 (released in late 1992), which has a communication speed of the order of ten 
times greater than the T800, could eventually provide a direct solution to the problem 
address.
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TRnNSPUTER UECTOR CONTROL OF INDUCTION HOTOR

Reference speed : 700.0 (rpn) Udc(U) : 60 
Reference flux : 0.01 (Ub) 
No of steps for soft starting (1 step=0.25s) : 40 
Uoltage boost (per unit of DC link uoltage) : 0.05 
Modulation index : 0.55

PUN parameters:
Carrier freq = 500.0 (Hz)
Hodulating freq = Z3.3 (Hz) Freq ratio = 21.4

Measured speed : 681.5 (rpn) 
Speed difference: 8.5_ (rpn) 
flode of operation: Foruard

COHNAND

Type f for foruard node
Type r for reoerse node
Type d for dynanic braking node
Type q for Quit systen

ACTION

Hotor is running at full

Fig.6.19 Display menu of interactive PWM drive system

Fig.6.20 Generation of 3-phase PWM waveforms in real-time 
(f=33Hz,R=21,M=0.9)
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Chapter 7 : Further Implementations of The Interactive Induction Motor Drive
System by a Five-transputer Network

7.1 INTRODUCTION — PARALLELISM IN A MOTOR DRIVE SYSTEM

In general a motor drive exhibits a task-oriented 'parallelism', in which each process is 

responsible for different tasks, in contrast to the sharing of the same task. A typical vector 

control may therefore be seen as a task-oriented parallelism as depicted in Fig.7.1. 

Typically the tasks can be classified according to their priority and execution time. The 

tasks requiring very high speed and high priority consist mainly of the signal processing 

and conditioning required for the power converter, and fault handling facilities. Generally, 

in existing systems, these tasks are implemented by hardware circuits, because if the task 

were implemented using a processor, the processor will be burdened and would not be 

able to carry out any low priorised task. However, using a multi-processor approach 

overcomes this problem and allows the implementation of high and low priority tasks. 

Drive systems also consist of medium speed and priority tasks such as the transformations 

of frame of reference and vector control algorithms. The low speed and low priority tasks 

that can be identified in a drive system mainly consist of rotor speed and position 

measurements and the handling of on-line user input/output by means of the keyboard and 

screen. These tasks are characterized by their relative large time constant or slow response 

time.

This chapter is mainly devoted to the description of a novel transputer implementation of 

control strategies for the induction motor drive. The specifications of (c) to (e) outlined in 

the last chapter are fully implemented. In addition, the implementation of the vector 

control strategy presented in chapter 3 is also described. As previously described, for open 

loop control drive systems, only the tasks of 'monitor', 'control' and 'pwm' are 

required to be implemented. However, for closed loop control system, and for open loop 

vector control system, more 'tasks' are required to be added to the occam model during 

software development. From the view point of an occam model of the drive system, the 

additional processes or tasks, namely the 'speed', 'current' and 'vector 

control', have to be included in the new drive model. These additional processes could 

either be mapped onto the two processors, TO and Tl, which were already being used in 

the system described earlier, or the additional processes could be mapped on to the two
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low speed- low priority medium speed- medium 
priority

high speed- high priority

Fig.7.1 Parallelism existing in a vector control drive
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remaining processors, T2 and T3, which are on the same BOOS board. Since Tl was 

already committed to real-time PWM generation requiring high priority attention, no 

attempt was made to map the additional processes onto it. Therefore, the addition of more 

processes to the system naturally invoked the use of the remaining two transputers 

available on the B003 board.

7.2 MODIFICATION OF THE 'PWM' PROCESS TO INCLUDE SOFT-STARTING

The simulation results of direct-on-line starting presented in section 4.5 show that the 

magnitude of current inrush into the motor may be in the range of six to eight times the 

normal full load current. When currents of such magnitude are drawn from the line, 

problems arise due to momentary voltage dipping that can seriously affect other motors or 

apparatus already in service and connected to the same supply. The overloading and speed 

oscillations encountered by the motor itself under DOL must also be considered. Although 

the size of the motor used in the project, 2.2 kW, was within the limit on the size of an 

industrial AC motor for direct-on-line starting (below 3 kW), the soft-starting process was 

developed and implemented to avoid the adverse effect of the inrush current on the supply 

system of the research laboratory in which the investigation was carried out. Moreover, 

even with the 2.2 kW motor, it was found that soft-start offered advantages such as 

reducing the effect of motor starting on the laboratory power supply, which was in fact 

connected to several workstations and personal computers in other teaching laboratories.

It is described in section 3.2 that constant torque drive applications require a constant 

voltage-to-frequency (v-to-f) ratio from a VVVF supply. In a PWM system, the voltage 

output is proportional to the modulation index, M, provided that the harmonic components 

of the PWM waveform are small enough. Therefore, a constant v-to-f ratio can be effected 

by controlling the modulation-to-freqency (M-tO-f) ratio. Since the voltage drop across the 

stator winding impedance is relatively significant when the supply voltage is low, the 

'voltage boost' procedure is usually adopted to compensate this stator impedance voltage 

drop. Thus, the graph of modulation index against frequency with 'voltage boost' is 

shown in Fig.7.2.
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50 (Hz)frequency

Fig.7.2 Controlled characteristic of modulation index 
against operating frequency with voltage boost

The value of 'voltage boost' is indicated in Fig.7.2 by MO in the system developed. The 

lower frequency limit implemented is 1 Hz, because it is impossible to start from zero 

frequency in practice — which would require the timer to be loaded with an infinite value.

To make the system flexible, the values of the soft-start parameters are allowed to be 

inputted by the user. The method of the PWM generation during soft-starting is similar to 

the method described in section 6.5. However, the frequency and modulating index are 

computed at every step increment of frequency. For example, suppose N is the number of 

steps required to start the PWM waveform from 1 Hz to the reference frequency, f.ref; 

MQ is the required voltage boost, and M is the required modulation index at reference 

frequency, then the processor would be required to compute in real-time the frequency, 

f.ramp, and modulation index, M.ramp, at each incremental step of frequency. The 

required values of f.ramp and M.ramp are therefore determined as follows:

f.ramp: = f.ramp + f.step, where f.step =
f.ref-1 .0 

N
(7.1)

M.ramp: = M.ramp + M.step, where f.step =
M.ref-MQ 

N
(7.2)

The actual flowchart of the soft-start process can be seen in Fig.7.3.
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set PROTOCOL MOTOR

open OCCAM user libraries

declare variable and constants

form sine table

IjjJBf.s-fart-up

set up 8254 timer (mode 1)

Calculate parameters for soft-start 
process from the recieved start-up

f.ramp:=f.ramp+f.step 
m.ramp:=m.ramp+m.step

Compute pulse-widths for phase a.b and c
U := Tc/4(1-(-1)'m.ramp'sin(it[i 1lr)| 
b:=Tc/4 1--1)'m.ramp'sin MI m 12C°)) 
t := Tc/4{1-(-1)'m.ramp*sin(iifVlfr.24C°)J

Jft:t*:i6: : :re| teter of timer 1 ot 8254 (\ 
load tb to register of timer 2 of 8254 (I 1 
joadto |g regi&ta: ot timer 3 of 8254 (!;

amers

block? AFTER time.nQW F>LUg;jc/2

;::serid tuB. time. tag to TO !

ty pwm.pararneter&

PWM process

PWM process

send stgrials ID turn 
:: inverter!

Note: See Fig.6.7 (p.147) for keys of symbols

Fig.7.3 Flowchart of the 'pwm' Process including soft- 
starting
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7.3 'speed' PROCESS

7.3.1 Speed and Position Feedback Circuit

In a drive system, it may be necessary for speed to be fed back to the system for data 

acquisition such as information for displaying the result on the screen and sending it to the 

plotter. Usually, a moderate degree of accuracy in the measurement of speed may be 

sufficient. However, in systems which employ advanced control strategies such as 

vector-control [Leohnard,1985], the speed, and sometimes the position, of the rotor are 

required accurately at the sampling time. The resolution of the speed measurement is 

therefore important for high-performance drive systems. On the other hand, however, the 

required high resolution of the speed encoder can add significantly to the overall cost of 

the drive system. The built-in encoder system for the induction motor used in the 

investigation provided TTL-compatible outputs of 1024 pulse/rev plus a zero-marker. 

This resolution, however, may not be considered adequate for a very high-performance 

drive [Leonhard,1985]. To increase the resolution of the encoder, the outputs of the 

normal and quadrature signal of the encoder, usually used for direction sensing, were 

made use of. In fact, the two signals were inputted to an Exclusive- OR gate, as shown in 

Fig.7.4. This increased the resolution rate to 2048 pulses/rev.

(a) Ex-OR gate 
diagram

(b) Timing diagram

;90°

output —

output

Ual - direct signal pulse 
Ua2 - quadrature signal pulse

Fig.7.4 Increase of resolution of encoder by a factor of two

The block diagram of the feedback interfacing circuit is shown in Fig.7.5. The interfacing 
technique used is very similar to that for the PWM generating circuit. The interface 
consists of two standard inmos link adaptors (LA) chips, IMSC011, an Intel 8254
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IMSCO11 LS373 Intel 8254

To
Transputer 

link

To
Transputer 

link

NC : not connected

Fig.7.5 Block diagram of speed measurement circuit
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Fig.7.6 Special timing consideration for read cycle of 
the 'speed' process realised by the circuit of Fig.7.5
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programmable interval timer, TTL buffers and logic gates. The link adaptors are both 

configured in 'mode 1', which functions as a parallel peripheral interface with 

handshaking lines. The upper link adaptor (LA1) is used for the input and output of data 

to the 8254 timer data bus, whereas the lower link adaptor (LA2) is used for the output of 

the control and address signals to the 8254 timer. To control the direction of the data flow 

of the data bus of the 8254 timer, a D-type latch is connected to the output bus (QO-Q7) 

of LA1, and another D-type latch is connected to its input (10-17). The associated 

circuits ensure that the D-type latches will not be enabled at the same time. The control 

and address signals are designated as shown in the table below.

WR RD
1 0 
0 1 
1 1 
0 0

D-TYPE LATCH 1
disabled 
enabled 

high impedance 
high impedance

D-TYPE LATCH 2
enabled 
disabled 

not allowed 
not allowed

Table 7.1 Truth table for write and read cycle of speed measurement circuit

The IValid line is connected to the zero marker of the encoder. This, together with an 

appropriate Occam program in priorized mode, could enable the transputer to be 

interrupted by the zero-marker. The interrupting Occam program could then calculate 

the absolute position of the rotor. The QValid line of each link adapter is connected to 

their respective QAck lines via two TTL inverter gates in series. As with the PWM 

generator circuit, the propagation delays introduced by the two gates provides 

handshaking automatically.

7.3.2 Timing Considerations

The manufacturer's specifications of read cycle timings for the 8254 timer are more 

critical than those for the write cycles and the timing of the read cycle are therefore 

worthy of description. In the speed measurement circuit, the timer is initially programmed 

in the counting mode (mode 0) by the transputer 'writing' to the data bus. The write cycle 

is similar to that for the PWM generator circuit. During counting, the count values of the 

8254 counter are read by the transputer for data logging. The timing diagram of the read 

cycle is shown in Fig.7.6. A time delay of at least 45 ns is required between CS and RD of
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the 8254 timer. Furthermore, a delay of 5 ns is also required DATA and IValid lines by 

the IMSC011 link adapter chip. However, the maximum data line delay from the timer is 

120 ns. Thus, allowing for a delay time of 20 ns from the D-type latch, and a safety 

margin of 5 ns, a delay of 150 ns is required between the CS and IValid lines. The delays 

were realised by using simple RC circuits and Schmitt trigger inverter logic gates as 

shown in the figure.

7.3.3 Occam Statements for Speed Measurement Circuit

A 5 ms sampling time is found to be commendable with induction motors having a rating 

of about 2 kW [Leonhard,1985]. For an induction motor with a rated speed of 1450 

rev/min and for a digital encoder of resolution 2048 pulse/rev, an 8-bit counter is 

sufficient to measure the speed range from about 6 rev/min to 1490 rev/min. This is 

because:

2048 (pulse/rev)*Q.Q5(sec)*n(rev/sec) = an Q-bit word (from 0-255)

Since the range of an 8-bit word is 0 to 255, the range of the speed, Orange, that can be 

measured will be from 0 and 1494 rpm, which is determined as follows:

255
nrange - ort . 0 ,—;—:—. _ _..,——-*80(sec/miri) = 1494 rpm 

y 2048 (pulse/rev)*Q.Q5(sec) ^

The resolution of the speed, nres, is determined by:

nres = T^TT^T—;—;—, . .-.——r*60(sec/m/n) = 5.85 rpm 
2048 (pulse/rev)*O.Q5(sec) ^

This resolution is considered to be moderate for high-performance drive system. Thus, a 

higher encoder resolution may be required if higher accuracy of speed is required.

With reference to the diagram of the speed measurement circuit, the format of the word to 

control the 8254 counter is as follows:
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I — I — '[ — I CS | RD | WR A1 | AO

Table 7.2 Word format for strobing the 8254 counter

As can be seen, the 3 MSB's are not used, and their values do not affect the addressing 

process. The binary and decimal values for the address of the timers are summarized in 

Table 7.3. Once again, due to the un-used bits, the values of the bytes for addressing the 

counter are not unique.

address/data (bvte)
mode 0-counter 0

control word for write
read counter 0

bvte in binary
00010000
00001011
00000100

bvte in decimal
16
11
4

Table 7.3 Address/data for the 8254 counter

The Occam statements to program the 8254 timer with an 8-bit word, and in event 

counting mode (mode 0) are given by the following:

SEQ
to.timer.data.chan ! BYTE 16
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 255 -- reset all signal
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 11

To read the value from the counter and store it in the memory location 'speed .pulse', 

the Occam statements are required:

SEQ
to.timer.control.chan 1 BYTE 4
from.timer.data.chan ? speed.pulse
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 0 -- reset timer for next count

7.4 'control' PROCESS

The control process developed in the previous chapter was used for passing sample data 

and was mapped onto processor TO. The 'unused' processing power of TO could therefore 

be used to implement the vector control strategy. The control strategy used was similar to
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the V-type method developed by [Hindmarsh,1985]. An off-line run of the algorithms for 
'vector control' demonstrated the time required to run the basic algorithm of vector 
control was 59 (J.S. This time is well within the limit of the sampling time (5.12ms).

7.5 'current' PROCESS

The 'current' process is responsible for the measurement of the motor current(s). With 
the present system, only one motor line current was monitored. The software aspect of the 
current process was rather simple and was facilitated by an A-to-D converter card (by 
Bangor University). The functional diagram of the A-to-D converter is shown in Fig.7.7. 
It mainly consists of a multiplexer, a sample and hold device and the standard link 
adapter. Since only one phase of the current has been monitored at this stage, the seven 
inputs are reserved for further development.

7.6 MAPPING OF PROCESSES TO PROCESSORS

transputer link

analogue inputs'

Fig.7.7 Functional diagram of A-to-D converter
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The mapping of processes (tasks) to processors is briefly mentioned in chapter 6, where 
the process 'control' is mapped to processor TO and the process 'pwm' is mapped to 
processor Tl. The task performed by process 'control' in that case consisted of 
nothing no more than passing data. In the previous sections of this chapter, the four 
processes have been developed:

(1) The 'pwm' process which includes the soft-start process.

(2) The 'control' process that performs the vector control strategy and data traffic 
management.

(3) The 'speed' process that is involved in the measurement of the speed of the motor 
by means of the encoder.

(4) The 'current' process whose duty is to sample and process the motor current.

In addition, the 'monitor' process has been upgraded to include the input of more data, 
such as that required for soft-starting. Although there are several floating point 
calculations in the processes 'speed' and 'current', it only takes up a small fraction 
of the computing power available when they are each mapped onto an individual 
processor. However, the 'speed' process requires two links to communicate with the 
external counter, whilst the current process requires one for the control of the A-to-D 
converter. Since each transputer of the BOOS board has already two links committed for 
inter-processor connections, only two links are available for each transputer for external 
communications. A direct solution is to run the 'speed' and 'current' processes on 
the two remaining transputers on BOOS board, T2 and T3. Thus, a large amount of 
computing power in each processor is reserved for further development. The topology of 
the transputer network and the host transputer is given in Fig.7.8, and the corresponding 
mapping table is shown in Table 7.4. It may be noted that not every transputer link is 
mapped with an occara channel. The program development compiler gives a warning 

message for any uncommitted link, which may therefore be ignored.

When a transputer network is loaded from a host computer, the code for each processor 

must be directed to the appropriate processor before start up of the program. The route to 

a processor in a network is through other processors. Thus, each processor should be able 

to pass on the code of other processors, before starting to run its own code. At first, the
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Processor

0

1

2

3

Channel Name
control.to.host 
host.to .control 
control.to.pwm 
pwm.to.control 

control.to.current
pwm.to.control 
control.to.pwm 
pwm.to. speed 
speed.to.pwm 
to.timer.data 

to.timer.control
speed.to.pwm 
pwm.to. speed 

speed.to. current 
current.to. speed 
to.counter.data 

to.counter.control
current.to. speed 
speed.to. current 
current.to.control 
control.to.current 

to.adc 
from.adc 

to.dac

Link Number
0 
0 
2 
2 
3
3 
3 
2 
2 
0 
1
3 
3 
2 
2
0 
1
3 
3 
2 
2 
0 
0 
1

Direction
out 
in 

out 
in 

out
out 
in 

out 
in 

out 
out
out 
in 

out 
in 

out 
out
out 
in 

out 
in 

out 
in 

out

Table 7.4 Mapping table of the transputers in the network of 
transputers described in Fig.7.8
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to pass on the code of other processors, before starting to run its own code. At first, the 

TDS sends a 'reset' signal to all transputers so that all are ready to 'boot from links'. The 

TDS then sends a packet of bootstrap data to the root transputer TO, and then boots and 

starts executing the packet. The bootstrap code initializes the transputer, and then receives 

a sequencing code called 'distributing loader.' The loading program loads the application 

code onto the root transputer, and routes the code to other processors in the network. 

Once the neighbouring transputers have been booted, they also contain the 'distributing 

loader', and can in turn route code packets to their neighbours. This continues until the 

whole network has been booted. The configuration description gives the information of 

the topology of the network. After all the transputers in the network are booted, the code 

packets for procedures allocated to processors in the configuration description, are 

exported to the network, preceded by necessary routine and loading information. Finally, 
the code for each processor is sent to the appropriate processor, and then each processor is 

ordered to start executing the loaded program.

7.7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

7.7.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental results were carried at light load conditions, where the load was 

provided by a Jay-Jay dynamometer. The DC link voltage to the inverter was 60V and DC 
link output current was limited to 5A. Such measures were imposed to prevent the 

transputer system from experiencing interference from the switching devices of the 

inverter. The level of interference, from both the machine and the inverter, was found to 

increase with the motor load current and the DC link voltage of the inverter. As the 

transputer is designed to operate in an electrically 'quiet' environment, it is very 

important to monitor the level of the radio frequency interference (RFI) commonly 

occurring in motor drive systems. It had been observed that, during a power off operation 

in which the motor was running down to standstill, communication failures between the 

transputers occurred when program codes were loaded to the transputer network from the 

host transputer in order to run the program again. The failures were believed mainly due 

to the size of the program codes (several Kbytes) to be downloaded to the network,
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because the possibility of incorrect communication increased with the duration of the 

communication. The communication of the data and control signals (several bytes) from 

the transputer for the generation of PWM, however, suffered no communication failure 

problems during the operation of the drive. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.7.9.

7.7.2 Soft-start

The 'softness' of the starting process can be easily controlled in the present system by 

using different values of the initial modulation index, MO, for startup. In the soft-starting 

process shown in Fig.7.10, a voltage boost of 'Mo=0.05 ' at a DC link supply of 60V was 

used. The trajectory of the motor speed is shown to be very different from that of 

direct-on-line starting. The motor ramps slowly during the first 2 seconds when the 

supply voltage is used to overcome the voltage drop across the stator winding. Fig.7.11 

shows the response of the motor for an increase of voltage boost where 'A//o=0.1'. With 

an increase of voltage boost, the voltage drop across the stator winding is compensated for 

during low voltage operation and the motor steadily ramps to the reference speed from 

standstill. Three oscillographic pictures of the motor line current during a soft-start are 

shown in Fig.7.12. It may be seen that the magnitude of the current stays roughly constant 

throughout the acceleration period when the v-to-f ratio is maintained constant. The 

transputer computes and outputs the switching angles of the PWM waveform during each 

frequency incremental interval (0.25 seconds) by maintaining the M-to-f ratio constant 

during the startup period. The trajectory of the voltage phasor during the same soft-start 

process is shown in Fig.7.13. In this figure, the 'voltage boost' can easily be identified by 

the sudden 'jump' of the phasor just after start-up. Thus, it is apparent that the inclusion of 

the soft-start process reduces the harmful effect of the inrush current to the motor.

7.7.3 Dynamic Braking Mode

In dynamic braking, the AC motor is disconnected from the AC supply and connected to a 

DC supply. The way in which the induction motor can be connected to the DC supply in 

an inverter bridge system can easily be achieved by switching certain power switches on,
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as shown in Fig.7.14, for example. It should be noted that other connections, as also 

shown in Fig.7.14, may give a uniform flow of current in all three phases but complicate 

the switching operation. The flow of direct current through the stator windings establishes 

a stationary magnetic field in the motor. Thus, the relative speed between the stationary 

magnetic and the rotating rotor becomes negative. The rotor induced voltages are 

therefore of reverse phase sequence such that the resultant three-phase rotor currents 

produce a rotating field that is moving with the rotor speed in the direction opposite to that 

of the rotor. A stationary rotor field is therefore set up. Since both the stator and rotor 

fields are stationary and the rotor flows in reverse direction, a steady negative torque is 

produced at all speeds. It becomes, however, zero at standstill due to zero rotor currents. 

During the braking process, the DC link current flowing through the stator windings was 

limited by the current limit (5A) set by the supply. If such a limit was not imposed, the 

magnitude of the current would have been determined by the supply voltage and the stator 

winding resistance. In practice, however, it may be necessary to avoid high DC currents 

flowing into the stator windings by lowering the supply voltage, or applying a 'chopper' 

signal to monitor the DC stator currents. The trajectory of the motor speed during a 

dynamic braking process when an initial speed of 600 rpm at light load is shown in 

Fig.7.15. A comparison of the motor speed at the same initial speed and load condition 

with no dynamic braking, that is to say, the supply to the motor was switched off by the 

turning off of all the power devices in the inverter, is illustrated in Fig.7.16. It may be 

seen by comparing Fig.7.15 and Fig.7.16 that the time required for the motor to reach to 

standstill is decreased by a factor of approximately 10 when dynamic braking is applied. 

Since only AC current could be measured by the current transformer used in the test 

system, the magnitude of the DC current (5A) during dynamic braking period appeared as 

zero on the oscilloscope. The occam sub-program responsible for dynamic braking 

monitors the speed of the motor during the dynamic braking period and causes the upper 

switching devices of the inverter to turn off when the motor speed falls below 5.85 

rev/min (see section 7.3). In fact, in Fig.7.15, a transient can be identified in the current 

waveform at an instant just before the standstill condition, when a sudden change of 

current was caused by the removal of the stationary field set up by the stator winding 

during the dynamic braking period.
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7.7.4 Vector Control

An on-line keystroke was provided to enable/disable the 'vector control' algorithm so that 

comparisons of the system performance with vector control 'enabled' and 'disabled' could 

be readily made. The effect on the motor speed transients was studied in detail during an 

'excursion' from one reference to another reference speed. Typical response curves for 

motor speed and motor line current are illustrated in Fig.7.17 and Fig.7.18. It may be seen 

from Fig.7.17 that when system is programmed for vector control and an increase of speed 

of 240 rpm is demanded, then the new value of speed is achieved in approximately 0.3 s. 

It may also be seen that during the period of changing speed, large transients occur in the 

motor line current. Similarly it may be seen from Fig.7.18 that when the same speed 

increase in speed is demanded and vector control has not been elected, then the motor 

speed takes approximately 0.8 s to reach the new desired value. The transient in the motor 

line current, however, is much smaller than those observed for 'vector control'. Although 

the results show an improvement by a factor of over two when 'vector control' is applied, 

a smaller response time may be achieved if the power source can deliver the actual current 

and voltage demanded by the 'vector control' algorithm. The test results for a step 

decrease of 120 rpm with 'vector control' enabled and disabled are shown in Fig.7.19 and 

Fig.7.20 respectively. With 'vector control' enabled, the motor speed response time is 

shorter and less overshooting when compared with the result obtained when 'vector 

control' is not implemented. However, it must be stressed that when a decrease in the 

speed is demanded, the power converter supplying the motor must be able to absorb the 

kinetic energy of the rotating masses (rotor and load) during the deceleration period. 

Consequently, the effectiveness of the vector control scheme in a motor drive during a 

deceleration is greatly affected by the ability of the power source to absorb regenerative 

power, or dissipate the power in form of rR loss.
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7.8 INTERIM CONCLUSION

The test results for soft-starting and dynamic braking confirmed the theoretical results 

described both in chapter 2 and 3 in this thesis. The experimental result of vector control 

also agreed with simulated results presented and described in chapter 3 and 4. However, 

the experimental result achieved were rather limited because of the interference 
experienced by the transputer network as a result of the switching operations of the power 

devices in the drive system. It should be stressed that a more receptive DC link power 
supply, or an efficient means of removing the regenerative power, will be required for 
further study of vector control during motor deceleration.

The experimental results obtained also demonstrated that the transputer used could 
accommodate all of the initial specifications and requirements of the drive system without 
having to resort to 'load balancing' of the transputers in the network. However, it is 
believed that 'load balancing', in which each processor shares approximately the same 
load in a network of processors, will become necessary when further control functions 

such as adaptive control are included in the present drive system.
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Fig.7.9 Experimental setup of the complete drive system
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Speed (60rpm/div)

Current (O.lA/div)

Time base (0.5s/div)

Fig.7.10 Trajactories of motor speed/current during 
a soft-starting with voltage boost MO =0.05

Speed (60rpm/div)

Current (O.lA/div)

Time base (0.5s/div)

Fig.7.11 Trajactories of motor speed/current during 
a soft-starting with voltage boost Mo =0.1



Current (O.lA/div)

(;i) Jusi alter start-up

Time base (20ms/div)

(b) Middle stage (b) Full speed

Fig.7.12 Motor line currents in soft-start process with 
voltage boost MQ =0.05, modulating index at full speed=0.95

Per Unit Scale

Fig.7.13 Trajactory of voltage phasor in soft-starting 
'voltage boost' of Mo =0.1
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Fig.7.14 Dynamic braking process
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Current (O.lA/div) 

Speed (lOOrpm/div)

Time base (0.5s/div)

Fig.7.15 Trajactories of motor speed/current during dynamic 
braking from an initial speed of 600 rpm

Current (O.lA/div) 

Speed (lOOrpm/div)

Time base (5s/div) *10 times that of Fig.7.15

Fig.7.16 Trajactories of motor speed/current with power 
switches OFF from an initial speed of 600 rpm
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Speed (240rpm/div) 

Current (O.lA/div)

Time base (0.2s/div)

Fig.7.17 Dynamic response with vector control for a step 
increase of 240 rpm in reference speed

Speed (240rpm/div) 

Current (O.lA/div)

Time base (0.2s/div)

Fig.7.18 Dynamic response without vector control for a step 
increase of 240 rpm in reference speed



Speed (60ipm/div)

Current (O.lA/div)

Time base (0.2s/div)

Fig.7.19 Dynamic response with vector control for a step 
decrease of 120 rpm in reference speed

Speed (60rpm/div) 

Current (O.lA/div)

Time base (0.2s/div)

Fig.7.20 Dynamic response without vector control for a step 
decrease of 120 rpm in reference speed
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Chapter 8 : Conclusion and Further Research

8.1 AUTHOR'S CONTRIBUTION

This thesis contributes to the state-of-the-art technology of microelectronics in the control 

of induction motor drives as a whole, the application of parallel processing to induction 

motor drives by means of a transputer-based system specifically. Furthermore, the digital 

simulation of induction motor drives reported is thought to be amongst the first of such 

implementation which uses the state-space analysis technique by means of a personal 

computer (PC). The similar simulation investigations reported elsewhere have either been 

done on mini- or main-frame computers using the state-space method, or on PCs using 

methods that did not employ state-space analysis.

Conventional variable speed induction motor drives of similar complexity and 

functionality to the system described in this thesis, when implemented by a single 

sequential processor or a network of processors, would require the processor with very 

high processing speed. As the cost of a processor increases dramatically with increasing 

processing speed, such a single processor system becomes very costly to develop. 

Moreover, if such a system is developed, it would still lack the flexibility necessary for 

further upgrading or development of the control system. It should also be emphasized that 

the bus-based multiprocessor system is difficult to design and costly to develop mainly 

because of the problem of 'bus contention', that is to say, where two or more processors 

'talk' to the bus system at the same time.

The transputer-based system reported in this thesis is superior to any sequential 
processor-based system for the following number of reasons. The use of the standard 

serial transputer link with its facility to support parallel processing has made the 

communications among processors and between peripherals a trivial task, when 

compared with a conventional multiprocessor system. Moreover, the cost of the 

development system's hardware, and the programming and software development system 

(TDS) for the transputer-based system, is low (£2000), when compared to the 

conventional Intel 16-bit 8096 development system (£8000), for example. The use of the 

occam language also greatly reduced the required programming time dramatically, as
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well as guaranteeing no loss of program coding efficiency. This resulted in a considerable 
reduction of software development cost.

The real-time generation of regular asymmetric sampled PWM waveforms by means of 
the transputer internal timer and logic gates can also claim to be novel. PWM waveforms 
of a theoretical carrier frequency of approaching 2 MHz is realizable if an improved 
hardware circuit is developed and memory-mapping method (instead of the serial link 
method) is used to address and load the external timer circuit. Although the '4-timer 
method' of PWM generation is not new, its implementation of using the internal 
transputer hardware clock and the associated Occam program is thought to be novel.

The literature suggests that the simulation of motor drive systems have been mainly 
realised by means of mini or main-frame computers. Such simulation studies using a 
personal computer is relative recent to date. Furthermore, the use of simulation techniques 
to develop a model drive system by means of a general purpose control software package, 
MATLAB, which is in fact becoming an industrial standard, is thought to be the right 
direction to be moving so far as the CAD design of the future 'integrated drive system', as 
proposed by Bose [Bose,1989], is concerned. It is noteworthy that because modern control 
theory trends tend to favour the use of the state-space approach, the space-state model of 
the drive system reported in this thesis can be easily integrated into the modern control 
design philosophy for digital controllers of variable speed induction motor drives.

8.2 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The initial objective of investigating the means by which the 'parallalism' inherent in the 
transputer and the high processing speed of the processor of the transputer that could be 
usefully applied to the real-time control of VVVF induction motor drives employing a 

number of control strategies, was achieved. For example, it has been recognised for some 

time that a three-phase induction motor drive possesses a considerable degree of 

'parallelism', which can be exploited by a control system employing parallel processing.
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The real-time control of open-loop PWM induction motor speed control was implemented 

by means of a novel architectural approach which proved successful, and offered a high 

degree of flexibility. Similarly, the known advantages of using 'vector control' to 

improve the dynamic response of induction motors was realised by means of a novel 

multi-transputer system approach. The flexibility of the approach is considerable and, 

with little modification to be made to include other control methods such as the adaptive 

control and sliding mode control. One area of the investigation, however, which presented 

considerable problem and was not entirely resolved, was that of RFI interference 

experienced by the transputers in the drive system.

The software development time of parallel processing by Occam was considered to be 

relatively short when compared to programming languages such as Ada or Modulus. 

Moreover, Occam is a high level language and supports the use of floating point data 

type operations (REAL32) with the guarantee of compilation efficiency similar to 

assembly programming. The software maintenance of the system developed was also 

greatly simplified under the integrated environment supported by the transputer 

development system. Therefore, it was these advantages of the transputer that had been 

exploited in the development of a parallel-task oriented induction motor drive system 

with and without vector control algorithms.

The transputer and its language Occam present a very 'user-friendly' development 

environment for the induction motor drive. The development time was remarkably short 

when compared with conventional development methods. The use of the high level 

programming language Occam resulted in program code with very respectable 

efficiency comparable to assembler programming.

The validity of the dynamic and steady state simulation model developed for the induction 

motor drive system was confirmed by the result of experimental tests. The detailed 

modelling of the stator flux in a vector control drive supplied with a PWM power supply, 

however, is extremely complex and beyond the scope of this project. The simulation 

results obtained demonstrated that the dynamic response of the motor could be greatly 

influenced by the power handling capability of the DC link.
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Therefore, the many advantages of the drive system developed and reported in the thesis 

can be summarized as follows. The novel transputer-based system developed is 

characterized by its flexibility, expandability and high computing power. The 

experimental test rig developed satisfied the requirement of flexibility that allows the 

implementation of other control strategies such as adaptive control and sliding mode 

control without incurring considerable modification in the system hardware. The on-line 

interaction environment of the drive system enables the user to implement a number of 

control PWM parameters even though the drive system is operating under some previous 

instructions. Finally, software development times are made short due to advantages of the 

high level language Occam and the use of floating point (REAL3 2) operation.

8.3 RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

8.3.1 Overall Improvement

The present system allowed operations of the drive under light or no-load conditions. A 

full implementation of the vector control under full load was not possible for several 

reasons. The output impedance and current limit of the DC link supply used affected the 

response time and the amount of current required by the control algorithm to drive the 

motor during its full load transient response. The shielding required to prevent 

electromagnetic interference of the present system could be significantly improved by 

housing the whole transputer network in a fully shielded enclosure. This would allow the 

drive to be tested at loads nearer to its full rated values.

Other design criteria such as space factor, maintenance, instrumentation, fault protection 

and modular structure would require to be implemented before the present system could 

be considered a pre-production prototype. It is also suggested that [Plunkett,1985] the 

facilities for on-line diagnosis and evaluation of the efficiency of the drive are highly 

desirable. With the ample processing power available for further use, such facilities can 

readily be realised with the drive system developed.
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8.3.2 Noise Problem

The architecture of the transputer is such that it is mainly intended to be operated in 

'electrically quiet' environment. The BOOS board used in the development of the drive 

system was an evaluation board in which the four on board T414 transputers are mounted 

in such as a way that the board is more for demonstration purpose than for industrial 

applications (see Fig.7.9). Whilst such setup may be ideal for evaluation of parallel 

processing where the four processors can vividly be visualized as processing in a parallel 

fashion, it is in fact greatly exposed to electromagnetic interferences.

Since radio frequency interference (RFI) is inevitably generated in motor drive systems, 

the interference must be properly monitored and suppressed if a true industrially viable 

drive is to design. There are many different methods for reducing the effect of RFI. The 

most obvious method that may be applied to the experimental drive system developed 

would be to house the whole drive system in a shield case, and to separate the control 

circuitries and boards from the motor and power converter. The implementation of such a 

method, however, would require the use of long and reliable transputer links for the data 

communication. It is believed the development of optical fibre transputer links reported by 

some transputer users may further facilitate the use of transputers in such industrial 

applications as control of electrical drives.

During the development of the project, it was found that RFI from motor or from the 

fluorescent light system in the laboratory would cause malfunction of the transputer 

system. The suppressing of this effect in a high performance drive system, which could 

consist of a number of processors running in parallel as well as communicating with other 

in its control circuit, presents a great challenge to the researcher and design engineer of 

electrical drives.

8.3.3 Adaptive Control

Although the relatively low speed of serial communication between the transputer and the 
external 8254 timer of the present system is a rather limiting feature, there is, however, a
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very high reserve of computing power which could be readily exploited for the 

incorporation of adaptive control schemes which would further enhance the performance 

of the drive system. It is apparent from the algorithm of the vector control law employed 

that the validity of the control law depends on the accuracy of the rotor resistance value 

during the operation of the drive system. For example, the value of the rotor resistance 

may vary 50 percents under condition of prolonged operation. This variation in rotor 

resistance, unless compensated for, would affect the validity of the vector control 

algorithm, which relies on true actual values of rotor resistance. The application of 

adaptive control to the vector control system could identify and compensate for the 

variation in rotor resistance value under varying load or temperature conditions by 

developing an on-line and accurate model of the drive system. Such an on-line method of 

deducing the internal state of the plant or the system under control, commonly known as 

'state observer', is illustrated in Fig.8.1 [Acarnley,1991], The model of the plant receives 

the same input as the plant, and the outputs are then compared. The modelling errors are 

then fed back to the model for corrections of the model parameters. Thus, by keeping the 

modelling error within a predetermined limit, the model states can be expected to reflect 

the actual states of the plant.

input
plant output

modelling error

model output

model states

Fig.8.1 Application of adaptive control by 'State observer'
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8.3.4 DC Link Supply

The output characteristic of the DC link supply can greatly influence the performance of 

vector control in drive systems. Since vector control aims to provide fast response time for 

the drive system, the transient response of the DC link power supply directly affects the 

performance of the drive system. Due to the output power capability of the Farnell DC 

power supply units, which were used for the DC link in the project described, they were 

only suitable for drive systems under light load or no load condition. It was found that 

higher loads incurred unacceptable 'dip' in the output voltage of the DC link supply, 

which impaired the performance of the vector control drive system. This was because the 

vector control strategy was designed for a fixed DC link voltage. Thus, any change of 

voltage, if not allowed for, affected the validity of the control scheme. A robust and stable 

DC link power supply capable of delivering and sourcing the transient 'burst' of power 

required by the vector control strategy in a command of a step change in speed, for 
instance, is therefore highly desirable.

8.3.5 Higher Carrier Frequency

The theoretical upper limit value of the carrier frequency for the PWM waveforms 

generated in the present method was 2 MHz. However, to realize a practical value near to 

the theoretical value would require a much quicker means of addressing the external 

timer. This requirement could possibly be partially met by the next generation of 

transputers, the T9000, which has a communication speed of ten times higher than that of 

the T800 transputer, and would therefore provide a ten-fold increase in the practical value 

of the carrier frequency. Another, and possibly better solution to the problem, is to use the 

'memory-mapping' addressing technique commonly found in conventional sequential 

microprocessor systems. Since the normal 'off the shelf transputer boards do not provide 

a direct access to the address bus of the transputer, the design of a custom decoding circuit 

is necessary. However, it has also been argued that, in contrast to the aspiration of 

generating PWM waveforms by high speed processor in real-time, the task of PWM 

generation should be relegated to a hardware circuitry where supervision of the host 

computer required is minimum and only very simple commands such as a change of 

modulating frequency may be allowed.
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Appendix A: The transputer architecture and OCCAM A-1

Development, Revolution and Evolution of the Transputer
The inmos transputer, launched in 1985, represented a bold attempt to revolutionize the design of 
microprocessor-based systems. The first member of the family was the IMS T414 32-bit transputer which had 
an unprecedented speed of 10 Mips and 2 Kbytes of on-chip random-access memory (RAM). The T800, 
introduced in 1987, was a major step forward in transputer processing power. It is essentially a revamped 
T414, with extra instructions, 4 Kbytes of RAM and a 1.5 Mflops (million floating point operations per 
second) floating point processor. The next generation of transputers, called T9000 series (or T9), are due to 
be launched in late 1991. The T9 transputer will provide upward compatibility and an increase of an 
order-of-magnitude in performance over the first-generation TX-series transputers. There is also enhanced 
support for operating systems in embedded applications as well as enhanced support for multiprocessing via 
improved interprocessor communications.

The third generation transputer family, codenamed EX, which is already in the design stage at inmos' 
Bristol design centre, is intended to augment inmos' strength to embedded systems by providing a powerful 
general-purpose microprocessor. The EX transputer will represent a significant departure from the TX and the 
T9 series in its architecture with inclusion of multiple data paths. The transition from TX to T9, and the 
complementary development of the EX, can be seen as an inevitable process of evolution in which the 
transputer's unique communications capabilities are merged into the mainstream of microprocessor 
development, which may not be the revolutionary programme envisaged by the inmos' founders.

Basic Architecture and Concepts
The architecture of the transputer exploits the properties of VLSI technology, that, communication between 
devices is much slower than communication within a device. As nearly all computer operations involve the 
use of memory, the transputer includes both the processor and the memory in the same integrated circuit 
device. Since one of the main design goals of the transputer was its implementation in multiprocessor 
systems, there is no support for memory management or virtual memory. Each processor has its own local 
memory and the processors communicate by message-passing along the links. As each transputer has its own 
local memory, the memory bandwidth of the system increases proportionally with the number of the 
transputers used. The salient features and statistics of the transputer (T800 as a typical example) are 
summarized as following:
(a) each transputer is a single VLSI CMOS chip,
(b) on-chip memory is inherently fast static RAM,
(c) the 32-bit transputer gives access to 4 gigabytes of off-chip memory through a 32-bit wide 

multiplexed address/data bus,
(d) transputer will function at a speed between 5 and 10 MIPS (Millions Instructions Per Seconds); these 

instructions are reduced type instructions similar to those of RISC,
(e) the process cycle has a duration of 50 ns,
(f) a transputer has 4 links for connection with other transputers; each of which can transfer data at a 

rate of 10 or 20 Mbits per second,
(g) the transmission failure rate on a link due to sychronisation failure is less than 0.1 FIT

(less than one failure in ten thousands million devices operating hours), and 
(h) it has a built-in Floating point unit (FPU).

As a high degree of concurrency is always aimed at by occam and therefore the transputer, the method of 
communication is an important aspect. The transputer uses point-to-point communication, the advantages of 
which, when compared with multiprocessor bus systems, are:
(a) there is no bus contention,
(b) there is no capacitive load penalty as transputers are added to the system,
(c) the communication bandwidth does not saturate as the size of the system increases and,
(d) the transputer connections can be short and local, irrespective of the size of the system.

Simplified Processor With Microcoded Scheduler
The most effective implementation of simple programs by a programmable computer is provided by a 
sequential processor. Thus, the transputer has a fairly conventional microcoded processor. There is a small 
core of about 32 instructions which are used to implement simple sequential programs. There are also 
specialized groups of instructions which provide facilities such as long arithmetic and process scheduling. As 
a process executed by a transputer may itself consist of a number of concurrent processes, the transputer has 
to support the occam programming model internally. The transputer, therefore, has a microcoded scheduler 
that shares the processor time between the concurrent processes. The scheduler provides two priority levels; 
any high priority process that can run will do so in preference to any low-priority process. Programming of 
I/O interrupts and timing is standard on all transputers and conforms to the occam model. Therefore, a 
transputer is an 'occam machine' that hosts the language in a similar way as a microprocessor is the 
machine of its own instruction set. occam is therefore called the 'assembler' of the transputer by 
some authors [Dowsing, 1988].
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The implementation of parallelism on a single transputer is achieved by time-slicing different processes. 
The transputer has a hardware scheduler to optimize such time-slicing. The occam program however, is the 
same whether it is run on a single or multi-transputer system. In the case where there is communication 
between the concurrent processes, it takes place via memory-to-memory data transfer in a 
single-transputer system, and via standard links (inmos links) for a multi-transputer system.

Transputer Internal Architecture
The CPU contains six registers which are used for execution of sequential process. The small number of 
registers, together with the simplicity of the instruction set, enables the processor to have a relatively simple 
and fast data-path and control. The functions of the six registers, shown in Fig.A.l, are:
(1) the workspace pointer which points to an area of store where local variable are kept,
(2) the instruction pointer which points to the next instruction to be executed,
(3) the operand register which is used in the formation of instruction operands and
(4) the A, B and C registers which form an evaluation stack, and are the sources and destinations for most 

arithmetic and logical operations.

Registers Workspace Program

A
B
C

Workspace

Nert 
instruction
Operand

———— >

Fig.A.l Transputer registers

Loading a value into the stack pushes B into C, and A into B, before loading A. Storing a value from A 
moves B into A and C into B. Expressions are evaluated on the evaluation stack, and the instructions refer to 
the stack implicitly. For example, the 'add' instruction adds the top two values in the stack and places the 
result on the top of the stack. The use of the stack removes the need for instructions to point to the location of 
their operands. It is shown from statistics that three registers provide an effective balance between code 
compactness and implementation complexity. There is no hardware mechanism to detect that more than three 
values have been loaded to the stack. The compiler ensures that this never happens.

Instructions
Since the transputer was designed to be programmed in a high-level language like occam, the transputer 
instruction set has been made very simple and efficient for compilation. However, the majority of the users 
who program in occam or other high level languages like C or Pascal, would not need much or any 
knowledge of the instruction set. The instruction set contains only a few instructions, all with the same 
format, chosen to give compact representation of the operations most frequently occurring in the programs. 
The instruction set is independent of wordlength, allowing the same microcode to be used for transputers with 
different wordlengths. Each instruction consists of a single byte divided into two 4-bit parts, as shown in 
Table A-l. The four most significant bits of the byte are a function code, and the four least significant bits are 
a data value.

FUNCTION
7 4

DATA
3 0

Table A-l Instruction format
The representation provides 16 functions, each with a data value ranging from 0 to 15. Thirteen of these are 
used to encode the most important functions, which include:

load constant, load local, load non-local, jump,add constant,store local
store non-local, conditional lump, load local pointer and call. 

Table A-2 Main functions of the transputer instruction set
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Two more of the function codes, namely prefix and negative prefix, are used to allow the operand of any 
instruction to be extended in length. The last function code is 'operate', which causes the operand to be 
interpreted as an operation on the values held in the evaluation stack. This allows up to sixteen such 
operations to be encoded in a single byte instruction.

Support For Concurrency
The processor of the transputer provides efficient support for the Occam model of concurrency and 
communication. It has a microcoded scheduler which enables any number of concurrent processes to be 
executed together, sharing the processor time. A software kernel is therefore not needed. The allocation of 
space to concurrent processes is performed by the occam compiler.

At any time, a concurrent process may be active or inactive. An active process is one that is being executed or 
queuing up to be executed. An inactive process is one that is ready to input/output, or waiting until a specified 
time. The scheduler operates in such a way that the inactive processes do not take up any processor time. The 
active processes waiting to be executed are held on a list. This is a linked list of process workspaces, 
implemented by two registers, one of which, the Front register, points to the first process on the list, whereas, 
the Back register points to the last. In Fig.A.2, W is executing, and U, v and X are active processes awaiting 
execution. Y, however, is an inactive process. This process can be represented by the following occam 
program:

PAR
u 
v 
w
X
Y

Registers Workspace Program

Back

A

E

C
Yorklpace

Nazt

Operand
——— •

— >

— »

U

V

T

X

Y

——————— •

———— »

Fig.A.2 Support for concurrency

Scheduling And Priority
When an executing process is no longer able to proceed, then the scheduler must store the value of the 'next 
instruction' register in that process's workspace. The process pointed by the Front register then has its 
program pointer restored into the next instruction register. This new process will then continue its execution 
after the value of the Front register has been updated. If there is no prioritized process within the program, this 
scheduling and descheduling process works by means of a timeslicing mechanism. One timeslice is about 
820 microseconds. The timeslicing mechanism is very efficient due to three factors:
(a) the scheduler is hardware,
(b) the shared registers of the transputer have been designed to minimal and
(c) there is no need to store a value from the evaluation stack when a process is suspended, nor to restore the 

the value from the evaluation stack when a suspended process is executed again; this is because a process 
cannot besuspended during the evaluation of an expression.

These factors provide the transputer with the basis of an efficient occam-machine. Two levels of priority 
are supported, namely the low priority and high priority and is implemented by the occam constructor PRI 
PAR. Only two components should be prioritized:
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PRI PAR
PAR

... high priority process 
PAR

... low priority process

There are two separate sets of front and back register, one for each priority queue. The scheduling algorithms 
for these two priority levels are quite different. First, a high priority executable process of course has 
preference to any low priority process. Second, once the high priority process has started executing, it will 
continue unless it terminates itself, stops, waits for communication, or delays. On the contrary, the low 
priority scheduler uses a 'round-robin' algorithm. Provided no high priority process is executable, a low 
priority one that is first in the waiting queue will be chosen. It will then execute until one of the following 
occurs:

(a) The low priority process itself terminates, stops, waits for communication, or delays.
(b) A high priority process becomes executable. This may occur if:

1) it has been delayed and the delay time has now expired;
2) it has been waiting to communicate with a low priority process, or a process on a 

different transputer, which has now reached this point of communication;
3) it has been waiting to synchronise with the channel mapped on to the Event In 

pin and an external interrupt on this pin has been detected
(c) It has been executing for between 1 and 2 timeslices and has reached the end of a control structure.

Thus, each low priority process has a fair share of the processing time of the transputer. The currently 
executing process will then be suspended at the next appropriate point when the process has finished using the 
stack. The high priority process will then be swapped in for execution. There is, in addition, a checking 
facility that imposes an upper limit upon the time it takes for the low priority process to reach a point at which 
it can be suspended. A typical value for such an upper limit is 40 processor cycles. Hence, the worst case 
real-time response can be determined.

Although the hardware scheduling scheme provides a very efficient mechanism to implement concurrency, it 
also imposes some inflexibilities upon the programmers. It is not possible, for example, to upgrade a low 
priority process temporarily for its communication with a high priority process. Thus, the high priority 
process in such a case is similar to a low priority. Another disadvantage is that there are only two levels of 
priorities.

Timers
The transputer supports two timers, one for the high priority process and one for the low priority process. The 
value of these timers can be read within an occam program by defining a TIMER variable. For high priority 
processes the value of the clock increments every 5 cycles of the clock input. This means that the timer will 
have a typical resolution of 1 microsecond and has a period of about 72 minutes on a 32-bit processor. For the 
low priority process, the resolution is 64 microseconds and the period is 74 hours. A typical delay statement 
in occam is as follows:

clock ? AFTER d

assuming 'clock' has been defined as a TIMER.
The comparison between d and Hie local clock is performed by a modulo comparison to ensure no error is 
introduced due to overflow. With the low priority timer, a process can be delayed for up to 37 (74y7) hours. 
The processes that are delayed are placed on a single queue and are ordered according to the time each 
process should become executable again. Processes can be added to the list on the queue at any point.

Channels
The concept of channel is central to the philosophy of the transputer. A channel is used to transmit 
information not only between processes in the same processor but also between processes on different 
processors. In the former case, the transmission of data is said to be via an 'internal channel', where the 
channel is a memory address and communication is performed by copying data to the memory location. In the 
latter case, transmission of data between different processors is via an 'external channel', where the data is 
transmitted over a serial link. A channel is controlled by a control word in memory that holds a process 
identifier as well as its priority information. Eight memory locations at the lowest end of the address space are 
reserved as channel control words for the external channels connected to the duplex serial links. The internal 
channels can be defined by any other memory locations, and must first be initialized to the most negative 
integer.

Transputer Support Devices
One of the important features, due to the novel architecture of the transputer, is that it does not require a wide 
range support of peripheral devices as in a conventional microprocessor. Only two kinds of support devices 
are commonly used in applications, the link adaptors which provide the connection between a transputer and a
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conventional bus-orientated microprocessor system and the link switch which provides a programmable 
electronic switch in the configuration of the links between transputers.

(a) Link adaptors
The link adaptor is a serial to parallel conversion device for the transputer. Two link adaptors are available
from inmos, the 1MSC011 and IMSC012 (or C011 and C012).Fig.A.3 shows the block diagrams of the
devices. CO 11 can be programmed to Mode 1, which provides separate 8-bit parallel data I/O ports; and Mode
2 which has a single parallel I/O port. It is noted that Mode 2 of C011 is functionally identical to the C012
device.

The link adaptor chip provides interface for one byte-wide I/O devices with handshaking facility. Compared 
with the conventional bus-orientated interfacing, this is an attractive solution since the device will now 
interface to the simple, clearly defined inmos link standard supported by all transputer family processors, 
and many other families supported devices. In fact, most commercial transputer boards including, for 
example the inmos TRAM modules, provide only the link interface and no access to the memory bus. This 
makes the conventional memory-mapped interfacing rather complex.

(hYThe IMSCQ04 Link Switch
The IMSC004 (or C004) link crossbar switch provides 32 inputs and 32 outputs, and can be programmed to 
connect in any configuration. Fig.A.4 shows the block diagram of the C004. The device is programmed by a 
programming link which runs at the standard rate of the transputer links (10M, 20Mbit/s). The BOOS board 
uses the C004 link switch to program the connection of the links of the transputers.

UnklnO-

(a) mode 0

Input
Control

Register
a elect

DftU «nd
*Utiu 

r«cUUr«

Crorabar 
•witch

.LlnkOutO

• UnkOutai
-»lnputlnt
-•OutpnUnt

-BSD
-HS1
-Kmrt¥

(b) mode 1 
Fig.A.3 Block diagram of link adaptor (IMSC011JMSC012) Fig.A.4 Block diagram of C004 link switch

Basics of occam
The software building block of occam is the 'process'. A system is designed in terms of an interconnected 
set of processes. Each process can be regarded as an independent unit of design. It communicates with other 
processes by channels. The system design is therefore hierarchically structured. Thus, at any level of design, 
the designer is concerned only with a small and manageable set of processes. The processes can be used to 
build up larger and more complex processes called 'construct'.

It is not appropiate to give a comprehesive description of occam here. However, the following overview 
explains the basic concepts of language and gives the necessary details which are required to understand the 
programs in this thesis.

Primitive Processes
There are three primitive processes which can combine to form larger processes and are the building block of
occam programs.
a) Assignment 

v := e

meaning expression e is assigned to variable v
b) Input

C ? X

meaning channel c inputs its value to variable x

c) Output
c ! y
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meaning variable y outputs its value to channel c

Constructs
The constructs are combinations of processes. The concept of indentation is used to specify the different
levels within a construct. An indentation of two spaces represents a level. There are five distinct constructs.
(a) Sequential construct SEQ
A sequential construct is represented by :

SEQ
Pi 
p2
P3

The processes pi, p2, p3 and so on are executed one after the other. The construct terminates when the last 
process terminates. These sequential constructs are similar to conventional programming languages but are 
provided with performance and efficiency equivalent to that of an assembler of the latter.

(b) Parallel construct PAR
A parallel construct is represented by:

PAR
Pi 
p2

The processes pi, p2, p 3 and so on are concurrent processes and are executed in 'PARallel'. The
construct terminates after all the components have terminated.
This is a unique feature of Occam that enables simple programming of concurrency inherent in real-time
systems.

(c) Conditional construct IF 
The conditional construct is represented by:

IF
conditionl

Pi 
condi tion2

P2

The process pi is executed if conditionl is true, otherwise p2 is executed if condi tion2 is true, 
and so on. Only one process is executed and then the construct terminates.

(d) The construct WHILE
The WHILE construct acts on a single process, re-executing it each time provided that the associated 
Boolean expression evaluates to TRUE. The construct terminates when the Boolean expression evaluates to 
FALSE. A typical WHILE construct takes the following form.

WHILE boolean. express! on 
single. process

The boolean, expression takes either of the Boolean constants - TRUE or FALSE. The process 
single . process will be re-executed until boolean.expression has the value FALSE.

(e) The construct ALT 
The ALT construct takes the form: 

ALT 
Gl

PI 
G2 

P2

where Gi ( i=l , 2.!.) "is a guard condition and Pi ( i=l , 2..) is a subprocess. The first ready subprocess is 
executed provided the guard condition is met and the process terminates.

Transputer Development System (IDS)
During the program development process it is always necessary that some operating system facilities such as 
access to a disk filing system, terminals and the compiler for a high-level language, be available. An example
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of such a development system is the Philips Development system for the Motorola MC6800 processors. 
Recently, development systems which use a personal computer (PC) as a host system and a separate emulator 
connected to the PC, are introducted. The Ashling Development system is one example of these systems using 
a PC as a host and different emulators to emulate different Intel processors such as 8051 or 8096. The TDS is 
similar to the latter type of development system in that it also uses a PC as a host system. The host provides 
the environmental support to the transputer module by providing mechanical support for the board, power 
supply, power on reset, file servers, keyboard and screen. This transputer board provides the memory (2M 
bytes of RAM are required for the late version of the TDS) and the interface to the PC bus and a link to the 
outside world.

The TDS used was one of the first development systems developed by inmos itself. Several versions of the 
system have evolved in the past two to three years, making it a rather futile task to upgrade the system 
whenever a new version was released. There were some major improvements over the earliest versions. From 
version D700C to D700D, for example, the toolkits are much easier to access and run. The library facilities 
are greatly enhanced as well. The programs developed under the D700C and earlier versions were all changed 
so they could run under the D700D version. No attempt thereafter would be made to upgrade the programs 
written in the D700D version, although the D700E has been released at the time of writing this thesis. The 
D700D TDS, also referred as TDS2, allows occam programs to be written, compiled and then run from 
within the development system. The TDS2 comprises an integrated folding editor, a file manager, a compiler 
and a debugging system. Most of the development system runs on the transputer board; there is a program 
that runs on the host computer called a 'server' (an upgraded version called 'iserver' was developed later). 
The 'server' program, written in both C and Intel 8088 assembler, supports protocol down to the links, 
providing access to the screen, keyboard, and filing system of the host. The protocol is used by the various 
utilities that run on the transputer board. Programs may also be configurated to run in a target network of 
transputers; these may range from a single transputer on an evaluation board to networks of several hundred 
transputers. The code for a transputer network may be loaded directly from the Transputer Development 
System, through a link connected to the TDS transputer to the target network. Programs may also be placed 
into a file separate from the TDS, or into a ROM (Read-Only Memory), and used to load a network.

Folding Editor
The user interface is based on a full screen structured editor, exploiting the concept of folding. Folding 
provides a very effective method of navigating around and viewing selected parts of a large design, and yet 
operates on an ordinary text VDU. Folding is similar to taking a letter or document with headed paragraphs 
and then folding the paper so that the text of the paragraph is invisible, leaving only the heading visible. With 
a suitably folded program the programmer can see the structure of the program at a glance without any 
distracting detail. Individual sections can then be unfolded so that the detail can be worked on. The user can 
create and delete folds at will as the text of the program is created and edited. The editor imposes no 
restriction on folding, which can be nested to any depth. It also provides the editing convenience of being able 
to reorganize the major structure of a program simply and easily. For example, moving or copying a fold is 
achieved by a keystroke. Fig.A.5 shows one of the occam programs in the fold editor environment.

COM Ufll OCCM 2 CMpiler •tllities

protocol flOTOR
controKOMM Of mm CMtral.U.hnt.hMt.te.CMtnl.
control. U.pM.pM.U.CMtrvl.cMtral.U.cwrnt.cvrcnt.U.control)

declarations
USE's

initialise nackine Mriakles 
get start.up data and control data

. waiting for pun tiners to ke setni and scad ack. t*| to kost 
. waiting for startinf ta|
. yaiting for full.speed.ta| and tken send ta| to kost 

:yclin|:=nUl 
cycllnf
.. T

kost.to.control T CftSE
... serving any on-line coMunds and vector control 

cirrent.to.control T CASE steed.•e*sve:Mr.elec
. . display speed and Measure current (lOnsec)

Fig.A.5 An OCCAM program in fold editor environment
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Configuration
The logical development of the occam program can be done in a single transputer under the TDS system, 
such as the BOOS board with the TDS system D700D. If an application program is to be run on a transputer 
network, the program must be expressed in a number of processes using the construct PAR. The description 
of information, in addition to the main program, about the link topology and the association of code to 
individual transputers is called •configuration'. The parallel processes will then be allocated to different 
processors. Once the logical model of the program is completed, it can be compiled and run on a single 
transputer. Any runtime error can be checked and corrected at this stage. Configuration in occam is very 
simple due to the internal hardware support for concurrency of the transputer. The configuration will have no 
logical effect on the behaviour of the program. However, overall system performance in terms of speed and 
fault tolerance is usually improved as a result.

Examples of Configuration
Two examples of configuration are discussed below. The first example is a typical transputer network system 
that comprises only of transputers. The second example shows the configuration of the transputer with a 
non-transputer device.

(a) A Master-Slave Task
Fig.A.6(a) shows the logical model of a master task p with a slave task q, where the master allocates work to 
the slave as it becomes ready. If the channel of communication between the master and slave, p. to. q, 
passes only integer type data (INT), then a top-level occam description of the program is as follows:

CHAN OF INT p.to.q: 
PAR

p(p.to.q) 
q(p.to.q)

If the program is divided over a network of 2 T800 processors, with p running on processor 0 and q on the 
processor 1, the statement PAR should be replaced by PLACED PAR. In addition a PROCESSOR 
statement and a PLACE...AT statement are needed to indicate the type of processor and the address of the 
physical link used for each process. Fig.A.6(b) shows the configuration of the logical model into two 
processors. The solid line represents the physical link (hard channel) and the dotted line represents the 
occam channel (soft channel), which is in effect a memory location in the transputer. A physical link 
consists of one out-going wire and one in-coming wire, and can be configurated to two occam channels. The 
top-level occam program for the configuration is given in Fig.A.6(c). In the program, since p.to.q is 
common to the two processors, it is declared before PLACED PAR.

If the processes p and q communicate in both directions, the link should then be configurated to two occam 
channels p.to.q and q.to.p. (An inmos standard link cable contains two signal wires and therefore 
allows traffic of data in both directions.) If the data to be transferred are of mixed data types such as REAL, 
INTEGER and BYTE, a protocol should be declared for p. to. q and q.to.p. Suppose p always outputs 
data to q as a real and integer pair, and q always returns with data in a byte type, the following PROTOCOL 
statements are used to setup the p. to. q and q.to.p channels: 
PROTOCOL outgoing REAL32;INT: 
PROTOCOL incoming BYTE:

The top-level occam statements is given in Fig.A.6(d).

To enhance the performance of the system, the slave task is further decomposed into 4 processes (ql, q2, 
q3 and q4) and its new logical model is shown in Fig.A.7(a). If five processors are available, then a 
possible allocation of the processes to the processors is shown in Fig.A.7(b). In the figure, each hardware link 
is either configured with two logical channels (bi-directional), or with only one channel (uni-directional), or 
left unconfigured. The compiler will give a warning message for any unconfigured links. The top level 
Occam program for the new configuration is Fig.A.7(c).

(b) An Interrupt Handler
This example of configuration shows the ease of programming in occam for a transputer-based interrupt 
handler circuit. The hardware connection assumes that a single interrupt line from an external device has been 
tied to the transputer's event pin, as shown in Fig.A,8(a). A signal transition on the event pin acts as a channel 
communication, and can be used to detect interrupts from the peripheral. The 'interrupt' channel needs only to 
be placed (by the PLACE.. .AT statement) at the address of the event pin in the transputer's memory map. 
The '?' and '!' symbols represent channel input and output operations respectively. The occam statements 
needed to define the process are shown in Fig.A.8(b). This process can then be executed in parallel with 
appropriate device handling process as shown in Fig.A.8(c), along with the occam program which top level 
is shown alongside.
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Master Slave
p.to.q

(a) Logical model
OCCAM channel (soft channel)

Master Slave

p.to.q

(not used)

Transputer link (hard channel)

(b) Configuration of a 2-processor system

CHAN OF INT p.to.q: 
PLACED PAR
PROCESSOR 0 T8

PLACE p.to.q AT Iink2out: 
p(p.to.q) 

PROCESSOR 1 T8
PLACE p.to.q AT Iink3in: 
q(p.to.q)

(c) Occam program for 2-processor system at configuration
level

CHAN OF outgoing p.to.q: 
CHAN OF incoming q.to.p: 

PLACED PAR
PROCESSOR 0 T8

PLACE p.to.q AT Iink2out: 
PLACE q.to.p AT Iink3in: 
p(p.to.q) 

PROCESSOR 1 T8
PLACE p.to.q AT Iink3in: 
PLACE q.to.p AT Iink2out: 
q(p.to.q)

(d) Occam program for 2-processor system at configuration
level when processes p and q communicate in both directions

Fig.A.6 A master-slave task
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(a) New logical model for the master-slave task

Slave Master Slave

Slave Slave

- — — — Logical connection (plpa) 
————— Phjrilo*! connection (link)

(b) A 5-processor system for the model in (a)

CHAN OF outgoing p.to.q3:
CHAN OF incoming q3.to.p:
CHAN OF BYTE p.to.ql,q3.to.q2,p.to.q4:
PLACED PAR
PROCESSOR 0 T8

PLACE p.to.q4 AT linkOout: 
PLACE p.to.ql AT Iink2out: 
PLACE p.to.qS AT linkSouts 
PLACE q3.to.p AT Iink3in: 
P(p.to.ql,q3.to.p,p.to.q3,p.to.q4) 

PROCESSOR 1 T8
PLACE p.to.ql AT Iink3in: 
ql(p.to.ql) 

PROCESSOR 2 T8
PLACE q3.to.q2 AT Iink2in: 
q2(q3.to.q2) 

PROCESSOR 3 T8
PLACE q3.to.p AT Iink2out: 
PLACE p.to.qS AT Iink2in: 
PLACE q3.to.q2 AT Iink3out: 
q3(q3.to.p,p.to.q3,q3.to.q2) 

PROCESSOR 4 T8
PLACE p.to.qd AT linklin: 
q4(p.to.q4)

(c) Occam program 

Fig.A.7 Enhancement of the master-slave task
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Interrupting
Device

with
Link

Adaptor

LlnkOutl 
Llnklnl

Transputer

EventAck 
EventReq

(a) Hardware connection

PROC interrupt.handler (CHAN OP BYTE to.device.handler) 
CHAN OF BYTE event: 
PLACE event AT event.in: 
BYTE data.register: 
PLACE data.register AT #6000: 
WHILE TRUE 

SEQ
event ? interrupt
value:=data.register
to.device.handler ! value :

(b) OCCAM statements to define the interrupt handling

Transputer

LinkOutl 

Linkln!

EventAck 

EventReq

CHAN OF BYTE chan:
PRI PAR

interrupt.handler(chan) 
device.handler(chan,...)

(c) OCCAM model and program

Fig.A.8 Interrupt handler
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Procedure for Configuration
To create an Occam program to be run on a network of transputers, the section of occam program to be 
allocated onto a processor should be contained within a SC fold. Different SC folds can be compiled 
separately. The compiled SC's must then be collected into a filed fold, to which the MAKE FOLDSET 
utility is applied with the parameter set to PROGRAM. The PROGRAM foldset also contains the 
configuration statements which describe the inter-connections and call the required procedures on the desired 
processors.

PROGRAM and EXE Programs
The TDS2 recognizes two different types of program, known as EXE and PROGRAM. An EXE program 
was on the host transputer, and may access the keyboard, screen, and filing system of the host machine. A 
PROGRAM, on the other hand, runs on a network of one or more transputers, and is loaded from the host 
transputer via a transputer link. This link may be the network's only connection with the outside world.

Typically, when a PROGRAM is loaded onto a multiple transputer network, a simple EXE program will also 
be run on the transputer that monitors the output transmitted back from the PROGRAM, sends results to the 
screen, passes on any input from the keyboard and controls the TDS filing system, as required. In the 
master-slave task example, the p process may be conveniently run as EXE program and qi (i = l to 4) 
processes run as PROGRAM in the networks.

The top-level system description language will be:
... EXE p
... PROGRAM qi

The EXE p fold is the occam program that runs on the host transputer. The PROGRAM qi fold, which 
runs on the transputer network, consists of the declaration of channel protocols, configuration information and 
the separate complied SC programs for the qi processes. The EXE and PROGRAM usually communicate 
via transputer links. The PROGRAM fold, when unfolded, will look like:

{{{ PROGRAM qi
{{{F qi

PROTOCOL declarations 
... SC ql 
... SC q2 
... SC q3 
... SC q4

configuration
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olve the machine equations

. ..........
te 'S. ofPulse- wi wavefor

echo off
F = inputf'Input modulating frequency in Hz (F) : ');
P = input(N,(f. of cycles simulated (PJ: ');
O = inputCNo. of sample per cycle (O) : );
dl = 1/TO'Pi . % Calculate time, increment
Kf =.mputf "Friction Coeff.(Kf): .);
J - mput( Inertia of Rotational Mass: );
V = input('Phase Voltage (rms): ')
V = Vfsqrt(2); % Vrms to Vm

N=(l/F)/dt 
% clear initdata 
Idel initdata.mat 
echo on

% Inout machine data ' <T 
echo off
%% Inductance in Henrys, Resistance in ohms. Voltage in Volts 

rf=0.268:

Ls=M+

i\r=i.j /1,
% Machine model is based on transformation referred to stator. 
% Formation of inductance, resistance and rotational matrice.

echo off
veneration of sine wav

for i=l:P*N: 
ha(i)=V'sin(i*2*pj/N); 
hb(i)=V'sin((2*pj/NJ*( 
c(iS=Vsint(2«fi7N)*(

k=l:P»N : 
l(k)=ha(k)-hc(k); 
'2(k)=hb(k)-hc(k);

end
for,kf J ; P*N;

V_ 
end;
clear ha; 
clear hb; 
clear he;
^initialisation of state variables at time=0
% currents, ar^e\ilar_veloc^.aneular position and torque set to zero

echo on
% Simu^aUo_nJ)e&ins _%_ 

echo off

t start with i=2, as V(l )=[0 0] gives xl=[0 000] and will duplicate the 
previous value

for i=2:P*N:
9o Impedance routine '

a '~f '- ^i*
lll\\-'Si$(fi-

L=l2*Ls Ls -2*M*cos(a3) 2*M*cos(a2); 
Ls 2*Ls 2*M*cos(a5) ^'Mrcostal);

-2*M*cos(a3) 2*M*cos(a2T 2*tr Lr : 
2*M*cos(a2) -2*M*cos(al) Lr 2 * Lr 1:z=i R:RS 2. RRss -iww*;^ i&wxsft®'-
2>M«Wr 'sjnds) -2«M'Wr «sinTa2) 2'Rr , Rr;

-2*M'WrI'Vin(a2) 2'M'WrI'sinUl) Rr 2*Rr];

currents to be calculated 

=1(2):

Te _.Kf*Wr_); *^the factor 2 is due to no. of pole pair

» mohe .. b o.«
quanonf Electrical and mechanical transients are found. 

.lVue_ value, are used

%%%«%%%**%%**'"'* 
nt data

echo off
F = input('Input modulating frequency in Hz (P) : ');
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**%********%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%«.%%%%%%%%%%
* Ibis program uses the state variable method to solve the machine
* Sfl»»"<> '"- Electrical and mechanical transients are found.
* -True values_are_used.
"» "» 70 TO :

echo on

echo off
F = jnputrinput modulating frequency in Hz (F) : ');
P ~ input('No. ofcycles simulated (Pi : ):
Q = input( No. of sample per cycle (0) '• )'
Kf = input\'Friction CoeffW): ')f
I = ipput( Inertia of Rotational Mass: ');
V = ifiputf Phase Voltage (rms): r)

dt = 1/(Q*F)L % Calculate time increment 
V = Vvsqrt(2); % Convert Vrms to Vm

N=(l/F)/dt 
% clear initdata 

!del initdata.mat 

echo on

echo off
%% Inductance in Henrys, Resistance in ohms, Voltage in Volts 

Lm=0.268:

% Machine model is based on transformation referred to stator, 
% Formation of inductance, resistance and rotational matrice.

echo off
f^$i
end
% d-q transformation of the 3-pbase stator voltages

C=(2/3)*(l -1/2 -1/2;0 -sqrl(3)/2 sqri(3)/2;l/2 1/2 1/2];

0ur=C"*lba(k)'hb(k) hc(k)r ; u=u'; 
uds(k)=u(l);uqs(lt)=u(2); 

end

Wr=0;fi=0:Wr =0;fi =II.Te»0.iime_«0;time=0; 
ids=0;iqs=0:idr=0;iqr-0.icli -O.,u. «0;idr_=0;iqr_=0; 
I0=[0 f?0 O] 1 ;

echo off
L=[Ls 0 Lm 0; 

WLs 0 Lm; 
Lrn 0 Lr 0; 
0 Lm 0 Lr];

Res=[Rs 000; 
0 Rs 0 0; 
0 0 Rr 0: 
000 Rr];

G=[ 0 0 0 U. 
0000, 
0 Lm 0 Lr, 

-Lm 0 -Ir Of.

! TM start
for i=2:P'N;
%%%%%%%%%%%***» ********»**%%%*%***%%*%**********%*%***%**%********
% Machine model is bated OD trirufurmalion referred to stator.
% Formation of inductance, rcintince »nd rotationa.l roamcc.

A=-inv(L)'(Wr,'G»Re,). 
B=inv(L);

actor 2 is due to no. of pole pair

idT.te -Iff* Wr_;
*time_ = time + dt; * update time
%time=ltime:time_];

% display values % 
|iTe_Wr.] K 

end;

! TM stop
% saye data 
save initdata 

end
end



Appendix B-3 : 2-axis (d-q) simulation with PWM supply A-15

echo 01 <*,%%'

* Tnrl '_Pr.°SraIP simulates motor response when supplied by a PWM power source. 
/CSluencvnOOOHy is used.

echo .off
dl = input('timc increment (msec) [0.1-0.2] : ');
dt — dt/1000;
Tmax = inputCtime limit for simulation (sec) : ');
N=Tma*An % total no. of samples
tc=0.001; % use a fixed carrier freq. of 1000 HzT^lf-FI ??."'«' fre l = '>: *=tc/dt

0.02; % input('Moment of inertia = ');

%% Inductance in Henrys, Resistance in ohms. Voltage in Volts 
,tn=0.26o:
r=0.02790; 
,s=Lm+ls; 
.r=Lm-t-lr;

L=ILs 0 Lm 0; 
OLs OLm; 
Lm 0 Lr 0; 
OLm 0 Lr];

L_=mv(L);

G=[ 0 00 0; 0000- 
0 Lm 0 Lr; 

-Lm 0 -Lr OJ;

Initialisation of state variables at time= 
% currents, aneularvelocitv,anguLar_Epsit_io_n_arid_r

We=2«pi-f;

find first pulse width of the 3 phases 
Al=theta:

(t=dt*k;
if It down_a

pwma(p)=-Vdc; 
efse

pwma(p)=vdc; 
cfld, 
if It down_b
pwmb(p)=-vdc; 

cfse
pwmb(p)=Vdc; 

end, 
if tt down_c

pwmc(p)=-Vdc; 
efse

pwmc(p)=Vdc;

kk=ks/2;
^

phase a % 
%%%%% 

if tt up a
pwma(p)=vdc; 

cfse 
pwma(p)=-vdc;

%<&'%%%%%%%%%%% 
% phase b % 
%<&%%%%%% 
if tl up b 
pwmb(p)=Vdc;

pwmb(p)=-Vdc;

pwmc(p)=Vdc; 
efse

pwmc(p)=-Vdc; 
erid,

-1/2 -.qrt(3)/2 
?wmc(p)T;u-u ;

dachme model is based on transformation referred to s|ator. % 
lormation of inductance resistance and rotational matrice. •» 

»%%%%%%%%%% % %*****%**%******.* ***** 
Chance Io matncc luitable for standard State-variable form 
:-L_'fWr'C + Res) ;



Appendix B-3 : 2-axis (d-q) simulation with PWM supply A-16

% currents recorded
ids-xl(l);igi-x.l(2);idr=ilj(3):iqir=xU4);
ids_=(ids_;ids];iqs_=[iqs_;iqs]; %%iar_ss[idr_;idr];iqr_=[iqr_;iqr];
kO=dt* 
kl=dt* 
k2=dt*

Te-Kf*Wr): % the factor 2 is due to no. of pole pair 
Tc-Kf*(Wr+kO/2)); 
Te-Kf*{Wr+kl/2) 
Te-Kf*<_Wr+k2)); 

+kl/3+k:2/3+k3/6;

oercent=p* 100/N; 
%%%% display values 
djspt' percent up_i 
dispupercent up_a dow

end, 
end
save dqpwmdat

wma(p) Te Wr(rpm)'); 
le WrM500/314]); F



Appendix B-4 : 2-axis (d-q) simulation with PWM supply 
(extension program)

A-17

% This program is an extension of the program dqpwml .m. This allows more%

echo off
% input uds,udq,f,dt,F.N 
load dqpwmdat

clear Wr_ % delete .previous 
clear Te_ % matrices 
clear ids_ 
clear iqs_
Wr_=Wr; % reset matrices

s :
=I:n;

-width wave
%%9E> find first pulse width of the 3 phases 
AI=thetaj r r 
Bl=Al+i*pi/3; 
Cl=Al-2*pFi73: 
up a=ltc/4)*(I-M*sin(Al 
upb=(tc/4)*( l-M'smiB 1 *up c=(tc/4)*fl -M"sin(C 1));' 
down a=(tc/4)*(l+M*sin(Al)); 
down~b=(tc/4)»h+M*sin(Bl)V
__.... .=(tc/4.)«(UM*»infCl,,. 
*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%*%%%%%%%%%%%%?,,%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Generation of 3-phase PWM waveforms % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

if tt dowo_a
pwma(p)=-Vdc; 

ersc
pwma(p)=Vdc;

if tt' down_b 
pwmb(p)=-Vdc;

pwmb(p)=Vdc; 
end, 
iftt down_c

pwmc(p)=-Vdc; 
else

pwmc(p)=Vdc; 
end,

*%«*»«»*

%«%% 
if tt up

nwma(p)=Vdc, 
efse

pwma(p)=- Vdc .

phas 
%%^.% 
if tt up b

Dwmb(p)=Vdc . 
erse

pwmb(p)=-Vdc.

if tt up c
pwmc(p)=Vdc. 

ersc
pwmc(p)=- Vdc . 

end,

l -I/: •'/- 
u=C'fpwma(p)

I/2

achine model i» h.xd on If »n.lorm»lion referred to staler. %iar^i'^4ir*%d* cAn***V i*"*ViV4>t4>t4T*l?%t%%%
% Channe to malnce iL.nhlc lor ilindard State-variable form 
A=-L_*fWr*0+Rei).

'

[PHI.GAMJ=c2d(A,B,dt) )
kl=F'HI*xa+ GAM'ludsfp) uqj(p) 0 0) ;

**** display values •*•»*.•» Wrlrnm)' 
djspC percent up_a down_a tr"'Rj(f), nr, ,7f^. Wr< rP m' 
d sphpcrcent up a down.a pwma(p)Te Wr*1500/314]|,

cad
% clear and update data 
(del dqpwmdat.mat 
save dqpwmdat



Appendix B-5 : Vector control with sinusoidal supply A-18

ector Control supplied by a sinusoida 
tputs of power are imposed 
«%%%<£%%^%%%«%%%%%%%%

dt = inputf'time Increment (msec) [1]: ');
dt = dl/1 000;
Tmax = mput( time limit for simulation (sec) :
N = TmaxAU; % total no. of samples
ids =.inputted (A) = -j; H

sjimlt 
^limit

input( Limit, on igsJA) =
Is limit = input( Limit on DC link (y) = '); 
Vqs is set to be the same as Yds, This is on% Vqs }? 

% Vdc li:
Site

% Vdc link should be the practical limit, and s 
Vqs_lim.it = Vdslimit;JK"^,i?p?JiLwsre£« sP"d,< rP?>)i = ')_; _ __Wrref= inputf'R 
Wrref=WrTef*pi '-,...,. „.,. S; % conversion from rpm to rad/s 
eain = mput( Gam of speed controller = '); 
Kf = input('Friction coeff. = '); 
J = input( Moment of inertia = ');
%% Inductance m Henrys, Resistance in ohms, Voltage in Volts
Lm=0.268:
ls=0.01lS5;
lr=0.02790;
Ls=Lm+ls;
Lr=Lm+lr;
Rs=3776;
Rr=2.57l;
% limit counters 
counterl=0;counter2=0;counter3=0;
L==ILs 0 Lm 0; 

CILs OLm; 
Lm 0 Lr 0; 
0 Lm 0 Lr];

L_=inv(L);
Rcs=[Rs 000; 

O^s 0 0; 
0 0 Rr 0: 
000 Rr];

G=[ 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 0: 
0 Lm 0 Lr; 

-Lm 0 -Lr Of;
% Find reference rotor flux from given ids 
Fdr=ids*Lm;
Tr=Lr/Rr: % time constant of rotor 
sigma=l-LmA 2/(Ls*Lr);

% Initialisation or state variables at time=0

We_=0;We=0;Wr=0;fi=0;Wr_=0;fi_=0;Te_=0;Te=0;time_=0;time=0;
theta=0;
idr=0-iqr=0:ids_=0;iqs_=0;idr_=0;iqr_=0;

for i=I:N;
% Vector control 
Tref=(Wrref.Wr)*Eain: 
ias=Tref'(Lr/(Lm«Pdr)|- 
Vds=jds*Rs - iqs*sigma k Ls*We; 
yqs=!d.s*Ls'We + iqs'Rs; 
if iqs iqs Jiniit

iqs = iqs umit;disp( iqs limit reached )
counter! =countcrl + 1 

else 
end 
if Yds Vds limit

Vds=VdsJlimit;disp( 'Vds limit reached )
countcr2scountcr2Vl 

else
if Vqs Vqs limit 

Vqs=VqS_Timif,disp('Vq 
counter3=countcr3Vl

s limit reached')

else 
end

Xe^e'tlC'^sl+Wr^d.; 
We=Wsl+Wr;
% Luk's Transformation 
Vm=sqrt(Vds«2+Vqs A 2);
Va=Vm*sio(thcia •*• pi/2 •+• phi(O); 
Vb=sVm*sjn(theta + p>/2 + phim + 2*pi/3J; 
Vc=Vm*sm(theta -f pi/2 +• phi(i) - 2*pi/3),

5^W-T£W^
u=C*[VaVb Vcl';tt«n': 
uds(i)=u(l);uqs(i)=u(2);

% Machine model is based on transformauon referred to stator

% Change to matrice suitable for standard Suie-variable form 

^=: -L_*(W^'G + Res);

tor 2 is due to no. of pole pair

% display values % . ^ 
disHjpe^cetit^qs Vds phi(i)* I 80/pi iqs Te Wr*l5/piJ); 
%t/mc = lime + At; % update time 
%time_=[lime_;time|;

Wr p );

end;

Wr_=Wr_*l5/pi; 

save simdaia



Appendix B-6 : Vector control with sinusoidal supply 
(extension program)

A-19

cl 
echo on
* T Pro,Srim name : SINVEC3j?M %
% Voltage lype (V-type) Vector Control supplied by a sinusoidal power
f} source. Limns on the outputs of power are imposed. %im^4m$fi%%^
echo off 

i load dataoa ata 
ad limdata
r =Wr;Te_=Te;iqs_=iqs; 
Pimit counters 

counter 1 =0;countcr2=0;countcr3=0;
Wrref=input( 'Input new speed reference : '); 
Wrrcf=wrref*pi/l 5; % conversion from rpm to rad/s

% Simulation bceins %

for i=l:N;
% Vector control
a#MJ$2£?Si>i, s>We .
yqIS!ds*Ll >We S *Vqs™L^ S " WC ' 
if iqs iqsjimit

iqs=3;aisp( iqs limit reached )
counter! -counter 1 +1

else

ff°Vds Vds limit
Vds=Vds_Timit;dispf'Vds limit reached') 
counter2=counter2+1 

else

Vqs=Vqs_Timit;disp('Vqs limit reached')
counter3=counter3+I
:lse
nd

S.'lri'MiS'+WiHWrj.dl; 
We=Wsl+Wr;

else 
end

Vc=Vm*sin(thcta + pi/2 + phi(i) - 2 1
> d-q transformation again for the input to model

uds(i)=u(l);uqs(i)'=u(2J;

J6 %%%%%%%%% 9& * achine model is based on transformation referred to stator. 
,%«*«44ftflflt«*s!*««s««rf*l«%*:".;:::.-::..
i Change to matrice suitable for standard State-variable form 
A=-L_'(Wr*G+Res);

[PHI.GAMJ=c2d(A,B.dt):'
I0 no ' of pole pair

nl/3+k2/3+k3/6; 

iqsl=fiqsl;iqs];

t it me = time •*• at; % update time 
time_=[time_;time]; 

end;
Wr_=Wr_*I5/pi; 
save simdata

Wr');



Appendix B-7 : Vector control with PWM supply A-20

ates the Voltage Type (V-type) Vector Contro 
power source.

ol

echo off
dt = inpntrtime increment (msec) : ');

Vdc'=300
"«fiioi ut('id (A) = '); 

mput('Re.ference speedm, vi- . v ~ .
tain = O.I 2%inputr (Jain of speed controller = •)•
Kf = 0.04 %mput('Friction coeff. = ');
J = 0.02 % inpuH 'Moment of inertia = ');

ctance in Henrys, Resistance in ohms, Voltage in Volts 
o

Tr=Lr/Rr- % time constant of rotor 
sigma=l-Lm A 2/(Ls*Lr);

InitialisatioD of state variables at time=0 
LrLcal^^^lS^^r velocity, as&u]aL£PS'IJ?P»a5cl.t2rJ9^P^^,i -t0~zc r,

ol
xO«[0000] 1 ;

for£j#«

V^s!£W^,gina.Ls.We; 
Vqs=ids*Ls*We + iqs'Rs;
We=Wqsl^Wr* id!); 
theta=theta + We*(dt*s);

,"? °M' l>,j,r *r T ''phi=atan2(Vqs,V<ls5; 
M=Vm/(,Vdc i!0.78); 
%% set limit on Ml

ration of pulse-width wavefo 
%%^.%%%%%%%%%%%% 

find first pulse width of the 3 phases-

if tt up a
Dwma(p)=Vdc; 

else
pwma(p)=-Vdc;

'

if tt up b
pwm6(p)=Vdc; 

erse 
pwmb(p)=-Vdc;
%%'%%%%%%%%%%%

if tt up c
_pwmc(p)avdc; 

cfsepwmc(p)*-Vdc;

tt=dt'k;
if tt down_a

nwma(p)*-Vdc; 
ersc

pwma(p)=Vdc; 
end 
if tt downb

pwmb(p)=-Vdc;
pwmb(p)»Vdc;

fP<l. . if tt down_c 
nwmc(p)*-Vdc;

pwmc(p)*Vdc;

-Q traocformalion again for the input to model 
l -1/2 -I/2;0 -»qrt(3)/2 sqrt(3)/5;l/2 1/2 1/2]



Appendix B-7 : Vector control with PWM supply A-21

"r^'lpwmalp) pwmb(p) pwmc(p)]';u=u'; 
uds(p)=u(]) ; uqs(p)=u(5);

%; Machine model is based on transformation referred to stator. 
Formation of inductance. resistance and rotational matrice. % 

^%%%%%%%%%%%%%^%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%^%%%%%%%%%%%%^ 
ft Change to matrice suitable for standard State-variable form 
\=-L_*fWr*G-fRes);

dT=Te-Kf*Wr;
%time = time + di; % update time 
percent=p* 1 00/N: 
%%%% display values %%%% 

M up a down -djsp(' percent M up_a down a pwm 
disp{(percent M up_a dowo_a pwma(p)~Te Wr]); 

enu, •

(p)

.0 
end



Appendix B-8 : Vector control with PWM supply 
(extension program)

A-22

!l^£5V.am SSSW"1" H« program pwmvec_.

% load data from vecdata.mat file : includin 
% currents, angular velocity, angular position and tor< 
%%%%K%%K%%%%%%%%%fy%%*%%%%%<!il %%q

load vecdata
% clear Te_,Wr_,pwma lpwmb,pwmc 1 uds,uqs
Tc_=[];Wr_=[];pwma=[^pwmt=[];pwmc=[J;uds=[];uqs=[];

Simulation begin

% Vector control

jSe 1 
** set limit on Mi 
if M1;M=1 ;

dispt'M l p ); 
end.

eneration of pulse-width waveform 
%?,%%% 
find firs

,
%%% find first pulse width of the 3 phases 
Al=theta+phi: 
BUAl+2*pi/3; 
Cl=Al-2*p|73; 
up a=(tc/fl*(l-M*sin(Al)); 
up~b.ltc/41*ll-M*5in(Bl)j 
uplc-ftcU >]l-M'smfcij) 
down_a=(tc/4)*(l+M t sm(Al));

% Generation of 3-phase PWM waveforms - -----------

n=di*k;
if n down_a
pwma(p)=-Vdc; 

efsc
pwma(p)=Vdc; 

end, 
if tt downb

pwmb(p):=-Vdc; 
else

pwmb(p)=Vdc; 
e °d, 
if tt down_c

Dwmc(p)=-Vdc; 
else

pwmc(p)=Vdc;

if tt up a
pwma(p)=Vdc; 

erse
pwma(p)=-Vdc;

' pwmB(p)=Vdc; 
pwmb(p)=-Vdc;

if tt up c

SwrncCpJ^Vdc; 
:e

pwmc(p)=-Vdc; 
end. 

end.

-1/2 -1/2;0 -sqrt(3)72 s,rt(3)/2ll/2 1/2 1/2];
u=C*fpwma(p> pwmofp) pwmc(p)] ;u=u ;^yWf&V&w*********™^ WWW ™ »™~ ^ vc „ <fc%%***»*%**%**%*****%%*%*%****»%«***%«*******%******
% Machine model is based on transformation referred to stator. %jfCTmAy^wsiSs^e^m^ms*!*
ff - ,trice suitable for standard State-variable form

maw?i&w&
EsA'^i 
Hid?: ^

•^M'-rudstpluastoOO]-; 
'^M^U'&fcr 2 i. due to no. of pole pair

if rera(p,8)
clc 

eli« 
end

%%%«

disp(* percent M up_a d,°^ nrawFn' 
di»p{[percent M up_a downja pwma(p)Te Wf]);

p«p+l; 
eid/

d,°_" Dr-A1,P,?.ml<P> Tc Wr');

save vecdala



Appendix B-9 : Harmonic analysis of phase voltage A-23

echo on
% Computiag pulse widths for the phase A
echo off

rn( : 2'R*l;
sum=sum + Tc/2*( l+((-1 ) A(n-l))*(M/2)*(sin(pi*(n-l )/R)+sin(pi*n/R))); Tsum(n)s3um;

end

¥(n+i JsTsumfnJ+TcM;

echo on;
% Sampling of the generated PWM -- phase A
echo off;
S = 0:Ts:N»Ts;

e' Sha(i)=(-l)*ha(i-l);
i-i+1; j=j+';

end 
end
S=[);
echo on;
% phase B & C found by shifting 120 and 240 elect, degree from that of A

echo off;
Nl 3=fix(N/3J; 
N2I3=2*N1_J;
fori=l:Nl 3

hb(j)=haCf!2_3+j); 
end

end
for m=l:N

hab(m)=ha(m)-hb(m); 
end;
echo on
% perform mg FFT
echo off

a=aa;a=; 
Mnom=Ma/mai(Ma); Ma=[);

t=Tm^f:Tm/N:Tm;

;l :N;

re',t?ff^(?)l;fJ )Mnom(,)l.'s',; 
p°ot([0fr'eQ(2) frcq(2)],(0 Mnom(2)]);

•f V--R+1
' pTot([freq(v) freq(v)),[0 Mnom(v)] ,'w')
e pfot([freq(v) freq(v)],[0 Mnom(v)].'g')

end; 
end



Appendix B- 10 : Harmonic analysis of line voltage A-24

fm =.inputrinput modulating frequency (Hz):');
M= mputCinput modulation indeV :');
r = inpuK'input frequency ratio :');
N - input! no. of data points (power of 2) :');
E = input! No. of harmonics to be shown:');
R = round(r);
fm-l/fm;
fc = fm*r;Tc "J>(ff-
fs = N*fm; 
Ts = 1/fs;

echo on
% Computing pulse widths for the phase A
echo off

sum=sum + Tc/2*( !+((-! )*(n-l 
Tsum(n)=sum; 

cod

¥(n*V~l )'=Tsum('n)+Tc/4; 

¥(?>=Tc/4; 
echo on;
% Sampling of the generated PWM — phase A 

echo off; 
S = 0:Ts:N*Ts; 

i=2:i=l :

while i 
if S(i7 '

end 
end

ecbo on;
% phase B & C found by shifting 120 and 240 elect, degree from that of A

echo off;
Nl 3=fix(N/3); 
N2I3=2*N1_3;

forj=Nl 3+l;N;hb(j)=ha(j-I^l_3); 
end
for m=l :N

hab(m)=ha(m)-hb(m); 
end;
echo on
%performiug FFT 
echo off

Mab=ab>s?Kat);Hab=n; 
Mnom=Mab/max(MafcO; Mab=[];

Dfot([<f?ea(2) freq(2)),[0 Mnom(2)]); 
for v=3£

' nllot([freq(v) freq(v)],[0 Mnom(v)],'w') 

C pfot([freq(v) freq(v)],[0 Mnom(v)],'g') 

eDd



Appendix C-l : Monitor process A-25

MOTOR
>

-- On-line command tags 
vector.control.tag 
change.reference.flux.tag 
change.reference.spee d.tae 
change.carrier.frcq. tag 
change.pwm.parameter.tag 
forward.tag b 
reverse.tag 
dynamic .brake .tag
--operational tags 
full.speed.tag 
acknowledge.tag 
finish.lag

;REAL32;REAL32

fiSfcSXEff 1speed . _._. 
vector.control.

id channels

pwm.parame ftux.r-' - BT"
carrier.freq-RE'AL^ 
-- feedback channels 
speed.measure ;REAL5
c. 0̂ .01 .•-PAttJjyf :INT 

!;REAL32

It£tlWS\rA: PJT» ;mT;REAL32 r da,ta format: phi.R.m 
enINT;REAL32 — data format: R.of

-- (not used yet)

REAL32;REAL32 -phi.m.Wsl 
.sea yet) 
ink current is read

ITOR host.to.control,control.to.host:

lout IS 0 : 
m IS 5 :

~ .nk3out IS 3 :
ACE control.to.host AT Iink2in:
ACE host.to.control AT Iink2out:
he no. 01 variables used in the host transputer is less than 4K.
hereforc, the variables can be declared globally without affecting

— the performance of s_ystem.
IEA. .32 Lfc.r,m.mO.Wr,Wr.re.f.rpin,TcJ Tc.4,flux2,Wd: 
NT 4,R,Tc.2,coae,cbar,any,timc.now,i:

**'—" , cycling,check.Wr.rcf.check.mO,check.m,check.N,get.display.data: 
r dynamic.brake: r

We.Wsl.Wr.rpm.Wr.elec: 
T.ref,Fdr,ids,iqs,idr,iqr,idc,Vds,Vqs:
controller.gain:
Vm.phi. angle: 

_-,. m.buffer: 
, T phi: 
1OOL check.Fdr F cb*ck.T.ref.check.controller, gain,check. Vdc .vector.control.flag:

screen ! tt.goto; INT 15JNT 1
write.text.lme(screen" TRANSPUTER VECTOR CONTROL OP INDUCTION MOTOR (Ver.8)")
screen ! tt.goto; INT l5;INT 2
screen ! tt.goto; INT \ 1 :L, . _ 
write.full.sTrmgUcreen. Refcre 
screen ! tt.goto; INT 31;INT 3 
wr ite,tc xt.I mc( screen "(rpm) ) 
screen ! tt.goto; INT SO:INT 3 
write.text.linc(scrcen, VdcCy) : 
screen ! tt.goto; INT \ IjINT 4

:ncc speed :")

(V)-) 
i")screen i ii.goio; ir< i i ijir1" i *

write,text.linc(screcn "Ref. rotor flux :")
screen ! tt.goto; INT 37;INT 4
write, text.hnc(screcn"(Wbl")
screen ! tt.goto; INT $0:INT 4
write,text.line(scrccn. Vector control : xx )
screen ! tt.goto; INT \ 1 :INT 5
write.text.lme(screen. No. of steps for soft starting (1 step=0.25s) : )
screen ! tt.goto; INT \ 1 :INT 6 P
write.text.lme(screen. Voltage boost (per unit of D'
screen ! U.goto; INT \ I ;INT^ .
write.text.lme(screen. Modulation i

of DC link voltage) : x.x ")

screen YYt."gotoriNTn\ 1*;INT"8
xt.lmc(screen,"Cpntrollc

screen ! tt.goto, ... * 
w r ite. te xt.l me (screen, 
screen ! tt.goto; INT 1 
write, text.line (screen,
screen ! tt.goto; INT 4Q;INT 11. 
write.text.lmc(screen, Frcqrati 
screen ! tt.goto; INT \ 1;INT 1 3
write.text.imeTscrcen "] 
screen ! tt.goto; INT $0 
write. text.hne( screen.

od. index 
[NTH. f 

llatmg freq

xx.x

jsured speed :n 13 v
current : xxx

(Hz)") 
xx.x ")

xxx.x (Hz)") 
') 

xxxx (rpm)")
(A)") 

xxxx (rpm)")

w"riterte'xV.lTne(scr"ee"n "ACTION") 
screen ! tt.goto; INT i.1 ;INT 19 
write. text.line(screen. --------- )
screen ! tt.goto; INT 55;INT 19, 
write. text.lmeCscreen "------)

! it. goto; INT I UINT 20 
ext. Imefscreen, "Type s for startingscreen 

writ 
SEO 

fc:=500.0(REA

S sc9een ! It.goto; INT 29;INT 3 
read!echo.real32(keyboard,scrcen,Wr.ref.rpm,char)

IJ(Wr ref rpm < (60.0(REAL32») OR (Wr.ref.rpm > (960.0(REAL32») 
SEQ**** v

screen ! tt.beep 
screen ! tt.beepi^INT 29JNT 3

..... -^ (Wriref<rpm < <960.0(REAL32)))

i.-T....v... K-su r —v-™. — -- " pole-pair is 2, f in Hz 

tfMbV^cI^dEc
scSeen I tt.goto; INT 60;INT 3
readiecho.real32(keyboard,screen,Vdc.char)

(Vdc <- <10.0<REAL32)» OR (Vdc > (I50.0(REAL32») 
SEQ , ,. screen ! It.beep 

screen ! it.beep
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''50.0< RE AL32»)

screen ! It.goto; INT 31;INT 4 
char:=Ucar:=
r|ad. echo. rea!32(keybo»rd,screen,Fdr, char)

(F^Q<= (O.KREAL32))) OR (Fdr >= (2.0(REAL32)))

screen ! tt.beep
screen ! II. goto; INT 31-INT 4

(Fdr < (, .0(REAL32»)

screen 1 tt.goto; INT 58;INT 5
char:=0
read.echo.int(keyboard, screen, N, char)

(N < 10) OR (N > 1000)
screen ! tt.beep
screen ! tt.beep
screen ! tt.go.to; INT 58-INT 5
write.full.sirme(screen, xx ")

check. N:=FALSE 
check.mO:=TRUE 
WHILE check.mO 

SEQ
screen ! tt.goto- INT 57;INT 6 
read.echo.real32(keyboard,scrccn,mO,char)

(mO >= <0.5(REAL32))>
screen ! tt.beep 
screen ! tt.goto; INT 57;1NT 6 
wr ite. full, sir mcCscreen, x.x") 

(mO <= 0.0(REAU?2))
screen ! tt.beep 
screen ! tt.goto; INT 57:INT 6 
wr ite. full, sir ingCscrecn, x.x") 

TRUE -• (mO>(O.OCREAL32)))A>VND(m<(0.5(REAL32)))

chccJ^FALSE
check.
WME check.m

screen ! It. goto- INT 30;INT 7 
read.echo.rea!32(keyboard,screen,m,char)

screen ! tt.beep
screen ! tt.goto; INT 30:INT 7
wn te. full. sir mg(screen, JE.JC")
^mO)
screen ! it. beep
screen ! tt.goto; INT 30-INT 7

check. m:=FALSE 
check.controller.gain:=TRUE 
WHILE check. controllcr.gam

screen ! tt.goto; INT 30;INT 8
cbar:=0
read.echo.real32(keyboard.screen,controller.gain,char)

(controller.gain<(0.0l (REAL32))) OR (controller. gain>(5.0(REAL32)))

screen ! it. beep
screen ' tt beep
screen ! tt.eotc-; INT 3G:INT 8
write. full. string(screen. xx ") 

TRUE
check. comroller.gain:=FALSE 

host. to. control ! start. up. data'f-mp:m;N 
host. to. control ! control. data'.Vdc;rdr;controller.gain 
screen ! tt.goto; INT 45:INT20
write. text.hne(screen" Scndine start up data to network") 
screen ! tt.eoto- INT *5;INT 2f
control. to. nost 7 CASE acknowledge. tag -- acknowledge timer setup 
screen ! tt.goto; INT 1 1 JlNT 20 
write. text. lme(screen. Type s for starting )

keyboard ? code 
!I(code=n5) OR (code=83)

screen ! tt.goto; INT 45'INT 2.0
write.text.line(screen. Motor is accelerating .... )
screen ! tt.goto; INT 45-.INT.21 . .
write.text.Imeiscrecn,"Host is waiting for full.speed.tag )TsffnEr7 E
screen ! tt.beep

screen ! tf.g'oto;'INT^FilNT 22 .
write.text.lme(screen "Type q for Quit system )
control.to.host 1 CASE full.speed.tag

IcfeeS ! "igotf; INT 45;1NT 20 .
write.text.line(screcn,"Motor is running at full speed )
screen ! tt.goto; INT 45;INT 21
write.text.lme(screen, i

vectpr.controlJlag:=FALSE
cycling:=TRUE
>:.=.0 .

keyboard ? code 
=45 -- e 

=m-0.05(REAL32)

eyb
• 45 -- decrease m by

code« 
S

-- .mpose lover limit

host. to. control ! change. pwm. parameter. tag 
host. to. control ! pwm.parameter;K;m 

«43 -- increase m by 1%

nL-nv>0-0

mm!i'l (.oft;'EA2) •- impose upper limit 
TRUE
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SKIP
host.to.control ! change .pwm.parameter.tag 
bost.to.control ! pwm.parameter;R:m 

ooe*ZU2 -- decrease reference speed by 60 rpm
Wr.ref.rpm:=Wr.ref.rpm-240.0(REAL32)

Wr.ref. rpm<60.0(RE AL32) 
Wr.ref.rpm:=60.0(REAL32) -- impose lower limit
SEQ m:=m-0.06(REAL32)

m<0.01(REAL32) 
m:=0.01(REAL32)
SKIP

write. real 32(3creen,Wr.ref.rpm,4,l)

fff$T ROUND (r) 
it.to.control ! change.pwm.parameter tae 
it. to. control ! pwm.parameter;K:m 
201 -- increase reference speed by 5 rpm 

.ref.rpm:=Wr.ref.rpm+240.0(REAL32)

Wr l ref.rpm>960.0(REAL32i 
Wrref.rpm:=960.0(REAL32) -- impose upper limit

SEQ 
m:=m-f0.06(REAL32)

write. rea!32( screen, Wr.ref. rpm ,4,1)

RT=fNT ROUND (r)
host. to. control ! change .pwm. parameter. tag 
host. to. control ! pwm.parameter;R;m 

=0^=203
screen ! tt.goto; INT 45:INT 21

screen ! tt.goto; INT 29;INT 4
write. real 32(scrccn,Fdr.4,2J
host. to. control ! change.reference. flux. tag
host. to. control ! fiux.rcf:Fdr•

screen 1 tt.goto; INT 45;INT 21
write. text.lme(screen, "Increase flux by 0.05 Wb
Fdr:=Fdr+0.05(REAL32)i '
screen ! tt.goto; INT 29;INT 4
write. real33(screen,Fdr,4,2J
host. to. control ! change. reference. flux. tag
host. to. control ! flux.rcf;Fdr
de=118code 

SEQ
vec tor. control. flae:=NOT( vector, control, flag) 
streen ! tt.goto; INT 66;INT 4

(vector.control, flag)
host. to.control Ivector.control.tag 
write.text.line(screen," ON ")

host. to. control Ivector.control.tag 
write.text.linefscreen. OFF _) 

(code=81)OR(code=113) -- q' or 'Q.' for Quit
screen ! It.goto; INT 45JNT 20 
write.telt.lmeCscreen" Quitsystescrccn," Quit syst 
creen ! tt.goto; INT 45JNT Zl
rite. te\t.lme(screen" Send finish tag to network ... ) 

host. to. control ! finish.tae 
control. to. host ? CASE acknowledge. tag -- wait [pwm] replynro. o. os 
ylin.r.PALSBygli 
EQ

. . „ for quiting the system ! )

SE 
screen ! tt.beep
:SSSlg:SS?f;INT4SjINT10
write. tcxt.hne(screen, Type Q f 
screen ! tt.goto; INT 45;INT 21 
write .teg t,Une( screen, )

--control. to. host ? CASE Hnk.current;idc -- to be implemented 

control. to. host ? CASE speed. measurc;Wr.elec

(vector. control. flag) „ ... , 
control. to. host 7 CASE coDtrol.parameter;phi;m.buffer;WslTim

SEQ
IF '(i<100) -- display new data every 0.5 second

?Ff)Wr.rpm:=Wr.elcc»4.77465(REAL32) 
Wd;i(Wr.ref.rpm-Wr.rpm)
S screen ! tt.goto; INT 28;INT 135SiM.^r»o'i^lV

' ^'"ferWiWrn

wriie.int(sc«en,Dhi 4) 
screen ! tt.goto; 1NT 36;INT 6 
write.real32(screenjn,buffer.J) 
screen ! ".goto; INTTSO-INT IS 
write.real32(screen,W»l,3,1)

screen ! tt.goto; INT 66-INT 23 
write.teit.linetscrecn. Strike a key ) 
keyboard 7 any

host ()
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PROTOCOL MOTOR
LAiJi

-- On-line command tags 
vector, control.tag 
change, reference, ilux.tag 
change, reference, speed, tag 
change.carrier.freq. tag 
change.pwm.parameter.tag 
forward.tag 
reverse.tag 
dynamic.brake, tag
-- operational tags 
fnllfapeed.tag 
acknowledge.tag 
finish.ug
-- machine.data: data format

i k.uu.ua»,n.i^n..t^.s«.. I\urvi*,J i. IVEi/Jl* Ji Jill 1

lonfrol data : data format : Vdc.Fdr.controller.eain 
itrol.data;R£AL32;REAL32;REAL32 °"er-K ain -,~ 1 -— --••—land channels-- On-line c<_™.^. 

speed.ref;REA.L3
: ;INT;REAL32 - data format: phi.R.m 

-- data format: R,m- (not used
speed.measure: REAL 32
control.pa rameter:INT;REAL32;REAL32
position;REAL32
fmk.currcnt;REAL32

, .32 r tc.m.tnO.r: 
.32 We.Wil.Wr.elec: 
.32 ls.lr,Ls,Lr.Lo,Rs,Rr,Lm.Tr: 
" r ref -elec ' T - ref ' id!1 ' i 1 s ' idr ' i1 r '

phi,m ,Wsl 
Jyet)

>ced.measure :F
:r;!NT;KtAL32:RE.._. _

" ( R£ U-V-^ U ' --- DC link current is read
PROC controKCHAN OF MOTOR control.to.host.bost.to control 

OT?oitrol .to.pwm.pwm.to.control,control.to.current,cur rent.to.control) 
t iA ,32 i.tc.m.mO.r: 
IjA .32VCe.Vysl.Wr.ele

H* 
H^.
I'iA .32 -.^.
t sA .32 phi.angle;

.'cycling,vector.control.flag: 
userio 

i 14math 
i mathvals

,s:=Lm+ls
,r:=Lm+lr

Lo:=Ls-i(Lm*Lm)/Lr) 
Tr:=Lr/Rr
PI2:=PI*2.0(REAL32)
host.to.control ? CASE start.up.data;f;mO;m;N 
control.to.pwm ! start.up.data:f;mO;m:N
host.to.control ? CASE control.data;vdc;Fdr:controller.gam 
Wr.ref.elec:=((2.p(REAL32))*PI)*f ' * 
fc:=500.0(REAL32) -- fixed carrier frcq. used
k: :^ICNT ROUND (r)
pwm.to.control ? CASE acknowledgc.tag -- timer already setup signal 
control.to.host ! acknowledge.lag 
host.to.control 7 CASE forward.fag 
control.to.pwm ! forward,lag 
pwm.to.control ? CASE full.speed.tag 
control.to.host ! full.speed.ia&
current.to.control ? CASE speed.m«asure;Wr.elec -- newly added 
vector, control. flag^FALSt 
cvcline:=TRyE 
WHILE cyclmE 

PRI ALT 
host.to.control ^ CASE

vector.control .1*1 
vector, control .flif -•><>!( vector, control, flag)

change.pwm.paraoxtvr Uf
host.to.control "" CASi pwtn.paramcter:R'm
Wr.ref.elec-««i: OiRFXL ^0*PI)*fc)/((R^AL32 ROUND (R)))--w=2pif 
control.to.pwm ' i.h»nyc p*m.piramcter.tag 
control.to.pwm ' p*m par»mcter;R;m 

change.referente fi j » J4J 
bosl.to.control ^ t ASFfU* ref.rdr

control.10 p»n 1 Un 'lt'*rV
pwm.to.control ^ CAST *fkoo»ledge.tag
control.to.mrr*oi I'l"'^ 1 **
current. 10 control ^ I A^t *<.linow|edge.tag
control. to.hoat l*d(c l

current. to. control *• »sure;Wr.elec
-- the current i» »«mpl<d *pd oKaivrcd at the same rate as the speed
• -current.to.control 1 CASfc Itnk tBrrcnt;idc —to be implemented later 
REAL32 m.bufier
SEQ ... . control .to. bo*i ' •p*«d.B*r*t>rc wr.elcc

(vector.control (l*gi
--The forcing equation* (or the vector control are to be performed at
--a samplmi interval I lm» by Leonard) which is gf DC rated by the
- -host uanipuicr. Note tb«l ibe angular speeds derived from vector control
T.ref: = ( Wr. re f.«Tec-Wr.elec>* controller.gam

-.rtr)/( I.n,.d, l
Wil:-iqi/(Tr*idi) •• W,I ip elec. rad/s 
We =Wil"Wr.elec - We in elec. rad/s 
f-=W<:/PP -- f=We/2*pi 
K:-INT ROUND (fc/f) F 
Vd3:=(ids'Rs)-((|qs*Lp)'We] 
Vqs 4(jds<ls)»wt)+Tiq»*Rs) 
Vm^SQRTfCVds'VdsJ + lVqs'Vqs)) 
m.buffer:=Vm/Vdc

samples over pi radia
D . 

control.to.host ! control. parameter;phi;m 
--phi:=0 .-•*••• changed ?? 
IF

(m.buffer>0.95rR 
m buffer:=0.95Y

(m.buf/er<0.o(RE 
m. buffer:— mO

ntrol. to. pwm ! vector. control -tagntrol to bwm ! vcctor.control.parameter;phi;R;m. buffer
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PR,OJgCOL MOTOR
-- On-line command tags

change, reference, flux.lag
change.reference.speed, tag
change.carrier.freq.tag
change.pwm.parameter.tag
forward.tag
reverse.tag
dynamic.brake.tag
-- operational tags 
full.speed.tag 
acknowledge.tag 
'imsh.Ug?i
machine- machine.data : data format : rl.r2.Ll .L2.LO.M

' ' 1data;RE!jAL32;REAL3i2i l<EAL32;REAL32;REAL32:REAL32

32;INT
--—_. —— . —_ --- —. . . —,. Jr.controllcr.gain 

control,data;RfiAL32;REAL32;REAL?2
- On-lmc command channels

victor.control.parametcr;INT;INT;REAL32 -- data format: phi R m
p»m.parameterINT;REAL32 -- data format: R,m
flux.ref:REAL?2
carner.freq;REAL32 -- (not used yet)
-• feedback channels
speed.measure;

JCHAN OF MOTOR pwm.to.c

EAL32;REAL32 phi.m.Wsl 
.__ J yet) 
ink current is read

ol.to.pwm)

to. timer. data. chan: 
from. ti

. .
timer.data. chan: 
er. control, chan: 

from.timer.control.chan:
bALJi sinA.smljLsinC.Tc.f fc.r,m,mO:Tc.4,Wr: 
EAL32 Tcramp.Tc. 2. ramp.Tc. 4. ramp. f. ramp. m. ramp. f .step. m. step. fO.fc:

' tempA,tempB,tempC:,,. ta.tD,tc,ta.Hi,ta.lo,tb.hi,tb.lo tc.hi.tc.lo: 
T any,char,timc.now,Tc.2,i.R,R.2: 
i soft. start. time, soft. start. time. re f:

LNTI.J kN; 
IOOL cycling: 

TIMER clock: 
INT soft.start.time:

We.Vdc:
4 :

5 0 :
REAL32 We.Vc 
VAL linkOin IS 
VAL ImkOout 1^ . . 
VALHnklinlS 5 : 
VALlmklout IS 1 :I.LJ 1 11igi•m

ifo,
4:E£

w«4

UKI out 10 i : 
i to.timer.data.chan AT 0- 
'. from. timer. data. chan AT 4:
\ to.timer.control.chan AT 1: 
'. from. timer. control. chan AT 5:

1 i=l FOR 501
m:=SINU(0.001(REAL32))*PI)*(REAL32 ROUND (i 
tEE (j<=500)

-1»)

001+k]:=s|k+l]
control.to.pwm ? CASE sta_rt.up,daia;f; 
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 255 
to.timer.data.chan ! BYTE 
to.timer.control.chan ! BY 
to.timer.control .chan 
to.timer.data.chan ! B 
to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.control.chan 
to.timer.data.chan ! r 
to.timer.control .chan 
to.timer.control.chan 
to.timer.control.chan . _ 
to.timer.data.chan ! BY 
to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.data.chan ! Bl 
to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.control.chan ! J 
to.timer.data.chan ! BY 
to.timer.control.chan ! '

;mO;m;N
•- CTimerO,Model ,2-bytc.binary)

"-- (initialise timerO, first byte) 
j 232 --timerO

nitialise timerO, last byte)
1 —timcrO
i

T-- (Timer 1.Model,2-byte,binary)

• initialise timcrlm
• - initialise timcrl

11
./-- (Timer2 lModel,2-bytc.binary)

235 -control 
i 255 
" -- initialise timer2 (first byte)

litialise timer2 (last byte)

by return of loop

Mf*3Ef"Sme:- INT ROUND (1000000.0(REAL32)/Tc)-Tc is ID usec(real) 
-• 0.5 sec per att

to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.data.chan ! Bl 
to.timer.control.chan 
to.timer.control.chan ! . 
to.timer.data.chan! BY. 
to.timer, control .chan 
to.timer.control.chan

comro| eto.5wm?PCASE for«ard.,ag 
WKILE ( Tramp < f)

f.ramp:=f.ramp + f.step _r_.— -»Tin + m.step

<= soft.start.time) --slart.soft.time

TRUE
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Clf IDSK'P

tempA: = ((1000 TIMES i)/R) 
temp A + 1333

AL32)Hm.ramp*sinA}))) 
.AL32J)-(m.ramp*sinB)))) 
AL32»-{ni.ramf*»inC)JJ)

tc.hi:= tc>8)
to.timer.data.chan ! BYTE ta.lo -- load data
to.timer.control.chan ! T"— "
to.timer.control.chan '
to.timer.data.chan ! L .
to.timer.control.chan ! '.
to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.data.chan ! BY 
to.timer.control.chan 
to .timer, control, cban 
to.timer.data.chan ! B 
to.timer.control.chan
to.timer.control.chan! 

ata.cban ! BY 
to.timer.control.chan
.. 

to.timer.data.cb

to.timer, control.chan_ 
to.timer.data.chan ! _ 
to.timer.control.chan 
--to.timer.control .cha 
to.timer.control,cban 

.timer.control .chan

oad data

— load data

'EVj.hT -- load data

KTE 23
c.lo -• load data

iipA:= ((1000 TIMES~ piUei3 L>/R)

'c.4*<n.O(REAL32)>+(m.ramp*sinA)m 
;c.4*(j 1.0(REAL32))+tm.ramp*sinB)})) 
•c.4*(0.0{REAt32)HCm.ramf*siriC))))

tb.bi:
tc.lq:
tc.hi:= tc>8)
to.timer.data.chan ! BY
to.timer.control.chan "
to.timer.control.chan
to.timer.data.chan ! £
to.tjmcr.coDtrol.cbaa ;
to.timer.control.chan ! _ _ __ _ ..
to.timcr.data.chan ! BYTE tb.lo •- load data
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 225
to. timer, control, chan
to.timer.data.chan f

- -- load data:24'.41
load data

to.timer.control.chan ; 
to.timer.coDtrol.chan ! . 
to.timer.data.chan ! BY 
to.timer.control.chan ! ' 
to.timer.control.chan 
to.timcr.data.chan ! 1 
to.timer.control.chan 
--to.timer.control.chan 
to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.control.chan !

:+? AFTER time.now PLUS Tc.2

YTE 247
E tb.hi - load data
"Till?

TE 247
i -- load data
26
247

m:=m.ramp
pwm.to.control ! lull.speed.tag

vclin^ 
PR I ALT

control.to.pwm ? CASE 
vector, control.tag 

SEQ 
control.to.owm ? CASE vector,control.paratneter;phi;R;m

change.pwm.parameter.lag

control.to-pwrn ? CASE pwm.parameter;R;m

wm..to.control ! acknowledge.tag 
yclmg:«FALSE 
* & SKIP 'AR

;k ? time.now

i REM 2) =0
SEO

tempA:= ((1000 TL 
tempB:= tempA + 1 
tempC:= tempA + o 
sinA:-sftempA-*-l

AL32)J-(m*3inA 
.AL32)}-(m*siiiB 
AL32))-(m*sinC

tcA#OOFF) 
tc>8)

to'.timer.data.chan ! BYTE 
to.timer.control.chan gX
to. tjmer. con trol.c---, 
to.timer.data.chan ! 1 
to.timer.control.chan 
to. timer, control, cban la 
lo.tjmer.data.chan ! BYj 
to.timer.control.cban . 
to.timer.control.chan ! , 
to.timer.data.chan ! BY 

j.chan f 
I.chan !

to!timer.control.chan ! 
to.t»mer.control.chan !1 
to.timer.data.chan ! BY 
to.tirner.control.chan I I 
--to.timer.cootrol.cban ! 
to timer.control.chan I I

• Jo •• load data 
i 0- 23
r.bi -- load data

..
to.timer.control,chan 
to.timer.control.chan 
to.timer.data.chan ! BYJ

S«
lo •- load data 
I
23 

.hi -- load data

23 
.lo •- load data

23 
.hi -- load data
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tojimcr.control.chan ! BYTE 247

tempA:= ((1000 TIMES i)/R) + phi 
tempB:= tempA + 1333 
tempC:= tempA + 666

to.timer.data.chan ! BY 
to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.data.chan ! B , 
to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.control.chan ! 
to.timer.data.chan ! B 1] 
to.timer.control.chan !

J.lo -- load data 
24 
.47 

ta.hi -- load data

load data

iu.uiiici.buiJLrui.kDau : o i 
to.timer.data.chan ! BYTE 
to.timer.control.chan ! BY 
to.timer.control.chan ! """' 
to.timer.data.chan ! B i 
to.timcr.control.chan ! 
--to.timer.control.chan * ^ » .^ *,- 
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 31 
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE 23

clock*? AFTER time.now PLUS Tc.2
SI8.P

load data
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PROTOCOL MOTOR

^On-line ^command tags
ange. reference, flux, tag 

rence.speed.fag
change, car rier.freq. tag
change, pwm. pa rameter.tag
forward.tag
reverse.tag
dynamic, brake, tag
-- operational tags
full.speed.tag
acknowledge.lag 
fimsh.tag
-- machine.data : data format : rl.r2,Ll ,L2 1Lo lM 
machine.data;R£AL32;REAL32;tfEAL32;REAL32;REAL32;REAL32
-- startup data : data format : f.mO.m.N 
5tart.up.<jala;REAL32;REAL32;REAt32;INT
-- control data : data format : Vdc,Fdr,controller.gain 
control,data;RE>L32;REAL32;REAL22
-- On-line command channels 
speed.ref;REAL32
vector.control.parameter;INT;INT;REAL32 -• data format: phi.R.m 

* ~' ' ,AL32 -- data format: R.mpwm.paramct 
nun.ref:REAL.- 
carrier.freg;REAL32 
-- feedbacK channels 
speed.measure;RE^' 
control.parameter;!.. . 
p.osition;REAL32 
Fmk.current;REAL32

-- (not used yet)

EAL32;REAL32 -- phi.m.Wsl
-- (pot used yet)
-- DC link currt•rent is read

PROC speed(CHAN OF MOTOR speed.to.current,current.to.speed)

to<t jmg ri<jata>enan .
from.timer.data.chan:
to. timer, control, chan: 

. _. ^ - ._ from.timer.control.chan: 
BOOL cyclme: 
VAL linkOin fS 4 : 
VALlmkOout IS 0 : 
VALlmklmlS 5 : 
VAL linklout IS 1 : 
VAL Hnk2m IS 6 : 
VAL Hnk2out IS 2 : 
VALlinkSin IS 7 : 
VAL Hnk3out IS 3 : 
PLACE to.timer.data.chan AT 0: 
PLACE from.timer.data.chan AT 4: 
PLACE to.timer.control.chan AT 1: 
PLACE from.timer.control.chau AT 5:

_-- programming c; 
to.timer.data.chan :B 
to.timer.control.chan ! _ _ 
to.timer.control.chan ! BY 
to.timer.control.chan ! BY__ 
to.timer.data.chan ! BYTE #0 
to.umer.cootrol.chan ! BYTE 
to.tiroer.contrpl.chan ! 
vclin MRlffi"

YTE *FF

current.to.speed ? CASE finish.lag --finish signal from host via T3

speed.to.current ! acknowledge.tag 
cycling:=FALSE 

TRUf &3KIP
PAR --provoke 64 microsecond timer 

~EAL?2 Wr.elec: 
""ER clock:

E speed.pulse:
time, now, speed, unsealed:

clock ? time.now 
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE #04 
from.timer.data.chan ? speed.pujse 
to.timer.control.chan ! BYTE «FF 
speed.unscaled:= 255 - (INT (speed.pulse))
--WrTelec):= (4pi/2048].''in/p} u n=no.of pulses.p=samphng period 
Wr.clcc:=1.19842(REAL3^(REAL32 ROUND (sDee'd.unscalcd)) 
speed.to.current ! speed.measure ; Wr.elec -- send Wr.elec
--clear counter for next sampling 
to.timcr.data.chan ! BYTE *FF 
to.timer.control.chan J BYTE #08
clotcT?rAFTERL.Cimen nolYPLUsTo - T(..mpling)-5.1 2ms



Appendix B-5 : Current process A-33

PROJgCOL MOTOR
-- On-line command tags 
vector, control.tag 
change, reference, flux, tae 
change.reference .spec d.fag 
change.carrier.freq,tag 
change.pwm.parameter.tag 
forward.Tag 
reverse.tag 
dynamic.brake, tag
-- operational tags 
fullf*peed.tag 
acknowledge .tag

-- machine.data : data format : rl ,r2,Ll ,L2J.o,M 
machmc.data;R^AL32;REAL32;B!EAL32;R^AL32;REAL32;REAL32
-- startup data -data format : f.mO.m.N 
start.up.&ata;REAL32:REAL32;REAll32;INT
-- control data: data format : Vdc.Fdr.controller.gain 
control,daia;R2AL32;REAL32;REAL$2
-• On-line command channels
speed.ref;REAL32
vector.control.parameter;INT;INT;REAL32 -- data format: phi.R.m
pwm.parameterjINT;REAL32 -- data format: R,m
flux.ref:REAL^2
carrier.freq;REAL32 -- (not used yet)
-- fecdbaclt channels
speed.measure; RE AL32
control.parameter;INt;REAL32;REAL32 - phi.m.Wsl
pasition;REAL32 -- (not used yet)
link.current;REAL32 -- DC link current is read

PROC current(CHAN OF MOTOR cur .
. speed, speed, to. current) 
from.adc.to.adc: 

L32 Wr.elec.idc:
idc.lo. byte, idc. hi. byte:

control. to. current ? CASE finish. tag --- — -.. check here 
SEQ

current. to. speed ! finisb.taR -- pass to T2 
speed. to. current ? CASE acknowlcdge.tag -- wait T2 to reply 
current. to. control ! acknowledge. tag -• send ack. back to fiost

speed. to. current 7 CASE speed. measure;Wr.elec
current. to. control ! speed. measurc'Wr.elec
-- current will also be sampled at the same rate (5.12ms) as speed

-- Channel 1 is used for sampling for idc.
S ?o(?adc ! BYTE 1 

from.adc 7 idc.lo. byte
d?mS RE<AL3 C ROuD «(INT idc.lo.bytc)V((INT idc.hi.byte)<8))-2048) 

idc:=(idc*10.0fREAL32))/2048.0(REAL32)
— Only the dc link current is measured. Since the current transformer (CT)
-- has a conversion factor of 0.1 V/A, the actual current is 10 times the

Idc!=idc*10.0(REAL32)
current. to. control ! 1 ink. current; idc



Appendix D: Solution to cross the limit of size of vector A-34 
imposed by AT-MATLAB

The size of the matrix is limited by 8088, and the limited for display is 4044. This 

imposes a severe constraint on the number of samples over a simulation run may well 

extend this number. Since the minimum frequency is application-dependent at least 10 

times the maximum frequency in the model is used. The total simulation time is divided 

into internvals a batch file is used. The simulation programme is run in these intervals. 

The matrix is then sampled a regualr interval by a created function called redm(x,p) , 

which reduces the size of matrix x by factor of p.

The program listing of redm {x, y) is as follows:

function X=redm(Y,p)
% reduce matrix y by p times
n=fix(length(Y)/p);
for i=l:n;
X(i)=Y(i*p); 

end



Appendix E: Eurocard rack system A-35

All the circuits, except for the inverter, were designed with a Eurocard format and were 

mounted inside a cased Eurocard rack system. The case of the rack was earthed to 

protect the circuits inside from radio frequency interference (RFI) which is commonly 

found in motor drive applications. A backplane printed circuit board (PCB) that can 

hold up to 16 Eurocards was constructed. This back board provides the interconnections 

between the cards and connection points for the power supplies (+Vcc, -Vcc) and the 

system ground. The Eurocard rack system provides a very convenient and industrially 

standard way for further hardware development. Only six out of the sixteen Eurocard 

spaces have been used in this project. The point-to-point connection of the transputer 

with other circuits simplifed interfacing and the development of the prototype system.

Fig.E Eurocard rack system hosting the interfacing circuits



Appendix F: Motor data and equivalent circuit A-36

(a) Specification of the induction motor under investigation at rated operation

— 2.2kW, 3-Phase, 4 Pole, 240V (A-connected), slip 4.91% (50Hz)
— Encoder (1024 pulse/rev) fitted at non-drive end for vector control
— Forced ventilation

(b) Machine equivalent circuit:

Xi Ri X2S

Xmg Rmg RFe R2S

Stator leakage inductance, Xi
Stator resistance, RI
Magnetising reactance, Xmg
Equivalent resistance for mechanical losses,Rmg
Equivalent resistance for for iron losses, RFC
Leakage inductance (referred to stator), X2S
Rotor resistance, R2S

3.661 Q. 
3.76 Q 
84.2 Q 
1387 Q 
1153 Q. 
8.765 Q 
2.571 Q.

(c) Slide of the induction motor under investigation
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Appendix-H Experimental setup for results of chapter 4

Fig.Hl Block diagram of experimental setup for results of
chapter 4

Fig.H2 The A-B-C to D-Q transformer employing 
operational amplifiers and RC circuit
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INTRODUCTION

.;al sampling and regular asymmetric sam- 
processes are commonly used in pulse- 
nodulated (PWM) inverter drives and 

iterruptible power supplies. With the ad- 
t of today's microprocessors and 
^controllers which are of much higher 
jilting and control power compared with 
,e in the past, the implementations of 
tt sampling processes have gradually been 
jged from analogue to digital means. 
wer, most of the literature available 
rs that microprocessor-based systems using 

methods for PWM generation (1) are not 
formed in real-time. The most common tech- 

is to compute the switching angles 
f-line', for a particular set of 
meters, usually the frequency of the 
listing wave, the frequency ratio and the 
ilation index. The values are then stored 
memory as a look-up table. The 

toprocessor simply generates the pul se- 
modulated wave by clocking out the cor- 

onding values in the table for the given 
es of parameters input. The disadvantages 
such a system is its inflexibility and 
ir-utilisation of the microprocessor.

recently introduced transputer, by INMOS,
brought concerns in various areas of

rtime control due to its fast speed and
ilities to support parallel processing
, Although the work associated with AC
»r control to date, is elementary, it is
ieved that the concept of parallel

Kessing can be exploited in the inherent
allelism which exists within a high per-
nance AC motor drive system, when advanced
trol strategies such as adaptive control
needed to be incorporated. The applica-

n of transputers is strongly expected to
tinue in this area.

paper presents the initial work corn- 
ted on the application of the INMOS IMS

transputer for implementation of the 
ural sampled and regular asymmetric 
led PWM processes. For the natural 
led process, a digital-to-analogue con- 
:er (DAC) was used to produce the modulat- 
and carrier waveforms. The comparison of 
two waveforms was delegated to a hardware 

'parator, which outputed the modulated 
'form. For the regular asymmetric sampled 
•SB, a timer circuit was used to output 

PWM waveform directly. The programs were
written in OCCAM 2. The experimental 

Its of the regular sampled asymmetric PWM
verified by the simulation of the 

veform.

THE TRANSPDTER AND OCCAM

{M shows the architecture of the IMS T414 
FWsputer. It consists of a 32-bit proces- 
**' 2 Kbytes on-board memory and 4 hardware

channel links. The on-board memory provides 
fast local memory access and helps to solve 
the problems associated with processor-to- 
memory bottlenecks. The hardware channels 
provide point-to-point data communications at 
a basic rate of 20 Mbytes per second. Fig. 2 
shows how a pipeline or an array of 
transputers can be connected by the hardware 
links of each individual transputer to per 
form parallel processing.

OCCAM is a low-level concurrent programming 
language which is also developed by INMOS. It 
is closely related to the transputer. The 
transputer was actually designed to enable 
optimal implementations of OCCAM with respect 
to concurrency and communications. A distinct 
feature of OCCAM is the inclusion of an in 
struction called PAR (abbreviated for 
PARallel), which allows the programmer to ex 
press parallelism in program code.

3. TWO COMMON METHODS OF PULSE-WIDTH MODU 
LATED (PWM) SAMPLING PROCESS

Natural sampling

It is a well-establised sampling method in 
communication engineering . Early develop 
ments of PWM power inverter have been cen 
tered on this method because it is intrinsi 
cally analogue and can easily be implemented 
by a analogue comparator. Fig.3 shows the 
generation of natural sampled PWM. The 
switching edges of the width-modulated pulses 
can only be expressed by a transcendental 
equation as follows (3),

t l~t 2 = Tc/2*[l+M/2*(sinwt 1 +sinwt 2 )] —(1)

where Tc is the carrier period,
M is the modulating index, and 
w is the angular frequency of the 
modulating wave.

The solving of eqn.(l) by a digital computer 
usually involves a number of iterations and 
it is therefore unrealistic to calculate the 
switching pulses directly in real-time. Thus, 
the switching angles for different voltages 
are usually computed 'off-line' by a computer 
and the values stored in a look-up table. 
Comparison of the carrier and modulating 
waves can either be done by hardware or 
software means, which are described fully in 
ref(4).

Regular Asymmetric Sampling

This method of sampling has also been well- 
recognised in the communication industry 
before being applied to PWM inverters. The 
generation of the modulated pulses is shown 
in Fig.4. Unlike natural sampling, it is in 
herently a digital method in which the mag 
nitude of regularly spaced samples of the
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modulating wave determines the pulsewidth. 
The width of the nth pulse of a regular 
sampled PWM waveform, which was used in the 
OCCAM program to generate the experimental 
results in this paper, is defined as (4),

Tn=(Tc/2)*{H-(-l) n-'- 1 MM/2)*(sinAn+sinAn+1 n

where A=pi*n/R, and R is the frequency ratio 
or the carrier wave to modulating wave.

4. SYSTEM HARDWARE

The transputer system used was the INMOS B004 
board hosted by a IBM-AT compatible. Fig. 5 
shows the hardware schematic diagram for the 
generation of PWM by natural sampling. Stan 
dard INMOS link adaptors were used for exter 
nal interfacing. TTL buffers were used for 
link-to-link connections. The buffers, al 
though introduce typical TTL propagation 
delays, do not affect the speed of communica 
tion. Extra protection is also provided for 
the link on one end should the link on the 
other end becomes faulty. The multi-channel 
12-bit D-to-A converter receives 2 bytes of 
data in succession , firstly the least sig 
nificant bit (LSB) , then the most sig 
nificant bit (MSB). The first 4 bits of the 
MSB are ignored. This is then followed by a 
byte word for selecting to which channel the 
previous 12-bit data is output. The handshak 
ing of data communication is achieved by 
simple hardware TTL gates. The modulating and 
carrier waves are inputed to a common 
analogue differential comparator, which then 
outputs the natural sampled modulated wave.

Fig.6 shows the hardware schematic for 
regular asymmetric sampling process. Two link 
adaptors are used for communications with the 
programmable timer. One is for data and the 
other is for control signals. Buffering and 
handshaking are similar to the previous cir 
cuit. The timer outputs the modulated wave 
directly by timing out the loaded value 
,which corresponds to the pulse-width, in its 
counter register.

5. THE OCCAM PROGRAMS

The OCCAM prograas were developed under the 
transputer development system (TDS) IMSD700D. 
The program source codes were created by a 
special full screen structured editor which 
uses the concept of 'folding up' parts of the 
program. This provides a very efficient 
method of navigating around and viewing parts 
of a large program 15). Fig.7a shows the OC 
CAM source program at its top level for the 
natural sampled process . The symbol '...' 
represents a fold which contains more program 
lines within. The program layout, as may be 
seen, serves the purpose of flowcharting. 
Fig.Sa shows the OCCAM source program for 
regular asymmetric sampled process.

6. SIMULATION OF REGULAR ASYMMETRIC SAMPLING 
USING PC-MATLAB

The experimental result of the regular asym 
metric sampling was compared with that from 
the simulation of the waveform by a software 
package called PC-MATLAB. The package 
provides built-in Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) routines for spectrum analysis and 
facilities for graphics. Number of samples

used for simulation was IK (1024).

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The modulating and carrier wave of the 
natural sampled PWM wave and the frequency 
spectrum is shown in Fig.7, with modulating 
frequency(f)=40Hz, frequency ratio(r)=6 and 
modulation index(m)=1.0. This is compared 
with the regular asymmetric sampled PWM 
having the same values of f, r and m , as 
shown in Fig.8. It is seen that the frequency 
spectrum for regular asymmetric sampled PWM 
wave is superior to that of the natural 
sampled. This is in agreement with much early 
works which have been done in this area (6). 
The simulated result for asymmetric sampling 
is found in close agreement with the ex 
perimental result.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The results of an initial investigation on 
the application of transputer in the genera 
tion of pulse-width modulated waveforms by 
two commonly used sampling methods have been 
presented with verified experimental results. 
A single-transputer system (B004 board) has 
been used to generate the results. It is 
hoped that more work will be focused on using 
a multi-transputer system in the future, so 
that inherent concurrency within the system 
can be realized. Fig.9 shows the generation 
of a regular sampled, asymmetric, 3-phase PWM 
wave in parallel, using the 'PAR' instruc 
tion, and the results of from the execution 
of the program. Although the program has been 
developed in a single-transputer system, it 
can easily be configured to run in a multi- 
transputer system. The use of the PAR in 
struction is also expected to be extended to 
in a later stage of the project, which is in 
tended to incorporate adaptive control into 
the system.

(The trademarks belonging to INMOS Ltd. and 
IBM are acknowledged.)
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A DIGITAL MODEL FOR A THREE-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE USING A PERSONAL 

COMPUTER (PC) SOFTWARE PACKAGE

CK.P.Luk, M.G Jayne, D.Rees, D.W.Schapcr

Department of Electronics and Information Technology, Polytechnic of Wales, 
Treforest, Pontypridd, Mid Glamorgan CF37 1DL, U.K.

Abstract. A discrete state variable method is used to develop a digital model for a three-phase induction motor 
drive. It is shown that the computation required in solving the fifth-order non-linear differential equation of 
the motor is greatly simplified by the exclusive use of matrices. The model can be adapted to the study of 
steady state as well as dynamic performance of the machine when fed from an inverter. Pulse-width 
-modulated (PWM) waves are used to test the model which is based on d-q transformations of the motor 
equations. The validity of the model is confirmed by experimental results obtained from a transputer-based 
PWM inverter drive system.

Keywords. a-C-motors, discrete svstems.electric drives, Fourier transforms, matrix algebra, modelling, power 
converter, simulation, transputer.

INTRODUCTION

The operational advantages of using PWM techniques for the 
control of induction motors over alternative methods are 
reflected by the considerable research effort that has been 
described in the literature over recent years. An essential part of 
these developments has been the requirement for an efficient 
and accurate model of the motor in order to examine the 
performance of a diversity of inverter control strategies. Such a 
model, results in the general solution of a non-linear, fifth-order 
differential equation with an input structure which is 
non-sinusoidal (Base, 1986). This, together with the subsequent 
Fourier analysis of various waveforms, requires both good 
mathematical knowledge and a considerable amount of 
computing power. Because the majority of ax. machines in the 
past were supplied with sinusoidal or near sinusoidal waveforms, 
frequency domain methods were preferred as system analysis 
tools (Jacovides, 1973; Murphy, 1976; Jain, 1984). With the 
number of induction motor drives fed from non-sinusoidal 
variable frequency supplies increasing, there has been an 
obvious incentive to use a time domain analysis where all 
quantities are expressed explicitly instead of the sum of infinite 
series, as required in the case of frequency domain methods. The 
classic papcrprcscnted by Upo(Upo, 1977) has shown that even 
the simulation of a quasi-square inverter in the time domain 
requires very intensive computation. It has been further 
demonstrated that (Bowes and Clare, 1983), although accuracy 
is gained by using time-domain methods, the mathematical 
complexity involved may dissuade an engineer from adopting 
such an approach.

In an attempt to demonstrate that the state variable method is one 
of the most useful means to model a non-linear, multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) motor model, the authors used a 
discrete state-variable method which involved only matrix 
manipulations. With the facilities provided by a personal 
computer (PC) software package which gives access to a library 
of subroutines for matrix manipulations, considerable 
computational simplification is achieved. It is also believed that 
such a digital model in state-variable form, provides a basis for 
further development of a modern real-time digital controller in 
which state-variable methods are commonly used.

MODELLING OF POWER 
CONDITIONING STAGE

The power conditioning stage is achieved by a 3-phase 
pulse-width moduated (PWM) inverter. There are numerous 
PWM generation schemes available (Jayne, Bowes and Bird, 
1977). However, only the regular sampled asymmetric 
modulated PWM waveform is discussed here due to its wide 
popularity and ease of generation by a digital computer. The 
method described below for the generation of a discrete PWM 
waveforms from a continuous one applies to any PWM scheme 
with known switching angles.

ic Tune
The analytical expression for the pulse-width of the nm pulse of 
the phase a of a 3-phase regular sampled asymmetric modulated 
PWM waveform, is given by (Bowes and dements, 1982),

uamm ««+ sin «*+;)] (1)

where Te is the period of the carrier wave, M is the modulation 
index, On=iuifR, and R is the frequency ratio of the carrier wave 
to the modulating wave. The corresponding pulse-widths for 
phase b and e can be found by replacing On by 6n and CB in 
eqn.(l) respectively, where bn =an-12ff' and d<

It is found that in the real-time generation of a three phase 
PWM waveform, a more efficient method is to modify 
eqn.(l) to :

Tc/4*[l-M'sin a*] , for n is odd (la)

(Ib)
la'(n)

These equations were used in both the simulation and in the 
generation of the real-time PWM waveforms described in the 
paper at a later stage.

PfrfTfttillE tiff fWM Waveforms
The choice of sampling period,?!, is basically influenced by two 
factors - accuracy and computational time. The higher the 
sampling frequency, the closer is the discrctized model to its 
continuous analogue model, and the longer becomes the
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computational time. On the other hand, the sampling period 
should be small compared with the dominant time constant of 
(be system. The continuous PWM waveform described by 
eqn.(la) and (Ib) is discretized by means of the sampling 
process illustrated in Fig.l(a). The fictitious carrier waveform is 
shown here for reference. S(n) is the sampling pulse in discrete 
time domain and ha(n) is the resulting discretized PWM 
waveform. Fig.l(b) shows the program written in the simulation 
programming language (discussed later) for the discretization of 
the PWM waveform. In the program, 5 and ha are matrix vectors. 
The variable p indicates the corresponding element in the 
matrix. The first two lines in the program are used to generate 
the sampling pulse chain matrix vectors. The number of samples 
(AT) over half of the carrier cycle (Tc/2) can be chosen by the user. 
The following sections of the program describe the sampling 
process. It is evident from Fig.l(a) that, if the pulse-width of the 
PWM waveform is less than Tt , that pulse may not be sampled. 
For the regular sampled asymmetric modulated PWM 
waveform, and in fact most of the PWM schemes, there is no 
switching at the instants corresponding to the apexes of the 
(fictitious) carrier waveform if the modulating index is less than 
1. Thus, to ensure that those pulses with pulse-width less than 
the sampling period arc sampled, it is necessary not only to have 
an integral number of pulses per half carrier cycle, but also to 
synchronize the sampling pulse chain with the apexes of the 
carrier wave. It was found that in this investigation, if the number 
of samples taken was 10 per half carrier cycle, a good 
compromise between accuracy and computational time was 
acheived.

MODELLING OF MACHINE

The operation of a three phase induction motor, for purposes of 
analysis, is basically the interaction between two sets of coils 
with relative motion as shown in Fig.2(a). The associated 
equations are represented in compact matrix form as.

S iafy= S D iabc

JZi Ldildt (2)

where R, L and G are 6x6 square matrices of the winding 
coefficients; v and I are 6-element column matrices; and (Or is 
the rotor speed.

To improve computational efficiency, eqn.(2) is usually 
transformed into a d-q axis fixed either on the slator or the rotor 
or rotating in synchronism with the applied voltages. The 
transformation referred to the stator is chosen and can be divided 
into two steps as shown in Fig.2(b )and 2(c).

The first step involves the three-phase to two-phase 
transformation with no change of space-frame, as shown in 
Fig.2(b). The current transformation from frame (A,B,C) to 
(D&T) for the stator , and (a,b,c) to (o.p'.x) for rotor, can be 
expressed in matrix forms as,

IDQT "DlABC (3) 

"Diabc W

Similar relationships arc true for voltages. The second step 
involves the change of space-frame for the rotor, as shown in 
Fig.2(c). The current transformation from frame (o,fJ,x) to 

0, can be expressed in matrix forms as,

(5)

or, (6)

Similar relationships are true for the voltages.The matrices D, S 
and C are as defined in the Appendix.

The motor equation in d-q form referred to the stator may 
therefore be expanded as,

Vds

vv 

Vdr 

Vqr

R,+L,p 0 

0 Rj+Ltp

pM <OrM 

pM

pM 0

0 pM

r+Lrp VrLr

)rLr Rr+Lrp

• >

ids

«*>

idr

idr

(7a)

If this equation is put into the form of eqn.(2), the order of the 
matrices will be reduced by 2 as a result of the d-q 
transformations. Thus, RJ* and G become 4x4 matrices, and v,i 
arc 4-element column matrices. The electromagnetic torque Te 
is given by,

Te = n i G iT (7b)

where n is the number of pole-pairs and I is the transpose of i. 
Eqn.(7a) and Eqn.(7b) may be combined together to form a 
fifth-order equation,

vv

*

R,+L,p 0 pM 0 0

0 R*+L*p 0 pM 0

pM tOrM Rr+Lrp u>rir 0

-<OrM pM IfirLr Rr+Lrp 0

iqrM idrM idrLr -iqrLs Jp+Rf

ids

iqs

iqr

idr

0>r

(8)

Combining (4) and (S) gives,

Te

where/ is the moment of inertia of the rotating mass, and RF is 
a mechanical coefficient representing dissipation due to friction 
and windage.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMULATION

Simulation Software Package PC-MATLAB 1 
The PC-MATLAB is a high-level user-friendly programming 
software package suitable for the design and analysis of control 
systems. As the abbreviated name (MATrix LAfioratory) 
implies, the software handles data exclusively in matrix form
and is hosted by a PC with a maths co-processor. A subroutine 
library consisting of many useful matrix functions such as 
Fourier Transforms and the solution of the state-transition 
matrix in exponential form. It can also impon programs written 
in C or Fortran. The graphic output facility contains standard 
output format such as Hewlett Packard Graphic Language 
(HPGL) so that output data can be transferred with great ease.

Solution of State Variable Equation
Digitizing the state variable equation. The machine equation 
described by eqn.(7a) can be written in standard stale- 
variable form as,

x * AJT +Bu (Q)

1PC-MATLAB User's Guide. 1988.

SRO
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where x is the state variable of the transformed current vector 
and u is the PWM input vector to the d-q frame; and A., B are 
as defined in the Appendix

The discrete form of eqn.(9) is given by,

x(n+l) * Qx(n) + Tufa; (W) 

where, O , **T|« / +ATt+(l/2f)A2Tt2^

Since the PWM input ufnTJ over the period, nT, 
(it+l)T,, is constant, then,

r«=[/r,
The transformation from eqn.(9) to (10) is achieved by a 
command called c2d (continuous to discrete) provided by 
MATLAB. The sampling time Tt is chosen to be the same as in 
the discretization of the PWM waveform.

Initial condition. The inherent symmetry of the induction motor 
voltage and current waveforms when supplied from a balanced 
source can be used to find the initial conditions of eqn.(10). 
Depending on the symmetry of the waveform, one of the 
following relations may be used (Bowes and Clare, 1983).

For waveforms with no half-wave symmetry,

And for waveforms with half-wave symmetry,
JT(tVIV6)=S2X(t)

(Ha)

(lib)

where T is the period of the waveform, and Si and £2 are as 
defined in the Appendix.

Thus, for a half-wave symmetrical model, if the/) sample 
is at T/6, then from eqn.(lO), the following equations may be 
obtained.

r«(0) (12a)

(12b) 

(12c)

By multiplying equations (12a), ...(12b), _.(12c> with 
Q?~',..^l respectively, and through the process of 
summation and elimination the following equation for 
x(0) can be obtained.

jt(0)

P-l

i-0
(13)

Once the initial vector xfO) is obtained, the complete solution for 
the state equation of the motor currents can then be found as a 
matter of routine by means of eqn.(10). Fig.3 shows one of the 
phase currents with the PWM voltage waveform at the sampling 
points over onc-cixth of its cycle. These sampled currents 
7(0).J(l).JtP) can be found by inverse transformation of the 
discrete state variables jr(OV-x(l>-JC(p) by means of eqn.(3).

nArvais of the W
Two Fourier transform commands are provided by PC-MATLAB 
- the discrete Fourier Transform (dft) and the fast Fourier 
Transform (01). Quantities represented in the time domain stored 
in a row or column matrix T can be transformed to the frequency 
domain and stored in another matrix. F. Thus,

orF-4fl(T)

The number of samples to be used in the/jft should be equal to 
2" (where n is an integer value). A matrix with a number of terms 
less than f will be filled up with zeros before the transform is 
performed. The number of samples chosen is restricted by the 
condition required to synchronize the sampling pulses with the 
apexes of the carrier waveform (see Fig.la). This means that if 
the frequency ratio/? is not equal to 2" itself, then the number of 
samples//, which is equal to the number of sample per period of 
carrier wave, say k, times the frequency ratio R, cannot be a 2" 
number either. In such cases, k should be chosen such that kxR 
is near to 2" to avoid unacceptable errors due to the filled zeros 
in the matrix. Alternatively, the dft may be used at the expense 
of an increase in the computational time. In this paper, the 4ft 
was used for values of/! not equal to 2".

SIMULATION RESULTS

J»WM Inverter Voltage Waveforms
The common method of controlling the induction motor by 
keeping the ratio of vo)tage-to-frcquency (or modulation index 
to frequency) constant is illustrated in Fig. 4 and S. It may be 
noted that al higher frequency operations, low frequency ratios 
(see Fig.5) are used to limit the switching frequency and 
associated inverter losses. At lower frequency operations, the 
modulation index is small and voltage pulses are widely 
separated, resulting in high harmonic distortion. Therefore, 
higher frequency ratios (see Fig.4) are used to improve the 
harmonic content of the inverter output voltage . The process of 
changing from one pulse number per cycle to another is 
commonly known as 'gear changing'.

Motor Current imd Voltage Waveforms 
The transformed PWM stator voltages (v^v^s) and stator 
currents (u»tp) in the d-q frame are shown in Fig.6. It can be 
shown that v& represents the line voltage and vv is a scaled 
version of the phase voltage (Bowes and dements, 1982). By 
plotting the ̂ -quantities against the 4-quantities, the locus of the 
phasor voltage or current waveforms can be obtained. Fig.7 
shows the locus of the voltage phasor for the PWM inverter at a 
frequency ratio (RJ of 21. It should be noted that as the frequency 
ratio increases, the locus of the phasor will approach a circle. 
Fig.8 shows the typical motor phase currents, which were found 
by inverse transformation of id, and if.

Spectrum iV"OT?b Of Current And Voltflf Wf reforms 
The harmonic spectrum of the PWM inverter voltage waveforms 
illustrated in Fig.4 and Fig.5 are shown in Fig.9 and Fig.lO 
respectively. It can be seen that, by comparing Fig.9 and Fig.10, 
the magnitude, of the fundamental frequency component is 
proportional to the modulation index. The lower harmonics 
which are more harmful to the motor, are either greatly reduced 
or canceled when high values of frequency ratio R are used.

Torue
The simulation results show mat the ripples of the 
electromagnetic torque generated is largely influenced by the 
value of the frequency ratio used. The magnitude of the ripples 
reduces as the frequency ratio increases. Fig.ll shows the 
waveform of a typical electromagnetic torque when a low 
frequency ratio is used.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results presented in this section were obtained from a 
transputer-based PWM inverter system (Fig.12). Due to its fast 
processing speed, the transputer was used to generate a 3-phasc 
PWM waveform in real-time, using the same expressions u 
described in eqn.(la) and (Ib). The programs were coded in
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OCCAM, a programming language closely assocailed with the 
transputer. The resulting PWM signals were fed to a 3-phase 
metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) 
inverter via an interface circuit. A 2.2kW 3-phase cage rotor 
induction motor was used for the test. The instrument used to 
display the results in the d-q frame consisted of a 3-phase to 
2-phase transformer employing operational amplifiers and R-C 
circuits. It is shown that the experimental results compare 
favourably with the simulation results (see Fig. 13-16),

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the solution of the discretized state 
variable formulated machine model of a 3-phase induction motor 
is greatly simplifed by the use of matrices. The software package, 
PC-MATLAB, has proved itself as an ideal tool to provide a 
solution to the problem of machine simulation described in this 
paper. It allows engineers to analyze machine models in 
state-variable form without involving considerable 
mathematical complexity, and also provides computing power 
at an affordable cost as in contrast lo main-frame or 
mini-computers. It is believed that with the ever-increasing 

, computing power offered by microprocessors, simulation of 
machine at PC level will become more cost effective and popular 
in the future.
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[jst Of Symbols.
P
R.
Rr
U
Lr
M

APPENDIX
differential operator
staler resistance
rotor resistance
staler leakage inductance
rotor leakage inductance
mutual inductance
angular speed of rotor (electrical)

State Variable Equation For Induction Motor. The equations for 
toe general induction machine model in d-q frame with the usual 
assumptions can be expressed in matrix form as:

(0

where v
Matrices/? -V. C. S± and 5?. The matrices D. S and C used 
in the transformations of frame are defined as:

"l 1/2 1/2
0 -3/2 3/2

1/V2 1//2 1//2

cos<ort
-oinoV

1//2 1//2

coscorf sincorf 0
-sin coK cos corf 0

0 01

COS (COT/-120*)]
-sin (wrt-120*) 

1V2 J

"R,O o o "
0 R.O 0
0 0 Rr O
0 0 0 Rr

L=
"uo o o "

0 L.O 0
0 0 LrO
0 0 0 Lr

vp \dr 
[i4 191 i* i,
transpose of the matrix v

000 
000 
MOM 
0 -M 0

Rearranging (i) gives,

The matrices Si and 52 used to express the inherent symmetry 
of the motor waveform are defined as:

or, p»

Thus, by comparing (ii) w>th the standard stale-variable 
equation (iii),

-1/2
/3/2 

0
0

V3/2
-1/2 
0
0

0
0

-1/2
V3/2

0 "

0 
.V3/2
-1/2

Si-
1/2

-^3/2 
0
0

V3/2
1/2 
0

0
0

1/2
OV3/2

(n-l)Tc/2 nTe/2 (n+
1 1

0
0

V3/2
1/2

xeAr+flu
it gives A and JET, which are defined as in (iv).ir/?'*"*^

T«-(TC/2)/N; lYIc/Z S-0:T»:H*T«*(2*R);
I p-l;q-l;1 i__ ^ _ ̂  .*»*n.

(iii)

(iv)

FicUUous 
Carrier wave

PWU waveform 

pul«e mini innn

for
if r«»<q,2) >0 

if S(p)<ta' 
ha(p)— 1;

•!•« 
ha(p)-l; 

•ad,

I • • T • • I 
DiaercUzed PVM ..i... ' ••• * « ^

Ume

if S(p)<ta'(q)+(q-l)*(Tc/2) 
ba(p)-l;

•ilM
n*(p)— i; 

•nd, 
•nd, 

•nd,
*nd(VINMUvfM^ Fig.1Di««az.tionofPWMW.veform W/>rOrflm
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0>) (c) 
Fig. 2 Transformation of Induction Motor Windings to

d-q frame
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^
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Fig. 3 Sampled Phase Current over one-sixth of Cycle

1- 
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Vb
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u>l(rad) 
Fig.4 Voltage Waveforms of Inverter with

f=50Hz,M/f=0.02,R=9

cor(rad)
FigJ Voltage Waveforms of Inverter with 

f=35Hz, M/f=0.02 and R-15.

cot(rad) 
" (•) Dura-cm Voltage md Cunent (wfc,U>) 0>) Ou«lnnir<xii Vdage and Current (vtp,i<p)

Fig.6 PWM stator voltages and currents
waveforms in d-q frame with 

f=50Hz, M-0.99 and R=15 and slip>O.OZ

cof(rad)

Fig.7 Locus of Stator Phrnsor of PWM Wavefrom ig^ Motor Phase Cnrrcnts with
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fundamental 
frequency

H^harmauc

/

harmonic "brdir

Fig. 9 Harmonic Spectrum of PWM Wave 
corresponding to Fig.4

tot(rad)

Fig. 11 Electromagnetic Torque 
(f=50HzrM-0.99,R=6^1ip=0.02)

15*

fundamental 
fnquoicy

ttarmonic "Order
Fig. 10 Harmonic Spectrum of PWM Wave 

corresponding to Fig-5

Fig. 12 Block Diagram of Experimental Setup

Fig. 13 Experimental Result corresponding to Fig. 5 Fig. 14 Experimental Result corresponding to Fig.7

Fig. 15 Experimental Result corresponding to Fig.8 Fig. 16 Experimental Result corresponding to Fig. 9
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THE TRANSPUTER CONTROL OF VARIABLE SPEED INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVES

C K P Luk, M G Jaync, D Recs
Department of Electronics and Information Technology, Polytechnic of Wales, Pontyprkid, Mid Glamorgan CF37 1DL,
United Kingdom

t- The results of an initial investigation into the application of the transputer to the control of a 2.2 kW 4-pole 
3-phase induction motor are presented. A novel method has been developed for the generation of a 3-phase pulse-width 
modulated (PWM) waveform in real-time by virtue of the fast computing speed of the transputer. Experimental results on 
the generation of the PWM waveforms and a 'soft-start' process for the induction motor are also included. The results of 
a simulation study of the motor shows the necessity of the 'soft-start' process. The limitations of the transputer drive 
system and further developments of the present work are discussed.

Keywords, Variable Speed Drive, Transputer, OCCAM, Pulse-width Modulation (PWM). Parallel Processing, Induction 
Motor, Vector Control.

INTRODUCTION
When pulse-width modulation (PWM) strategies were first applied to 
the generation of variable-voltage, variable-frequency (VWF) power 
sources for the control of variable speed induction motors in the early 
70's, they were mainly implemented by analogue means (Jayne, 
1983). By the mid 70's, look-up table methods in which 
predetermined switching angles were stored in memory, were then 
gradually developed and used in digital systems. However, the 
processing speed of the microprocessors available at that time was not 
fast enough for the generation of PWM waveforms in real-time. As a 
result, most of the digital PWM systems used the microprocessor to 
generate PWM waveforms by clocking out the corresponding values 
in the look-up table for a specified operational condition of the 
inverter (Dwyer, 1979).

The recent technical advancements and falling prices of power 
semiconductors and microprocessors, together with an increasing 
demand for high performance AC drive systems, have resulted in 
some authors (Kubo, 1985; Harashima, 1985) designing 
multi-processor based induction motor drive systems. Such systems 
have the advantages of increased computing power and hence the 
capability and flexibility to implement complex control schemes. 
Advanced 'vector control' schemes were launched in these systems 
and good experimental results were reported. On the other hand, since 
the processors in these systems shared a common memory, extra 
design effort was required to avoid the problem of 'bus contention'. 
Moreover, programming the processors 'in parallel* is relatively more 
difficult than conventional sequential programming and a high overall 
efficiency of the multi-processor system may be difficult to achieve 
(Howe and Moxon, 1987). This partly explains why further 
developments on the application of multi-processors to drive systems 
have not been widely reported.

The recently introduced transputer by INMOS has brought concern in 
various areas of real-time control due to its fast speed and facilities to 
support parallel processing (INMOS, 1988). Although the work 
associated with AC motor control to date is elementary, it is believed 
the concept of parallel processing can be exploited in the inherent 
parallelism existing within high performance AC motor drive systems 
when advanced control strategies such as 'vector-control' are to be 
incorporated (Asher and Summer,1990). The application of transputers 
is strongly expected to continue in this area. This paper presents the 
result of the initial work on the application of the transputer in the 
control of variable speed induction motor drives. The widely used 
'Regular Sampled Asymmetric' PWM scheme was employed to 
generate a three-phase PWM waveform in real-time by the transputer. 
Experimental results on the 'soft-starting' of a three-phase 2.2 kW 
induction motor are included.

THE TRANSPUTER AND OCCAM
The emergence of the transputer can be seen as a combined result of 
the rapid development of the Very Urge Scale Integrated (VLSI) 
devices and the increasing demand for processors which support 
parallel processing. The name 'Transputer', derived from the two 
words 'TRANSistor' and 'comPUTER , underlines its original design 
intention As transistors have been the building blocks of computers, 
so will transputers be the building blocks of multi-processor systems.

OCCAM which was developed alongside with the transputer, is a
based exp.icit.y on a mode.

of concurrency and communication which is well matched to the 
architecture of the transputer. Fig.l illustrates that the close 
relationship of OCCAM with the transputer in the design of a 
multi-processor system is similar to that of Boolean algebra with logic 
gates in the design of discrete digital circuits.

SYSTEM HARDWARE
The simplified block diagram of the complete PWM inverter drive 
used in this investigation is shown in Fig.2. It consists of the transputer 
system, the interface, the power conditioning unit and the motor. The 
transputer system consists of a 'host' transputer mounted inside i 
personal computer, and two external transputers mounted on a 
separated board. The interface includes mainly the pulse-width 
modulation waveform generator and the associated circuitry. The 
power conditioning unit consists of a three-phase inverter bridge 
which uses metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors 
(MOSFET) as the switching devices.

Transputer System
The transputer system consists of a standard BOOS board hosted by a 
IBM compatible personal computer and a B003 board which consists 
of four T414 transputers as shown in Fig.3. A program called 'server' 
run on the host computer provides access to the screen, keyboard, and 
filing system for the TDS. Only two of these four transputers were 
used to produce the results in this paper. The transputer development 
system (TDS) runs on the BOOS board.

PWM Waveform frfnrrating Circuit
The schematic block diagram for the PWM generator is shown in 
Fig.4. It consists mainly of two standard INMOS link adaptors 
(1MSC011), an Intel 8254 programmable interval timer, and 
buffers/logic gates. The link adapters are both configured in mode 1 as 
a serial-to-parallel peripheral interface. The upper link adapter (LA1) 
is used for the output of data to the 8254 timer data bus, whereas the 
lower one (LA2) is used for the output of control and address signals. 
The QValid (data valid) lines of both link adapters are connected to 
their respective QAck (data acknowledged) lines via two inverter 
gates connected in series. The propagation delays (typically 20 ns per 
gate) introduced by the two gates provide appropriate timing for 
automatic handshaking.

GENERATION OF PWM WAVEFORM
The novel method of generating the three-phase PWM waveforms by 
means of the transputer is illustrated in Fig.5. The method has proved 
to be superior to conventional methods when implemented by 
microprocessors (Midoun, 1985). The pulse-width, Tn, for phased H 
the n apex of the carrier wave for a regular sampled asymmetric 
PWM wave is determined by :

(1)
thewhere Tc is the carrier wave period, An= n«n/R, M is 

modulation index and R is the frequency ratio of the carrier wave 10 
modulating wave.

In Fig.5, the triangular waveform (i) represents the fictitious earner 
wave with a period of'Tc . The waveform (ii) is the regular s"mP~~ 
asymmetric PWM waveform required. The value of the pulse-widt^ 
Tn, at the n"1 apex of the carrier wave is computed and scaled by * 
transputer on-line by means of eqn.(l) , and the scaled value is «•
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0 10 the 8254 timer at the instant to, by means of the timer 
pding signal (in) generated by the internal hardware timer of the 
0-rter. The output of the timer is shown in waveform (iv). To 
Cft waveform (iv) into the PWM waveform required, an inverting 
,! (v) in synchronous with apexes of the carrier waveform is also 
ptied by the transputer. The inverting waveform and the output 
, the timer are inputed to the 2-input Exclusive-OR gate (see 
4), which then outputs the final PWM waveform (vi).

OCCAM PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
[Objectives of the program to be developed were, firstly, to
duce a three-phase regular sampled asymmetric PWM waveform
t given set of PWM parameters in real-time; and secondly, to

jfve a 'soft-start' process by keeping the voliage-to-frequency
00constant during the start-up of the motor. The 'logical model' of
.program was first developed in the TDS, The program was then
lined 1 and the parts of the program were then allocated to different
osiers by a process called 'configuration'. A program flow
jrarn of the three OCCAM processes running concurrently on three
uate processors is shown in Fig.6. The process 'monitor' which is

'EXE' runs on the host transputer. It provides the user inputs from
[keyboard and the monitor for the output of results. The values of
; PWM parameters, which include the modulating frequency (f), the
filiation index (m) and the frequency ratio (R), are inputed to the
ocas 'monitor'. In addition, the number of increment from start-up
full speed (N), and the modulation index at the start-up instant (mo)

i overcome the voltage drop across the staler windings (or the
milage boost technique') at start-up, are also inputed to 'monitor'.
lie process 'monitor' is then ready to output the data. The processes
tontrol' and 'pwm' which are 'SCs' run on the processors TO and
fl of network respectively. The process 'control' manages the flow
('data, whereas the process 'pwm' generates the PWM in real-time.
After the initialisation procedures, the process 'monitor' is ready to
Wtput the start-data. The process 'control' is also ready to input the
Brt-up data from the process 'monitor' whereas the process 'pwm' is
ndy to input data from the process 'control'. As shown in Fig.6,
icy communicate with each other via the channels at the instants of
ipul (symbol '?') and output (symbol '!'). Communications take
place when the processes at both ends of the channel are ready. When
de soft-start process finishes, the process 'pwm' sends a 'full speed'
Ig back to 'monitor', which then displays the information on the
jcreen. Each process then runs a looping procedure to detect any input
if command, such as a change in the value of the modulating
fequency (f) or the frequency ratio (R), from the keyboard by the
aer. The process 'pwm' then computes the switching instants on-line
nd tends the values to the timer. If the user command is to 'quit' the
lyjtem, the process 'monitor' will send a 'finish' tag to the network.
The network will then respond by sending back an 'acknowledge' tag.
The processes will then be terminated properly. In parallel processing,
it is important to ensure that all the processes terminate properly.

Tht OCCAM PT»"I
The transputer development system (TDS) which raits on the BOOS, 
provides an environment for the programs to be edited, compiled and 
executed. The TDS uses a full screen structured editor which uses the 
concept of 'folding up' parts of the program. This provides a very 
efficient way of navigating around and viewing parts of a large 
program. The main part of the OCCAM program is shown below, 
where the symbols '...' represents program fold containing more 
program lines within. The ' PAR' command is used to indicate the 
processes following are run in parallel. The channels of a process are 
specified by their name in bracket after the name of the process.
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PAR
channel declarations

nonitor(host.to.control,control.to.host) 
control(control.to.host,host.to.control,

control.to.pwm,pwm.to.control) 
pvnn (pwm. to. control, control. to. pwm)

Configuration of thf Tfll'HP"1*'1' Network. The OCCAM program 
described above is a logical model of the final program if the three 
different processes under the command 'PAR' are to be run on three 
different processors. The description of information, in addition to the 
nain program, about the link topology and the allocation of code to 
individual processors is called 'configuration'. The OCCAM channels 
°f the above program were mapped with the transputer links as shown 
in Table 1. The configuration of the network is shown in Fig.7. In the 
configuration statements, the command PLACED PAR was used in 
Pl«ce of PAR. In addition, a PROCESSOR statement and a PLACE ..
** statement were used to indicate the type of processor and the
•ddress of the physical link used for each process. The main part of the 
configuration statements is shown below.

•.. channel declarations
PLACED PAR

PROCESSOR 0 T4
PLACE control.to.host AT linkOout: 
PLACE host.to.control AT linkOin: 
PLACE control.to.pwm AT Iink2out: 
PLACE pwm.to.control AT Iink2in: 
control(control.to.host,host.to.control,

control.to.pwm,pwm.to.control) 
PROCESSOR 1 T4

PLACE to.timer.data AT linkOout: 
PLACE to.timer.control AT linklout: 
PLACE pwm.to.control AT linkSout: 
PLACE control.to.pwm AT Iink3in: 
pwm(pwm.to.control,control.to.pwm)

It is also instructive to show the top level of the OCCAM program for 
the transputer network. On this program level, the type of program for 
each process is shown. Two types of OCCAM programs are 
recognized by the TDS — the 'EXE' which runs on the host 
transputer, and the 'PROGRAM' which runs on the transputer 
network (see Fig.7). In the program shown below, the process 
'monitor' is an 'EXE'. The 'PROGRAM' network contains two 'SC' 
programs (separately compiled programs) and the configuration 
statements of the network. A 'SC' contains the program codes to be 
run on a single processor. The symbol 'F' shows that network is a 
'filed' fold and the symbols '{{{' and '} } }' represent the start and 
finish of the boundary of an unfolded program fold.

... EXE monitor 
{{{ PROGRAM network 
{{{ F network

channel protocol declarations 
... SC control 
... SC PWM

configuration statments

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
PWM waveform generation in real-time
The results of the generation of a three-phase regular sampled 
asymmetric PWM by the transputer in real-time is showed in Fig.8. 
Typical values of modulating frequency, modulation index and 
frequency ratio were used.

Soft-start
The results of a direct-on-line simulation test on the 2.2 kW induction 
motor are illustrated in Fig.9(a) and Fig.9(b) respectively. Fig.9(a) 
shows the electromagnetic torque oscillation during the start-up 
process, whereas Fig.9(b) shows the corresponding inrush current. 
Such undesirable effects can be reduced by means of a 'soft start' 
technique. Such a technique was implemented by means of the 
transputer-based drive system. The transputer computed the switching 
angles between each frequency increment interval (0.25 seconds) by 
keeping the voltage-to-frequency ratio constant during starting. A 
soft-start test on the motor with the voltage/frequency ratio being kept 
constant is shown in Fig.10. As shown in Fig.lO(a), at the start-up 
stage, both the fundamental frequency of the PWM wave and the 
modulation index are low. In the middle stage of the start-up which is 
shown in Fig.lO(b), the fundamental frequency and the modulation 
index have both increased proportionally. In Fig.lO(c), the PWM 
waveform of fundamental frequency of 33 Hz and modulation index 
of 0.95 is shown. The motor line current at different stages during the 
'soft-start' process is shown in Fig. 11. It is evident from Fig.ll(a)-(c) 
that the motor line current is roughly constant during the full range of 
the start-up process. The harmful effect of inrush current is largely 
eliminated.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
An initial investigation into the application of the transputer to the 
control of a PWM inverter drive has been presented. The fast 
processing speed of the transputer enabled the PWM waveforms to be 
generated in real-time. However, the relatively slow communication 
speed (3|is / byte) of the links was found to be an inferior feature when 
compared with conventional microprocessors by imposing further 
limits on the 'minimum pulse-width' of the PWM waveform. It is 
believed that the new generation transputer, HI, which has a 
communication speed ten times faster may provide a realistic solution 
to this problem. A further investigation into the application of 'vector
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control' to the present PWM drive system to achieve good dynamic 
response is already under way. The two 'unused' transputers of the 
B003 board have been used in the new system to provide extra 
computing power and additional links for the speed counter circuit and 
the analog-to-digital convener. The links are mapped with the 
OCCAM channels as shown in Table-2. The configuration of the 
extended transputer system is shown in Fig. 12. The process 'speed' 
which runs on T2, inputs and calculates the speed of the motor, 
whereas, the process 'current' which runs on T3, inputs and 
calculates the phase currents of the motor. The result of this further 
investigation is expected to be published at a later date.
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Boolean Algebra Logic gate 
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Fig.5 Novel method of generating the PWM waveform
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Fig.6 Program flow diagram of the three concurrent OCCAM 
processes which run on separate processors

Processor
0

1

2 and 3

Channel Name
control.to.host 
host.to.control 
control.to.pwm 
pwm.to.control
pwm.to.control 
control.to.pwm 
to.timer.data 
to.timer.control

Link Number
0 
0 
2 
2
3
0 
1

Direction
out 
in 
out 
in
out 
in 
out 
out

not configurated

Table 1 Configuration table of B003 board

'EXE' ! 'PROGRAM'
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Fig.7 Configuration of the transputer network system
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(a) Inverter voltage outputs (f=10Hz,M=0.6) (b) Inverter voltage outputs (f=33Hz, M=0.9) (c) Line voltage of motor (f=33Hz£f=0.95) 
Fig.8 Generation of regular sampled asymmetric PWM by the transputer in real-time

0 0.2 0.4

(a) Electromagnetic torque (b) Current inrush 

Fig.9 Simulation test on direct-on-line start of the motor at rated supply voltage

(a) Start-up stage (b) Middle stage
Fig. 10 Inverter voltage outputs in the soft-start process

(carrier freq.=600Hz, mod. index at full speed =0.95)

(c) Full speed

(a) Start-up stage (b) Middle stage (c) Full speed 

Fig,l 1 Motor line current in the soft-star process (carrier freq.=600Hz, mod. index at full specd=0.95)
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Processor
0

1

2

3

Channel Name
control.to.host
host.to.control
control.to.pwm
pwm.lo.control
control.to.current
pwm.to.control
control.to.pwm 
pwm.to.speed
speed.to.pwm
to.timer.data
to.timer.control
speed.to.pwm 
pwm.to.speed 
speed.to.current
current.to.speed
to. counter. data
to.counter.control
current. to.s peed
speed. to.current
current.to.control
control.to.current
to.adc
from.adc
to.dac

Link Number
0
0
2">

3
3
3
2
0
1

3 
2
2
0
1
3
3
2
2
0
0
1

Direction
out
in
out
in
out
out
in 
out
in
out
out
out 
in 
out
in
out
out
out
in
out
in
out
in
out

Table 2 Configuration table of B003 board in the new system
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mounted mid* 
host computer
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')
ll

1
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Fig. 12 Configuration of the transputer system for further investigation
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